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Introduction to the Business Master File (BMF) 

Any of you who operate a business or trust with an employer identification 

number (EIN) and not a social security number (SSN) will have a BMF. 

If you have a regular business or operate under a Trust with an EIN you will have 

a BMF for that entity as opposed to an IMF for an Individual. If you do not have a 

business or a trust with an EIN do not send for B:MF using your SSN as it does not apply 

to a BMF. An EIN starts with two numbers followed with a hyphen(-) followed by 7 

more numbers. Now you may ask, "Ifl do not need to send off for a BMF then how is 

anything in this issue going to effect me?" If you only have an IMF and you have the 

IRS wanting to do mean nasty things to you, someone or something deep down inside of 

some IRS hideout may start committing computer fraud inside your file, without your 

knowledge, by inserting BMF codes into your IMF. Of course ifyou operate an entity 

under an EIN then the information contained herein could be very useful. Also, inside 

this issue you will fmd an example of a decoded BMF. We have found that BMF's are 

somewhat more complex, than the one we have provided and require a great deal of more 

time to decode than an IMF. 

The BMF is usually divided up into four quarters and each quarter must be broken 

down. Just to let you know about how tricky the IRS is, we spent 3 days decoding one 

large BMF. The first two days we could not get anything to match. We were not making 

any progress until we discovered that somebody at the IRS had added an extra quarter 

into the years in question. Only someone at the IRS would put five quarters into the year 

so they could try and get extra money from this person. Is there not anything that they 
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will not do to cheat somebody? Again, how would you even know about these erroneous 

entities if you were not using the FOIA process? 

Like our IMF issue we want to cover the basic items concerning a BMF. We will 

cover the more complex issues concerning the BMF in other ''VIP Dispatch's" 

This primer issue on the BMF is to help you to become knowledgeable on the 

simple basics of the BMF. Many of those who contact us in this respect have been sold a 

$350.00 to $10,000.00 trust package. Then usually when the IRS comes looking for the 

trust the person who sold the trust will leave them hanging. Those selling or promoting 

these trusts might attacked by the IRS and then who is going to help you? 

We do not have any problem with someone using a valid trust. As like anything 

else in this area, a valid trust is only as good as the ability of those who use the trust to 

defend it. 

Most of those selling their trust package do not include any information on how to 

defend their trust. When you ask the seller of the trust any questions in this area they will 

tell you to just call them, but when you call they are not there, don't return your call, or 

they are long gone. Many of these trusts are good but the IRS does not like them for 

several reasons. For the past several years they have had a major trust-busting program 

going on to shut down the little guys. It's a lot simpler to take down the little guys than 

the big guys. 

We do not sell any type of a trust package, as that would divert us from our main 

goal. We will be putting out a trust issue in the future for those of you who have trusts or 

thinking of obtaining one. Remember, if you have to go to court concerning a trust or 

corporation you will most likely be needing an attorney to plead your case or you could 
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be hit with the unauthorized practice of law. It takes an artificial entity to represent an 

artificial entity. 

Another item we want to cover is the growing number of people with business 

who have stopped withholding on those who work for them, or who put people to work 

without withholding taxes. When the IRS comes knocking at your door, "What do you 

do". Well you just might find some items in this issue that you can use. 

We specialize in breaking down the complex issues into an item by item, line by 

line approach that will build a chain of solid substantial facts that you can use to expose 

the IRS errors or wrong doing and take action against them. 

We know a lot of people who want to file a big class action lawsuit against the 

commissioner of the IRS. They have all kind of names for these actions costing $1200.00 

to $5000.00 for you to join. They will tell you that as soon as your name is on the lawsuit, 

the IRS can no longer come after you or something to that effect. We haven't seen one 

work and when it crashes the IRS goes after everyone on the list. 

We have seen a lot of paperwork that people have done themselves or have had 

someone else do for them. This paperwork is full of allegations, but contains no 

documented facts to back up what they say. Indeed one of our first questions is "where is 

the actual evidence that backs up what you are talking about in your paperwork." 

Now, with the IRS admitting that millions of Americans are not filing, how do 

you reach them? By going through the IMF issue and this BMF issue you will have the 

knowledge to help others obtain these documents. If the IMF or B:MF needs to be 

decoded, you now have a source that you can send it to for that service. 
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With the information we are providing you through the "VIP Dispatch" you 

should be able to help at least 1 0 others. You can introduce them to all these secret 

records that are being kept on them without their knowledge. 

There is a certain way to obtain and document any falsifications to your files. You 

will then have the best evidence or substantive evidence which when used correctly, will 

over ride their prima ficia presumptions. A Prima Facia presumption is the best they will 

have to use against you. 

Prima Facia evidence: Evidence good and sufficient on its face. Such evidence as in the 

judgement of the law is sufficient to establish a given fact or the group or chain of facts 

constituting the parties claim or defense and which if not rebutted or contradicted will 

remain sufficient. 

Prima Facia Case: Such as will prevail until contradicted and overcome by other 

evidence. 

Substantive Evidence: That adduced for the purpose of proving a fact in issue, as 

opposed to evidence given for the purpose of discrediting a witness. 

Best Evidence: Primary evidence, as distinguished from secondary. 

Primary Evidence: Original or first-hand evidence, the best evidence that the nature of 

the case admits o£ 
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Study o(the BMF 
Introduction 

We are now going to study the BMF Operations manual, which we obtained on 

one of our trips to Washington D.C. 

When we asked the reading room workers at the IRS where else could we obtain 

this information we were told that this is the only location where this information is kept. 

So if you live in California you would have to spend a $1000.00 to $5000.00 to go to 

Washington D.C. to obtain this information. It will also take you a couple of days just to 

learn your way around town. Just getting a parking space can take a hour or more. We 

have been to D.C. eight times. Every time we go, something changes to mess you up. 

The last time we were in D.C. we were arrested for trying to get into the U.S. Customs 

reading room, even though the U.S. Government Manual says that room has to be open to 

the general public. However, that's not the way they read it, we were told that it is only 

open to U.S. customs personal. What does the government have there that they don't 

want us to have or see? 

When we went to the treasury building next to the White House, they had the 

guards outside the doors. Not only could we not get inside the building, they would not 

even escort us to the reading room which we have been allowed into in the past. We 

were told that only employees of Treasury were allowed into the building itsel£ So we 

have seen these changes over the years. 

Let us give you an example of a study that was conducted in Ohio even though it 

doesn't have anything to do with an IMF or a BMF. The study was geared towards Ohio 

drivers and it discovered that one in every seven drivers in Ohio had expired driver 
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licenses, expired plates or no insurance. What we are getting to, is that one out of every 

seven Ohio drivers can't even keep up with those documents. In Ohio you must have your 

Drivers license, registration and insurance card with you plus you must have your seat 

belt on and if any of your answers are no then off to jail you go. If you kick that up to 

another level the IRS code is over 10,000 pages not even counting the Code ofFederal 

Regulations (CFR). Many sections of the (CFR) can be changed on a daily basis. Next 

you have the "Statutes at Large", which are added to weekly. Lets not forget Tax court, 

Bankruptcy court, Treasury Orders, Treasury Decisions, Attorney General Opinions, and 

the list goes on and on. No wonder millions of Americans have thrown in the towel and 

stopped filing. Can anyone blame them? However, surprise, the Central Bankers of 

Europe who actually control the Federal Reserve System in the United States still want 

their share ofthe money collected. 

The IRS can bust anyone they want to because it is impossible to keep up with all 

the changes in the tax code, especially if you have a small business. If you do not have a 

very good bookkeeper or accountant who keeps up with all the changes, then you can go 

down at anytime. 

One gentleman who contacted us had hired a bookkeeper that unknown to him 

had just gotten out of jail for ripping off another company 5 months before he hired her. 

It only took her about 6 months to rip him off. Now she is gone and he is left to deal with 

the IRS. 

Hopefully knowing the basics about the IMF and BMF will help you in sorting 

out your particular problem, and enable you to help others. 
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We now want study into the BMF Operations Manual itself as we did with the 

previous IMF issue. We have enclosed that manual here to make sure that you have it at 

your fmgertips. Please read pages 10 to 27 and we will go back and do a study about 

what you have just read. 

Our next issue will deal with the Non-Master File (NMF) which will contain 

some unique information that we have on this topic. The NMF is very important in 

dealing with the IMF or BMF. The NMF is also referred to as the Liability transcript, 

which is especially important, if they are trying to charge you with interest or penalties. 
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Chapter 3000 General 

30(52)0 BMF Operations 

30(52)1 (1-1-94) 

Introduction 

30(52)1.1 (1-1-94) 

Purpose 

This Section provides a general description of Business Master File 
(BMF) operations at the Martinsburg Computing Center (MCC). 

30(52)1.2 (1-1-94) 

Scope 

These procedures are limited to those general processes required at 
MCC to process data to the BMF, effect settlement with the taxpayer, and 
to output data for further processing into final outputs at Internal Revenue 
Service Centers. 

30(52)1.3 (1-1-94) 

Related Text 

Law Enforcement Manual 3(27)(68)0, ADP System Codes, contains 
definitions, listings, and descriptions of all codes used on BMF source 
documents and outputs, including transaction, status, condition, and 
unpostable codes. 

30(52)2 (1-1-94) 

General Information 

30(52)2.1 (1-1-94) 

Definitions 

(1) BMF-a file in Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) sequence, 
maintained on magnetic tape, of business taxpayers, individual taxpayers 
filing returns other than Form 1040, exempt organizations and any entity 
required by law and regulations to have a federal identification number. 

(2) Business Taxpayer-one conducting a business enterprise of 
which the operations or products are subject to federal taxation. 

(3) Exempt Organizatiorl--one exempt from Federal taxes that quali
fies for one or more of the purposes specifically designated in the IR 
Code. 

(4) Individual Taxpayers-a Social Security Number (SSN) account 
for taxpayers filing Forms 706, Estate Tax Return and 709, Gift Tax 
Return. 

(5) Any Entity required by law and regulations to have a federal 
identification number-Employer Identification Numbers (EIN) as
signed to taxpayers when an individuals SSN cannot be used as a federal 
identification number. All EINs assigned by the service are placed on the 
BMF, the number can be assigned to individuals, corporations, pension/ 
profit sharing/retirement plans, exempt organizations, partnerships, 
trusts, estates and statellocaVfederal government agencies. 

(6) Type of Tax-Any tax assessed on a specific tax return filed by the 
taxpayer. Examples of Type of Tax: excise taxes filed on Form 720, 
employment taxes filed on Form 941,942,943, 940 and CT-1, corporate 
taxes filed c;m Form 1120 series, trust taxes filed on Form 1 041 series. 

page 30(52)0-3 (1-1-95) MT 3000-346 
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I R Manual 
30{52)2.1 

BMF Operations 

(7) Tax Module-a variable length record for a taxpayer of one type of 
tax (a two digit numeric code) for one tax period. See IRM 30(52)2.2 for 
tax returns and numeric code. 

(8) Deferred Actio~ code established to trigger a particular type of 
action in a future processing cycle. For example: to issue a TDA Record. 

30{52}2.2 (1-1..J!J4) 

BMF Tax Returns and Master File Tax {MFT) Code 

MFT 
01 

02 

03 
04 

05 

06 
07 

09 

. 10 

11 

12 

15 
16 
33 
34 
36 

37 
44 
50 

Form Number 
941 
941E 
941PR 
941SS 

1120 
1120-A 
1120SF 
1120-F 
1120FSC 
1120-H 
1120L 
112~0 

1120PC 

1120-POL 
1120REIT 

1120RIC 

1120-S 
720 
942 

942PR 

1041 

1065 
1066 

CT-1 

940 
940EZ 

940PR 

943 
943PR 

1042 

8752 
945 
990-C 
99~T 
1041-A 

5227 
990-PF 
4720 

MT3000-346 

Form Title 
Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return 
Quarterly Return of Withheld Income Tax 
Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return, Puerto Rico 
Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return, Virgin Islands, 

Guam, American Samoa 
U.S. Corporate Income Tax Return 
U.S. Short Form Corporation Tax Return 
U.S. Income Tax Return for Settlement Funds 
U.S. Income Tax Return of Foreign Corporations 
U.S. Income Tax Return of a Foreign Sales Corporation 
U.S. Income Tax Return for Homeowners Associations 
U.S. Life Insurance Company Income Tax Return 
Return for Nuclear Decommissioning Trusts and Certain 

Related Persons 
U.S. Property and Casualty Insurance Company Income 

Tax Return 
U.S. Income Tax Return of Political Organization 
U.S. Income Tax Return for Real Estate Investment 

Trusts 
U.S. Income Tax Return for Regulated Investment 

Companies 
U.S. Small Business Corporation Income Tax Return 
Quarterly Federal Excise Tax Return 
Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return for Household 

Employees 
Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return, Household 

Employees, Puerto Rico 
U.S. Fiduciary Income Tax Return (For Estates and 

Trusts) 
U.S. Partnership Return of Income 
Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit Income Tax 

Return 
Employer's Annual Railroad Retirement and 

Unemployment Return 
Employer's Annual Federal Unemployment Tax Return 
Short Form Employer's Annual Federal Unemployment 

Tax Return 
Employer's Annual Federal Unemployment Tax Return, 

Puerto Rico 
Employer's Annual Tax Return for Agricultural Employees 
Employer's Annual Tax Return for Agricultural Employees, 

Puerto Rico 
Annual Withholding Tax Return for US Source Income of 

Foreign Persons 
Required Payment or Refund Under Section 7519 
Annual Return of Withheld Federal Income Tax 
Farmer's Cooperative Association Income Tax Return 
Exempt Organization Business Income Tax Return 
U.S. Information Return-Trust Accumulation of 

Charitable Amounts 
Split-Interest Trust Information Return 
Return of Private Foundation 
Return of Certain Excise Taxes on Charities and Other 

Persons Under Chap. 41 and 42 of the IRC 

page 30(52}Q-4 (1-1-95) 
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MFT 
51 
52 
60 
63 
64 
67 

77 
78 

Form Number 
709 
706 
2290 
11C 
730 
990 
990EZ 

706GS(T) 
706GS(D) 

Form Title 
United States Gift Tax Return 
United States Estate Tax Return 
Heavy Vehicle Use Tax Return 
Spec1al Tax Return and Application for Registry-Wagering 
Tax on Wagering 
Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax 
Short Form Return of Organization Exempt from Income 

Tax 
Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax Return for Terminations 
Notification of Distribution from a Generation-Skipping 

Trust 

30(52)2.3 (1-1-95) 

Objectives of the BMF 
(1) Maintain a record of each business taxpayer including name, 

current address, the IRS activities with whom the taxpayer does busi
ness, and the types of taxes for which the taxpayer is liable. 

(2) Record all returns filed, payments, and assessments made to each 
taxpayer's account for each tax liability and tax period. Check taxpayer 
compliance with return filing requirements established by law and regu
lation. 

(3) Effect settlement and collection action with each taxpayer by 
issuing refunds, bills, and notices. 

(4) Detect duplicate filing of returns and prevent consequent errone
ous refunds made to taxpayers filing multiple returns for the same tax and 
tax period. 

(5) Through processing of return data, indicate those returns having 
definite audit and intelligence examination potential. 

(6) Provide data for maintenance of prescribed records by offices 
accountable for funds received on behalf of the Government in payment 
of business tax liabilities. 

(7) Provide revenue and management reports from data maintained in 
or processed to the BM F. 

(8) Provide magnetic tapes and reports of data maintained in or 
processed to the BMF to other governmental agencies such as Social 
Security Administration and Treasury Disbursing Offices. 

(9) Freeze accounts identified as owing a federal agency liability on 
the DMF, and offset refundable credits when they become available. 

30(52)2.4 (1-1-95) 

Administrative Rules of the BMF 
(1) General 

(a) The Business Master File is designed to contain the following. 
1 One Entity Module for each taxpayer. 
2 One Tax Module for each type of tax for each tax period. 
3 One tax return for each Tax Module (except Civil Penalty, Payer 

Master File, CAWR, and the FTD Credit Module). 
(b) Settlement with the taxpayer is made as returns are posted. 
(c) Computer programs provide that whenever the computer analy

sis of the taxpayer's accounts requires generated transactions such as 
computed penalties, transfers of credits from one Tax Module to another, 
offset to DMF, etc., the required transactions are generated and posted to 
the Transaction Section of the affected Tax Module and the Account and 
Module Bal_ances are adjusted as applicable. 

page 30(52)0-5 (1-1-95) MT 3000-346 
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(d) In most instances, the status date of each Status Code gener
ated at the Martinsburg Computing Center and posted to the Status 
History Section of a Tax Module is the 23C date (assessment date) for the 
processing cycle during which the Status Code is generated. The only 
exceptions to this rule are specifically stated in other procedures which 
deal with status transactions. 

(e) The 23C date for assessment and the schedule date for abate
ments are prescribed in IRM 3(30}(123}(35} for the week in which these 
transactions are processed and posted to the Master File at the 
Martinsburg Computing Center. 

(f) In the absence of specific designation by the taxpayer, payments 
or credits are applied within each Tax Module to tax, penalty, other 
additions to liability, and interest, in that order. 

(g) Extensions of time granted for filing are not extensions of time for 
payment of the tax. Returns processing specifications include applicable 
rules for interest computations when automatic extensions are appli
cable, when extensions are granted, or when the tax is payable in 
installments. 

(h) If a duplicate return attempts to post, any remittance with the 
return is posted to the Transaction Section of the Tax Module, but final 
settlement js deferred until an Examination (Audit} or DP Adjustment is 
posted in a subsequent cycle. 

(i} Output requirements initiated by other governmental agencies 
such as the Social Security Administration can only be altered upon 
request by or through coordination with that agency. 

(j) Changes to these procedures must be coordinated with the Chief, 
Business Systems Branch, Corporate Systems Division. 

(2) Specific 
(a} The check date for refunds will be the 23C date plus 1 day and 

the schedule date for refunds will be the 23C date minus 9 days as 
determined in IRM 30(52)2.4:(1 }(e) above. Interest is not allowable on 
refunds of income tax if the date of the refund check is within 45 days of 
the later of Correspondence Received Date, or due date of the return; or 
if the return was delinquent, the date the return was filed. Interest is not 
allowable on an overpayment elected for credit to estimated tax for the 
succeeding tax period or on an Undelivered Refund Check (if taxpayer is 
at fault for undelivery) which has been redeposited. Any overpayment 
less than $1 is cleared, consequently no interest is allowed thereon. 

(b) IMF Credits Offset against BMF Liabilities. 
1 Prior to issuing refunds from the Individual Master File, credits 

are written on tape for possible application to the BMF whenever IMF 
processing identifies the following conditions: 

a the IMF refund principal is equal to or more than the pre
scribed amount; and 

b the taxpayer's individual return includes a Schedule C and/or 
Schedule F showing his/her Employer Identification Number; and, that 
Employer Identification number is present on the Debtor Master File. 

2 The input transaction to the BMF from the IMF is automatically 
generated by the computer for the amount of the IMF refundable amount. 

(c) Balances due of less than $5.00 ($1.00 for Form 11) of tax and 
assessed interest/penalty or overpayments of less than $1.00 are not 
held, offset, refunded or billed, but are cleared in the computer by 
generated transactions and posted to the Transaction Section prior to 
executing the Offset Settlement and Refund Routines. 

MT 3000-346 page 30(52)()..6 (1-1-95) 
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(d) After all IRS debts are satisfied, offsetting to DMF can occur. 
Accounts frozen during Agency Certification (MCC cycle YY03) are 
analyzed weekly when refundable credits become available on a tax 
module. The DMF is checked to determine if a debt is still outstanding, 
how much is owed, and to which Agency/Subagency. A TC896 will be 
posted to the module for any credits offset, a CP-149 notice is issued to 
notify the taxpayer, and an update record is sent to DMF weekly. Module 
adjustments (TC897's), agency deletions, and refunds (TC131) are 
posted to business accounts with a DMF freeze. 

(e) Computation of Normal Interest under ADP System. 
1 Detailed rules for interest computations, including the applicable 

rates, periods, and methods of computation are currently prescribed in 
accordance with Sections 6601 and 6611 of the 1954 Code. 

2 3111 and 3113 of LEM Ill include statements relating to interest. 
Observance of these statements in specifying computer processes does 
not obviate the District or SC Director's authority to subsequently abate or 
assert penalty or interest charges when this action should be taken. 

3 As stated in 3111 and 3113 of LEM Ill, interest or additional 
interest will not be asserted whenever full payment of the amount due is 
received within the prescribed time period. 

4 Restricted interest will be manually computed by DO's and SC's 
and transcribed for input to the BMF. Restricted interest due is entered or 
abated with Transaction Codes 340 and 341 . The processing of an 
accepted Offer-In-Compromise (TC 780) or TC 534 (Expired Balance 
Writeoff) will also restrict computer computation of interest due or 
allowed. Restricted interest allowed is entered with TC 770. When TC 
340, 341, 780, or 534 is posted, the computer yields to these transactions 
in lieu of the normal interest routines, and all subsequent debit interest 
transactions must be manually computed. The computer yields to the 770 
transaction amounts or TC's 780 or 534, after which future credit interest 
is manually computed. TC 342 (Interest Restriction Deletion), 781 
(Defaulted Account Compromised), 782 (Correction of TC 780 Processed 
In Error) or 535 (Reversal of Expired Balance writeoff) which completely 
reverses the TC 534 amount allows the computer to recompute debit 
interest under normal interest routines. 

5 Interest previously assessed is, as a rule, abated when neces
sary by an input transaction coded 341. However, when a payment credit 
now applied (e.g., an unpostable or overpayment offset) reduces the 
liability for taxes so that previously assessed amounts or normal interest 
are excessive, abatement of such excess to the amount actually due is 
generated and recorded using Transaction Code 197 or 337 as appro
priate. 

(f) Computation of Failure to Pay Tax Penalty under ADP System. 
1 The penalty is asserted at the rate of Yz of 1 percent per month 

on the unpaid balance of tax (shown on the return) for each month such 
underpayment continues, not exceeding 25% in the aggregate. The 
penalty also applies to Examination/DP Tax Assessments that are not 
paid within 10 days after notice and demand. This penalty applies to 
unpaid taxes on returns required to be filed after December 31 , 1969, and 
Examination/DP Tax Assessments made after December 31, 1969, 
regardless of return due date. The penalty will not be asserted if it is 
shown that such failure is due to reasonable cause and not due to willful 
neglect. 
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2 The rate at which the penalty is asserted will change from % of 
1 per cent per month to 1 per cent per month on the unpaid balance of tax 
for each month the underpayment continues effective with the issuance 
of the fourth notice to the taxpayer or the establishment of a TDA 
condition on the tax module. 

3 The assessment and abatement of this penalty can be restricted 
with the input of Transaction Codes 270 and 271 containing the manually 
computed amount, TC 780 or TC 534. When these transactions are input, 
it prevents further computer computation of penalty and recompute can 
resume only after the input of TC 272, 781, 782, or TC 535 which 
completely reverses the TC 534 amount. 

4 Penalty abatements (TC 277) will, in general, be made when tax 
abatements and/or payments are applied with an effective date prior to 
the date the assessment was made. 

30(52)3 (7-1-94) 

Concept of the BMF 

30(52)3.1 (1-1-94) 

Purpose 

The BMF is designed to accumulate on tape all data for the tax 
liabilities of one taxpayer. The returns filed for each type of tax, the 
assess-ments, the debit and credit transactions for each tax account, and 
a record of all changes made on a tax return are maintained for each 
taxpayer on the master file. 

30(52)3.2 (1-1-95) 

BMF Sections of Each Taxpayer's Record 
(1) Entity File 

(a) Entity Section 
(b) Entity Transaction Section 
(c) Deferred Action Section 
(d) Vestigial Section 
(e) Offset Section 
(f) IDRS Section 
(g) Audit History Section 
(h) Level Section 
(i) Last Period Satisfied Section 
(j) Exempt Organization Section 
(k) COPYS Section 

(2) Tax Module File 
(a) Balance Section 
(b) Status History Section 
(c) Transaction Section 

(3) Subsidiary Files 
(a) Master Directory File 
(b) Group Exemption Number (GEN) File 
(c) Temporary Files 

1 Cumulative SSA File 
2 Cumulative Report File 
3 Cumulative FTD Received File 
4 Form 940 Tax Base File 
5 Form 1120, 1041, 1065 DIF and Audit Files 
6 Cumulative Returns Transaction Tapes Files 
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7 Form 990, 990EZ, 990PF, 990C SERFE and Audit Files 
8 Disclosure Records File 

30(52)3.3 (1-1-94) 

Entity File 

(1) The entity file contains eleven retained sections which describe the 
taxpayer as an entity and record entity postings and deferred actions. In 
some instances, generated offset transactions are also included for 
posting in a subsequent run. It is a separate file, common to all tax 
modules of the taxpayer, and is divided into two areas-active and 
inactive. The active Entity File consists of those accounts in a given cycle 
for which activity occurs. For example: expiring Deferred Action or 
transaction input. The inactive Entity File consists of those accounts in a 
given cycle for which no activity is necessary. These accounts will not 
enter the posting or analysis runs for that cycle. 

(2) Entity Section-The Entity Section contains the following data. 
(a) Taxpayer's TIN. 
(b) Taxpayer's Name Control and Check Digits. 
(c) Taxpayer's Name, Address and ZIP Code. 
(d) The District and Area Office handling the taxpayer's account. 
(e) The various taxes for which the taxpayer is liable. (Filing 

Requirement Codes) 
(f) The period during which the account was established. 
(g) Railroad Retirement Board Number for CT-1 taxpayers. 
(h) PINPBA/SIC Code. 
(i) Unified Cumulative Credit (Form 709 returns). 
(j) Number of Partners (Form 1 065) 
(k) Old Name Control 
(I) Various programming indicators and codes for entity freezes and 

other uses (e.g., Employment Code for certain 941 taxpayers, Exempt 
Organization Status Indicator, Accounting Period Fiscal Year and Month) 

(m) Bankruptcy Petition Date 
(n) CAF Count 
(o) Sole Proprietor SSN 
(p) Latest F709 Tax Period 
(q) TEFRA Indicator 
(r) Address Change Cycle 
(s) TDAITDI Location Codes 
(t) Primary Location Codes 
(u) Level Section Hash 
(v) FTD Coupon Reorder Date 
(w) Business Operation Date 
(x) Wages Paid Date 
(y) FTD Service Center Indicators 

(3) Entity Transaction Section-Detailed information on a specific 
entity transaction may be found in BMF PRP 160, Section 13.01. The 
standard portion of the Entity Transaction Section contains the following 
data. 

(a) Entity Transaction Code, Reversal Indicator 
(b) Entity Transaction Document Locator Number (DLN). 
(c) Cycle Posted. 
(d) Entity Transaction Date. 

(4) Deferred Action Section-This section contains the following data. 
(a) Master File Tax Code (MFT) 
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(b) Tax Period 
(c) Deferred Action Code 
(d) Cycle action to be taken 

BMF Operations 

(5) Vestigial Section-Also known as the Retention Section, it contains 
records which identify tax modules which were removed from the BMF. If 
this removal causes an overflow condition, the earliest tax periods 
removed will be dropped. A record is retained by MFT of the latest tax 
period dropped. Vestigial Section records contain the following. 

(a) MFT 
(b) Tax Period 
(c) Tax module control district office code 
(d) Year removed from BMF 

(6) Offset Section-The Offset Section is for programming use in 
posting taxpayer's generated offset transactions in a subsequent pro
gram run. It does not remain as a permanent section of the Entity File 
after its designated purpose has been fulfilled. 

(7) IDRS Section-The IDRS Section contains records which identify 
entity and tax modules selected to be monitored by I DRS. These records 
include the following. 

(a) MFT 
(b) Tax Period 
(c) Service Center(s) monitoring the tax period. 
(d) Last Extract Cycle 
(e) Reason Codes 

(8) Audit History Section-The Audit History Section shows, for each 
BMF MFT the last two tax periods audited and the amount of tax changes 
made for each. 

(9) Level Section-The Level Section shows the location of tax 
modules on the two lower levels of inactivity. These modules are not 
processed every cycle but are activated only when addressed by an input 
transaction. 

(1 0) Last Period Satisfied Section-This section contains the following 
data. 

(a) MFT 
(b) Tax Period 
(c) Transaction Code 
(d) Amount . 
(e) Return Condition Codes (F, Y, T, 4) or TC 59X Closing Code 

(01-99) 
(11) Exempt Organization Section-This section contains data unique 

to Exempt Organization returns filers, and contains the following type of 
information: 

(a) Group Exemption Number (GEN) 
(b) Subsection Code-Current/Prior 
(c) Affiliation Code, Classification Codes, Foundation Code (Prior/ 

Current), Activity Codes, Pension Plan Code, Large Case Code, CUM 
List Indicator, Type of Organization Code. 

·(d) Deductibility Codes and Year 
(e) Ruling Date. Advanced Ruling Expiration Date 
(f) EO Location Codes (Region/District of Jurisdiction/Key District) 
(g) File Folder Number 
(h) Status Code and Status Date (YYMM)-to contain all EO 

Statuses sequentially posted to the EO entity section. 
(i) Various codes for programming and other uses (e.g., TCMP 

Sample Code, Lobby Indicator/Year, Asset Code, Income Code). 
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(12) COPYS Section-The COPYS Section is for programming use in 
developing COPYS scores for F941 /F1120 tax modules. 

30(52)3.4 (1-1-95) 

Tax Module File 

(1) The Tax Module File consists of one or more tax modules. This file 
is divided into four areas-active and inactive and two lower levels. The 
active file consists of tax modules in a given cycle for which activity 
occurs. The inactive file consists of tax modules for which no activity 
occurs. The lower levels consist of tax modules with increasing periods of 
inactivity, lack of freezes, etc. It is possible and probable that a taxpayer 
with more than one tax module may have his account in part on the active 
file, on the inactive file, and on the two lower levels during a given cycle. 
The Tax Module File contains the following sections. 

(2) Balance Section-This section contains the following data. 
(a) Various hold and program codes which identify certain freezes 

against settling or refunding. (See "Table of BMF Processing Freezes," 
Exhibit 30(52)0-1.) 

(b) Taxpayer's TIN. 
(c) MFT Code and Tax Period. 
(d) Module tax and penalty balance-this shows the current debit or 

credit balance of the Tax Module excluding debit interest. 
(e) Interest amounts showing the balances of assessed interest, 

paid interest, and total interest (assessed plus accrued). 
(f) Control DLN. 
(g) Interest Date showing the last date interest was computed to. 
(h) Failure to Pay Penalty Start Date--Earliest date from which 

penalty can be computed. 
(i) Failure to Pay Penalty Amounts-Net assessed penalty and total 

due (assessed plus accrued). 
U) Assessment Statute Expiration Date (ASED) 
(k) Latest Collection Statute Expiration Date (CSED) 
(I) Refund Statute Expiration Date (RSED) 
(m) 2% Interest Trigger Date 
(n) Return Due Date (ROD) 
(o) Certain codes/indicators identifying various conditions present in 

the tax module and/or on the posted return (e.g., Lien Filed/CAF 
Indicators, ManufacturingNaluation Codes). 

{p) Accounting Control District Office 
(q) Cycle Last Active 
(r) Historical District Office 
(s) Retention Register Indicator 
(t) Extended Return Due Date 

(3) Status History Section-The Status History Section contains the 
following data for each status the Tax Module attains. 

(a) Status Code--The last one in this section is the current Status 
Code. Status Codes indicate, for example, if the tax return is past due, the 
account is full-paid, balance overdue. Full descriptions of the Status 
Codes are contained in Law Enforcement Manual 3(27)(68)0, ADP 
System Codes. 

(b) BMF Cycle of posting. 
(c) Special TDI indicator. 
(d) Status amount and/or date. 
(e) Tql COPYS score 
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(f) Status Date 
(g) Notice Number 
(h) District Office 
(i) Extension Date 
G) TDA Indicator Amount 

BMF Operations 

(4) Transaction Section-The Transaction Section contains input 
transactions that are posted to the BMF Tax Module. The transaction 
length and the elements of data vary between input types. 

(a) The following elements are present for all transactions posted to 
the tax module. 

1 Transaction Code--defines the precise nature of the transac
tion. See Law Enforcement Manual 3(27)(68)0, ADP System Codes, for 
definitions of these codes. 

2 DLN. 
3 Cycle Posted. 
4 Transaction Date. 
5 Transaction Amount, if applicable, Debit or Credit. 

(b) In addition, the following data elements are present in the tax 
module for all returns posted to the tax module. 

1 23C Date (Cycle of Return Posting). 
2 Tax Liability (Total Tax Settlement) (Not present on F990, F1 065 

or F1041A). 
3 Tax per Taxpayer (Not present on F990, 990EZ, F1 065 or 

F1041A). 
4 Penalty/Interest Codes (Not present on F990, 990EZ, F1 065 or 

F1041A). 
5 Certain Condition Codes. 
6 Return Math Error Notice Codes and Math Status Code. 
7 Payment Received with return. 
8 Correspondence Received Date 
9 Taxpayer Information Codes 

(c) More detailed information on a specific MFT may be found in 
BMF PRP 160, Section 4.01. The following data elements are unique to 
the specific types of returns posted to the BMF. 

1 Abstract Numbers and Amounts (Forms 720, 4720). 
2 Start Day, Nature of Change Indicator, and Signature Indicator 

(Form 11C). 
3 Pre-computed Daily Delinquency Penalty (Forms 990, 990PF, 

1041A). 
4 Taxpayer Claimed Federal Tax Deposits (Forms 940, 940EZ, 

941, 943, 720, CT-1, 1042, 945). 
5 Principal Industry Activity Code (Forms 1120, 1065). 
6 Foreign Bank Code reflecting whether or not the taxpayer has 

foreign bank account (Forms 1041, 1120, 1065). 
7 Overpayment Windfall Profit Tax, Jobs Credit (not on F990T), 

and Net Income Limitation Code (Forms 1120, 1041, 990C, 990T). 
8 Advanced Earned Income Credit (Forms 941, 942, 943). 
9 TCMP/SOI Sample Codes (Forms 1120, 1041, 1065). 
10 Preparer's Code (Forms 1120, 1041, 990C, 990T, 5227}. 
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11 For Form 941-Taxable Social Security Wages Paid, Adjusted 
Total of Tax Withheld, Taxable Tips Reported, Total Compensation, 
Adjusted Total Social Security and Medicare Tax Amount, Adjusted Total 
of Backup Withholding, Adjustments to Withholding, Adjustment to Social 
Security and Medicare, Tips Deemed Wages, Medicare Wages and Tips, 
Tax on Social Security Wages, Tax on Social Security Tips, Tax on 
Medicare Wages and Tips, ROFT Indicator, State of Deposit, Base Period 
Indicator, and Schedule Indicator (FTD). 

12 For Form 1120-Total Income, Total Deductions, Net Taxable 
Income, Gross Receipts Less Returns (Net Receipts), Minimum Tax, 
Personal Holding Company Tax, Surtax Exemption, New Job Credit, 
Overpayment of Windfall Profit Tax, Current Year Tax Base, Exception 1 
Amount, Net Credits Claimed, and Environmental Tax plus various 
indicators/codes input on the return (e.g., Tax Preference, Audit, Posses
sion Tax Credit, Exempt Organization, Production Tax Credit, ADP 
Accounting indicators and codes). For returns posted in 1972 and later, 
Net Operating Loss Deduction and/or Special Deduction if present will be 
included in Total Deductions field. 

13 For Form 720-Cross Reference SSN, Net Income Limit 
Amount Special Abstract Amount field for IRS Numbers 020, 022, 026, 
027, 028, 050, 052, and 056. 

14 For Form 942-Adjusted Total Withholding, Total Social Secu
rity Wages, Total Medicare Wages and Adjusted Total Social Security and 
Medicare Tax Amount. 

15 For Form 1 041-Taxable Income, Total Deductions, Total 
Income, Fiduciary Code, Activity Code, Pooled Income Code, Tax Pref
erence, Complex Trust Accumulation Indicator, and Estimated Tax Credit. 

16 For Form 1 065---Net Receipts, Total Income, Total Business 
Receipts, Average Loss per Partner, Ordinary Income, Tax Preference 
Code, Negative Capital Indicator, Limited Partnership Indicator, Number 
of Partners, Salary and Wage Code, Audit Code, and Missing Information 
Code. 

17 For Form 940/940EZ-Total Tentative Credit, Total Taxable 
Wages, Gross Federal Tax, State Codes and associated Credit Reduc
tion Amounts, Multiple Identification Indicator, ABCD Indicator and 
Schedule Indicator (FTD). 

18 For Form 943-Adjusted Total of Withheld Income Tax, Tax
able Social Security Wages, Adjustment to Social Security and Medicare, 
Adjusted Total Social Security and Medicare Tax Amount and Taxable 
Medicare Wages. 

19 For Forms 990C and 990T-Total Income, Total Deductions, 
Taxable Income, Correspondence Indicator, Audit Indicator, Minimum 
Tax, Type of Organization Code, Control Group, and Environmental Tax 
and for Form 990C only, Total Assets (EOY), Asset Code, Total Gross 
Receipts, Income Code, ADP Accounting Indicator, SERFE Score, Net 
Credits Claimed and for Form 990T only, Multiple Surtax Exemption, 
Surtax Exemption, and Estimated Tax Credit. 

20 For Forms 990PF and 5227-Total Receipts, Total Deductions, 
Net Investment Income (Form 990PF only), Asset Code, Income Code, 
Audit Indicator, Correspondence Indicator, Total Assets (EOY), Total 
Gross Receipts, SERFE Score (Form 990PF only), ADP Accounting 
Indicator (Form 990PF only), Type of Organization Code {Form 990PF 
only), and Estimated Tax Credit {Form 990PF only). 

21 For Form 4720-Drganization Code, Audit Indicator, and Cor
respondence Indicator. 
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22 For Form 709/709A-Total Gifts (current), Taxable Gifts (prior), 
Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax, Prior Filing Code, Unified Credit (T/P, 
Prior), Marital Deduction, Current Taxable Gifts, Basis of Gifted Property, 
Citizenship Code, Total Gifts by Donor, Gifts Included from Spouse, and 
Consent Code. 

23 For Form 706/706NA-Payment Indicator Code, Estate Code, 
Special Valuation Code, Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax, Section 
4980A Tax and Treasury Bonds Claimed by Taxpayer. 

24 For Form 2290--Vehicle Category, and Number of Vehicles 
and Amount(s) of Tax per Vehicle Category. 

25 For Form 730--Wagers Accepted, Wager Lay-offs Accepted, 
Total Wagers, and Credits. 

26 For Form 990/990EZ-Asset Code, Income Code, School 
Certification Code, Correspondence Indicator, Total Assets (EOY), Total 
Gross Receipts, Audit Indicator, 501 (c)(?) Code, and SERFE Score. 

27 For Form 1 041 A~orrespondence Indicator. 
28 For Form 1 042-f1 042s Filed on Magnetic Tape, F1 042s Filed 

on Paper, Gross Income Paid. 
29 For Form 945--Federal Income Tax Withheld from Pensions, 

Annuities, Gambling, etc., and Backup Withholding. 
(d) For all other posted transactions, the data outlined in (a) above 

will be retained; any additional elements of data will vary depending upon 
the input transaction type. (Reference Computer Program Book (CPB-3) 
for the Core Record Layouts of transactions posted to the Business 
Master File). 

30(52)4 (7-7-B4J 

Processing the BMF 

30(52)4.1 17-7-B4J 

Functional Responsibilities 

(1) Initial Processinr;r-Daily transaction input tapes are received from 
the Service Centers and controls are established per Project 709 (Data 
Control). 

(2) Regular Processing 
(a) Post transactions to the BMF. 
(b) Return unpostable transactions on tape to the Service Centers. 
(c) Maintain subsidiary files consisting of the Master Directory File, 

as well as temporary files. 
(d) Analyze the Business Master File after transactions are posted. 
(e) Prepare the output tapes containing reports, refunds and notices. 
(f) Ship output tapes and records to Service Centers or elsewhere as 

required. 

30{52)4.2 (7-7-B4J 

Work Schedule Limitations 

Transactions are posted to the BMF on a weekly schedule. 

30(52)4.3 (7-7-B4J 

Initial Processing Sort and Merge 

(1) All transactiqns are sorted by TIN, MFT Code, Tax Period, Trans
action Code, Transaction Date, and DLN. 
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(2) During the initial processing block-out-of-balance records and 
rejected transaction records {prior cycles' errors on resequence tape) are 
removed for further correction. 

(3) Processing segments are established and controls maintained. 

30(52)4.4 (1-7-94) 

Extraction 

(1) The Index Record Tape is used to identify and extract those entities 
and tax modules which are needed for current processing. 

(2) Certain deferred actions may also cause entities and tax modules 
to be placed on the active files for the current processing cycle. 

(3) The inactive portions of the Entity and Tax Modules Files are then 
excluded from the current cycle's posting and analysis. 

30(52)4.5 (7-1-95) 

Posting (General Rules) 

(1) The posting process uses the merged posting tapes from IRM 
30(52)4.3 above and the active files, Entity and Tax Module, from IRM 
30(52)4.4 above. 

(2) Except for adding a new taxpayer to the BMF, I DRS Indicators, and 
Requests for Transcripts, all transaction records must match the BMF 
entity record on TIN and Name Control or Check Digit. Mismatched 
records either establish a new account, are written on the Unpostable 
Tape, or are dropped according to the specific transaction codes in
volved. In addition, posting to tax modules generally requires matching on 
MFT Code, Tax Period, and in some instances on Transaction Code, 
Fiscal Month, or Transaction Date. Mismatched records either establish a 
new tax module, are written out on the unpostable tape, or are dropped. 

(3) Many validity checks and unpostable checks are required in order 
to insure that correct data is posted. For a list and explanation of 
unpostable conditions, see LEM 3(27)(68)0. The types of validity checks 
(identified as particular unpostable codes) can be grouped as follows. 

(a) Reversal or correction input transactions must find a related 
transaction posted to the tax module of the same MFT Code and Tax 
Period. An example is a TC 281 (Abatement of Bad Checks Penalty) 
which must find either a TC 280 (Manual Penalty) or TC 286 (Generated 
Penalty). An exception of this rule is TC 611 (Dishonored Remittance with 
Return). 

(b) Money amounts for input transactions attempting to reverse a 
previously posted related transaction cannot exceed the amount of the 
posted transaction. An example is the same as (a) above where the 281 
amount exceeded the 280 and/or the 286 amount. 

(c) In addition to tests in (a) and (b) above some transactions also 
require a match on transaction date. An example is a dishonored check 
with a different date than the original check. 

(d) Obsolete transaction codes are invalid and are rejected as 
unpostable. For a list of obsolete codes, see Law Enforcement Manual 
3(27)(68)0, ADP System Codes. 
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30(52)4.6 {1-7-94) 

Analysis (General Rules) 

(1) After posting of transactions is completed per IRM 30(52)4.5 above, 
certain offset transactions generated in the prior posting run and carried 
in the Entity File are posted to the respective tax modules. Module 
balance, interest and penalty fields, and account balances are updated 
and the tax module completely analyzed for various output actions 
resulting from transactions posted this cycle or deferred actions with 
current cycle dates. 

(2) Outputs are separated for subsequent processing to the following 
tapes. 

(a) Updated Entity File 
(b) Updated Tax Module File 
(c) Resequence Tape (Posting Run) 
(d) Unpostable Tape (Posting Run) 
(e) Accounting Data 
(f) Raw Reports Data 
(g) Raw Notice Data 
(h) Raw Accounts Register Data 
(i) Refund Data 
(j) Transcript Data 
(k) SSA Data 
(I) Controls 
(m) IMF Reference Tape 
(n) Census Data (Agriculture, Payroll) 
(o) Preparer's Data (Project 437) 
(p) Audit Selection Data 
(q) CAWR Data 
(r) Non-Federal Filer data 
(s) IDRS TIF Weekly Extract Data (IDRS Extract Run) 

30(52)4.7 (1-1-95) 

Subsequent BMF Processing 

(1) Various sorts and edits are made for output tapes forwarded to the 
service centers and the Disbursing Centers for printing of outputs. 

(2) Subsidiary files are updated by a delete-and-add record method for 
the following: Master Name Directory (Project 139} 

(3} The Exempt Organization Group Exemption Number (GEN) File 
will be updated each week with add/delete records input on entity 
transactions. The purpose of the GEN file is to allow the "mass posting" 
and "individual posting" of entity (TC 000/016) and Fact of Filing (TC 590) 
transactions to all of the subsidiary (group) filers associated by GEN to a 
particular parent organization. 

(4} The Updated Master File, Combined File (Notices, TDA Information 
Records, Audit Selection Records), Resequence Tapes, and Unpostables 
Tapes are analyzed weekly and appropriate output is created and 
forwarded to Service Centers for updating the related account on IDRS 
Control Files. DMF update records are output to DMF subsequent 
processing. In addition, data is also created and cycled into the subse
quent week Master File Processing for marking the master file to reflect 
specific tax modules under IDRS Control. (Project 760} 
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(5) Semi-annually the BMF is searched for tax modules whose As
sessment Statute Date is nearing expiration. Those which are in debit, 
credit or suspense Status are identified and tapes prepared and for
warded to the centers for printing and resolution. (Project 702) 

(6) Annually (in January), tapes are prepared identifying taxpayers 
who received interest payments during the preceding calendar year. 
Necessary data is extracted and forwarded to the centers for printing 
Forms 1099, U.S. Information Returns, and mailing to affected taxpayers. 

(7) Sample Codes are maintained in the entity Exempt Organization 
section of the BMF and specific tax modules to accommodate the 
Taxpayer Compliance Measurement Program for various returns (e.g., 
Forms 1120, 1041, 1065, 990). 

(8) Periodically, various reports data are accumulated and tapes 
produced for printing. (Project 701 ). 

(9) Periodically, data requested by Social Security Administration is 
accumulated and tapes sent to SSA for their use. 
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Digging into the BMF Operations Maual 

Lets go over some ofwhat you read in the BMF operations manual starting at 

page 3 ofthe manual. Paragraph 30(52) 1.3 lists the Law Enforcement Manual3(27)(68) 

0 and the ADP system codes (6209 Manual). Both of those publications are on our 

literature list. 

Under paragraph 30 (52) 2.1 definition we find the definition for BMF and it 

specifically states that the form 1040 is not used for the BMF. At (2) we find the 

definition ofBusiness taxpayer, but who is really a "Business taxpayer?" At (4) we find 

Individual Taxpayers filing forms 706 and 709. We have traced back the Estate tax to 

China. At (6) we find type ofTax any tax assessed on a specific tax return filed by the 

taxpayer. You have to assess yourselfl The government puts this responsibility on you. 

No wonder so many people are in trouble. How do they get away with having you self 

assess yourself? What a heavy burden to bear. How could anyone be expected to 

understand such a complex tax system? 

lfyou refer back to the January issue on the IMF it does not say the 1040 is a type 

of tax. Yet if you get a lien or levy notice, it will say on those forms, "Type of tax 1040." 

The form 1040 is not a type oftax, it is a form. No wonder this so called system the IRS 

uses drives people crazy. From some of the things that we have read, attorneys are the 

number one professional group for substance abuse and the number two group for 

suicides. 

Go to paragraph 30(52) 2.2 BMF tax returns. As you go down the list there is no 

1040 listed. When you request the documents identified by the DLN's on your IMF. You 
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might be surprised at what you receive. We have had several people, including myself, 

who have received back a BMF form 720 filled out by the IRS and put it into their file 

without their knowledge. Just another little trick they use against us. As we said on our 

January tape, the IRS will tell you in response to FOIA requests for certain documents, 

"there are no documents responsive to your request". The IRS seems to be going this 

route to get out of a very sticky situation rather then sending you something like a BMF 

720 Excise form, which is an outright fabrication against you. The IMP and BMF do 

interrelate to each other when used by the IRS. 

At Paragraph 30 (52) 2.3 Objectives ofthe BMF, look at (1) where it says 

activities with whom the taxpayer does business. Are you one who has a contract with a 

government agency to do business? Years ago I used to pour concrete and I bid on a 

HUD project to pour sidewalks and driveway aprons. The bid package was about 2 

inches thick. One of the forms I had to fill out was a 2678 form (Exhibit A). Of course I 

also had to turn in a time card on everyone who worked on that project along with copies 

ofhow many yards of concrete we used. I was doing business under contract with a 

government agency and had to comply with all their requirements. This included proof 

that all taxes had been paid on everyone who worked on that project. The most I had to 

do with other contracts was provide proof of workman's compand a bond. We also have 

proof that the IRS has set people up, without their knowledge, as though they have a 

contract doing business with the government, just so the IRS can investigate them. 

How do you know what these records will show until you obtain them through 

FOIA request? One of the things that puzzles us is those who go around telling people 

that it is a waste of time to do FOIA request. Usually they are selling some package 
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where they simply remove someone else's name from some paperwork and then insert 

your name. We will agree that some of that paperwork just sounds so good. But then we 

ask, ''where does this paperwork bring up the specifics of your case?" "Where are the 

exhibits that back up allegations in the paperwork?" "To whom are you going to send the 

paperwork?" "What are you going to do next?" "How much did you pay for this?" 

(Usually $500.00 to $10,000.00) If you have a company or a trust whose activities are 

being recorded erroneously in a BMF, how is their paperwork going to do anything to 

help your problem? These are some questions that you might want to ask those selling 

that type of program. 

Item (5) of section 30(52) 2.3 tells you the big reason why they want all that data 

from you. It's so they can set you up for an audit. In fact you provide the evidence on 

yourself for this audit. 

Item (7) they gather this information to build files for comparison data to make 

sure no one gets too far out of line. Big brother is always watching you. 

Item (8-9) they also collect this data so they can collect for other government 

entities, even back child support payments. The only thing of substance that we have 

found in this area is that child support payments apply to military personal only. 

When you read section 30(52) 2.4 it becomes very clear that the IRS does create a 

very extensive file concerning the BMF. The information is used to come after your 

"entity" for penalties, interest, and for collection amounts supposedly owed on back 

"Debtor Master File" assessments. 

Next, turn the page, and you see the mystical "23C date (assessment date)" 

showing up again in this BMF manual. Under (d) we also find "collection status codes" 
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which we talked about briefly near the end of the January "VIP Dispatch" tape. To our 

knowledge, we are the only ones who take the time to decode these "status codes" posted 

at the end of an IMF or a BMF. 

Again in (e) we find the 23C. If you look at item (2) specific (a) you will see how 

these two sections intertwine together as (a) refers you back up to (e). (2) Specific (a) 

explains what the 23C date is to be used for. 

We will be covering the 23C in more detail in our assessment issue. But, if the 

IRS wants money from you and have sent your entity threatening letters to that effect, 

then you will want to do a FOIA request for the 23C "Certificate of Assessment" In the 

FOIA section ofthis Dispatch, you will fmd a sample of a 23C request. From reading 

this paragraph (a) it might dawn on you that this 23C is something that you need. We do 

have some examples of23C's from years ago but as of the last 8 years we do not know of 

anyone who has received a current 23C form. 

Next go to (2) (b) IMF credits offset against the BMF liabilities. Again we see 

the inter-workings between the BMF and IMF where, if you owe back BMF liabilities, 

they will take it form your IMF refund check to reduce those liabilities. We know a 

number of people who are in this situation who should be getting back a refund check but 

instead the IRS will take it and send it to some other government entity to make sure that 

entity gets paid first. We have had a number of people tell us that some IRS agent, CPA 

or attorney has told them to make their payments to the IRS first, then wony about 

feeding their families or keeping a roof over their heads second. 

On to the next page (d) we find a CP-149 notice, which as we pointed out in the 

January IMF issue, CP-01 to 99 are used for IMF and CP-001 to 999 are used for BMF, 
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for IMF and three digits for BMF. It then goes on with a brief explanation ofTC- 897's 

and TC -131, which are transaction codes. 

Next go to (e) 1: Even though Congress rewrote the IRC in 1986 here we find 

them taking us back to the 1954 code. In all indictments issued by the U.S. Department 

of Justice they will go back to the 1954 code and not the 1986 code. Why is that? That is 

another issue to be explained in detail. On our level III CD you will fmd the 1954 IRC 

which will take you back to the 1939 IRC, which is also on that CD. Under item (e) 4: 

D.O. means District Office and S.C. means Service Center. 

Lets move over to paragraph 30 (52) 3.1, which explains the purpose ofthe BMF. 

Again, we find the term tax liabilities. You have an enterprise. You are working hard. 

And then, one day you realize that you are sending more money to the government 

entities than you are taking home. Then you learn first hand the complexity of the tax 

code. Lets not forget that the tax man is sitting in his office with his computer 

monitoring your records trying to fmd something to use to squeeze some penalties and 

interest out of you without you even knowing how closely you are being watched. 

Remember you probably have been sending in all this information about your entity to 

the IRS and keeping all these books and records for them for FREE! 

In Paragraph 30 (52) 3.3 they make it clear that you are just an "entity" to them to 

be used however they see fit. To go along with this, in some Untied Nations Documents 

they call Americans, "Economic Work Units" that need to be closely monitored. 

At page 20, item 7, we see that IDRS means Integrated Data Retrieval System, 

which is the IRS's main computer system. 
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On page 12 at the top under 4-(a) !-transaction code it tells you where to fmd 

these codes that are posted to the BMF. With just a little effort on your part you can soon 

start learning what is being posted to your file. At 4 (b) 1, we again find the term 23C 

date. They might enter a 23C date in your records, but where is the actual23C 

"Certificate of Assessment" document? 

We have lightly covered the first part of the BMF operations manual. Remember 

that almost all of these procedures are going on without your knowledge. Then you get a 

letter from agent Doe who wants to come and audit you. What that really means is that 

someone was looking at your file and found some place where they think they can pry a 

few more federal reserve notes out of your pocket. They then send Agent Doe out to you 

to see how much more they can collect. 

Please continue to read through the freeze code section of the BMF Operations 

Manual. Remember, you do not find a freeze code section in the IMF Operations Manual 

which pertains to any .1 040 or 1 040X. 
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I 
Department of the Treasury- Internal Revenue Service 

i 
' f i 
< 

Form2678 Employer Appointment of Agent OMB Number 

(Rev. June 1997) Under Section 3504 of the Internal Revenue Code 
1545-0748 

(For use by employers or payers) 

1. To Instructions 

i 
i 

Employer or Payer: Please complete 
this form and give it to the agent. 

I Agent: Please attach a letter request-

' ! Director 
ing authority to do either all that is 
required of the employer for wages you 

Service Center pay on the employer's behalf or all that is 
required of the payer for requirements of 
backup withholding. (See applicable 
Revenue Procedures 70-6 or 84-33.) 

' Forward both the letter of request and 

f 

f 

Form 2678 to the Director of the lntemal 
Revenue Service Center where you file 

Note: Rev. Proc. 70-6 is available in Publication 1271 and Rev. Proc. 84-33 is available in your returns. (See reverse side for 
Publication 1272, addresses.) 

• 

I • 

2. Employer's or Payer's name 3. Employer's or Payer's address (Number and street, city, town or post office, Stat& 
and ZIP code) 

4. Employer identification number 

5. Agent's name 6. Agent's address (Number and street, city, town or post office, State and ZIP code) 

( 7. Agent's employer identification number 

8. Effective for (Check the box or boxes that apply) 9. If filing under Rev, Proc. 10. Effective date of appointment by 

0 Employment taxes (Rev. Proc. TlUJ 
70-6, does this apply to employer or payer 
all employees? 

0 Backup withholding (Rev. Proc. 84-33) Oves 0No 
Under section 3504 of the Internal Revenue Code, Signature of employer or payer Date 

please authorize this agent to do all that is required 
under (Check the one(s) that apply) 

D Chapter 21 (FICA) Title of signing official (Indicate whether the person signing is an owner, 
0 Chapter 22 (Railroad Retirement) partner, member of firm, fiduciary, or a corporate officer.) 
0 Chapter 24-

0 Withholding and/or 
0 Backup withholding 

0 Chapter 25 (General Provisions) of Subtitle C 

The agent named above has been appointed either 
to pay wages for employers and/or report and 
deposit backup withholding amounts for payers. 
This appointment is effective on the date shown 
in Item 10. 

It is understood that the agent and the employer or For Internal Revenue Service Use Only 
payer are subject to all provisions of law and 

( 
regulations (including penalties) which apply to 

Effective date granted • employers or payers. 
by IRS .... 

For the Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, please see the back of this form, 

catalog Number 1anoo I Exh; bit -#-14-+---T ·•
7

• ...... .. n 
-.-... -........... .. . ~ 34 



Welcome to the wonderful world o((reeze codes 

Not only do we have these freeze codes from the BMF operations manual but we 

also have them from the LEM 3 and the ADP ( 6209 manual). Master file processing uses 

alpha codes to identify specific conditions that are generated either systemically during 

the processing operation, or manually through input of a transaction code. These alpha 

codes are commonly referred to as "freeze" codes. This term is misleading since not all

alpha codes indicate activity within a module or an account that is frozen. Various IDRS 

conditions also effect the status of a module. (i.e. assessment/ Abatement actions, 

refunds, status updates). Issuance ofTDA balance due notices or suspension of a CSED 

(Collection Statute Expiration Date) can be affected by these alpha codes or IDRS 

conditions. 

Freeze codes are posted to the first page of your IMF or BMF usually on the right 

side one third of the way down the page. In this section from the BMF operations manual 

we find nine pages of "Freeze" conditions that may be encountered in the BMF 

processing operations, see page 38 ofthis Dispatch, Exhibit 30(52) 01. Lets go down the 

list and see what we find: At A we find the TC-150 again, B we find the 23C date, K we 

fmd the TC-150 again along with the TC-290/300 (doc code 51). The TC-290 and TC-

300 codes appear very often on an IMF or BMF. We will discuss them in more detail in 

a later issue of the "VIP Dispatch." At M we find the TC-150 in connection with form 

941. At Nthe TC-290 comes into play again. At Tthe "-T' will indicate usually several 

things. (1) When you see FZ-T posted to your BMF or IMF you have most likely been 

listed as a high-level drug dealer. (2) You could be subject to a raid at any time by the 

IRS/Customs agent, if they choose to do so. But, usually they do not take this action. 
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Across from the "-T" we also find a TC-910 and as in the IMF Dispatch issue, TC-910 

has to do with a criminal action. Usually when this"-T" is posted your file is frozen in 

the IDRS system and no further action can be posted to your file by any other IRS 

department unless it is allowed by the Criminal Investigation Division. The IRS also 

stops mailing correspondence to the taxpayer. We have seen this last for one to three 

years before they come after you again which could mean the seizure of your property or 

an indictment. At this stage of the game those using IDIOT paperwork will run around 

telling everyone about how wonderful their paperwork is at stopping the IRS. Then, when 

they are raided, their property is seized, or they get indicted. They are then befuddled as 

to what went wrong. We know of these cases because they call us all the time. We ask 

them if they have a current IMF or BMF and they reply what's that or I did that and it 

didn't work. We ask what didn't work. They reply it was all in codes and they didn't 

know what to do with it. In 15 years we have seen a lot ofthis so-called good idiot 

paperwork going around the country. Well, if it was so good, where is it today? Usually 

it is long gone along with those who used it and those promoted it. 

We sent out our first FOIA request in 1988 fourteen years later we are still using 

and asking for the same basic information, and, in addition, we have developed many 

more FOIA requests. In less then a minute we can usually look at someone's IMF or 

BMF and tell what stage of the process they are in with the IRS. It worked years ago and 

it is still working today. We have never said that it is a silver bullet, that it works faster 

than prune juice or that it will fix all your problems. Remember we are dealing with IRS 

people who have never read their own code book and according to one study they spend 

61% of their computer time at the IRS visiting X rated web pages. 
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In other words if they have aT freeze code posted to your file, doesn't it just 

make sense that you just would want to know about it ASAP, so you could get it rebutted 

right away? 

We want to cover just two more freeze codes the "-Z" and the "Z". Usually on 

the first page of an IMF you will see "crinv-" which indicates a criminal investigation. 

There will be two of these on the IMF. The first one appears on the top one third of the 

right side of the page. The other appears more towards the left-hand side. When you see 

"Crinv-Z" at the first location, it usually means that a revenue agent or revenue officer 

has referred you to the CID for Criminal investigation. When the second "Crinv-" has a 

"Z" code it usually means you are now under an active criminal investigation. You will 

mostly likely find the "T" code also. On the BMF you will find it one-third of the way 

down on the left-hand side of the page. This indicates that your BMF is under active 

criminal investigation. How else are you going to know this information if you are not 

doing a few simple FOIA requests? There are those who tell us they can't do a FOIA 

request because it might give the IRS jurisdiction over them. If you have an IMF or BMF 

they already have assumed jurisdiction over you contrary to what any Idiot argument 

promoter has told you. We have developed a of number specialized FOIA requests that 

we use when there are specific codes posted to the BMF or IMF. 
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BMF Operatio~s 

Exhibit 30(52)~1 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes 

I R Manual 

The following table is a general description of the various freeze conditions which may be encountered in BMF 
processing operations. It is not meant to be all-encompassing. More detailed information may be found in the various 
handbooks covering the individual subject area. Note: In the table below the hyphen associated with the alpha code is 
used to designate either a left-handed freeze condition (hyphen follows the alpha code), or a right-handed freeze 
condition (hyphen precedes the alpha code), or both (no hyphen indicated for the alpha code). 

Code 
(Accounts 
Reaiater) Free• Explanation 

-A Duplicate Return INITIATED BY: Subsequent return (TC 976) with unequal DLN posting to 
module where a return (TC 1 50) has already posted or vice versa. 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offset/refund. CP 193 is issued. If an 
unreversed TC 420/424 is posted, CP 293 is issued. 

RELEASED BY: Audit/DP Adjustment posting in a subsequent cycle. 

A· Offset-In/Expired INITIATED BY: Computer generated when there is a credit avail8ble for 
Module offset and a debit balance module &resent in the account without a 

TC 534 posted where the earliest SED has expired, CSED 
transcript generated (OA 41 set up at this time). 

ACTION: Module-Offset-in frozen. 
Account-Offsets/refunds frozen. 

RELEASED BY: Module-TC 534 posting. 
Account-All DA 41's (8 weeks) have been removed. 

·B STEX INITIATED BY: If module balance is credit ($5.00 or more); and a return 
for zero liability posts with a transaction date more than 3 years 
before the current 23C date, or a return posting with a transaction 
date more than 3 years after normal due date as extended. 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offset/refund/credit elect "STEX" 
transcript is issued. 

RELEASED BY: TC 820 posting or module balance becoming zero, 
debit. or less than $5.00 credit. 

B- TC 678 Freeze INITIATED BY: Form 706 module has an unreversed TC 678 for 
significant amount present in the module. 

ACTION: When the freeze is set and a credit balance oc:curs in the 
module, the module is frozen from offset-out/refund and a 
TREASYBOND Transcript is issued instead. 

RELEASED BY: Posting of TC 679 to reverse all TC 678 in the module 
with significant amount. 

c Overflow/ INITIATED BY: Computer generated when posting of transaction(&) 
Consolidation would cause module to exceed the maximum size allowable or 

offset storage area is not large enough to hold all transactions 
generated. 

(-C =Consolidation; ACTION: Transaction is resequenced; module Is activated next cycte. 
C- = Overflow) "CONS-TRANS" transcript is issued if module coniOiidation is 

needed. 
RELEASED BY: Computer-generated action. 

-0 RSEO Freeze INITIATED BY: A TC 29X (block. Hries ::#= 900 ttvu 929) or any 30X 
csts and creates (or releases freeze on) a refundable credit 

lance that iS made up of credits dated by ROD and .. refund 
statute control date" on TC 29X is later than RSED date. 

ACTION: RSED tax module freeze prevents refund, offset out and cndit 
elect processing in the tax module. 

RELEASED BY: TC 29X for zero amount posting with priority code 4; or. 
the module balance becomes zero or debit. 

MT 3000-346 page 30{52)Q-18 (1-1-95) 
33095001 
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BMF Operations I R Manual 

Exhibit 30(52)0-1 Cont. (1) 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes 

Code 
(Accounta 
Regleter) Freeze Explanation 

0- Large Corporation INITIATED BY: A TC 470 cc 97 posts to the Entity. 
Offset Freeze ACTION: Freezes offset in/out (only) throughout entire account. 

RELEASED BY: TC 472 cc 97 posts to the Entity, (including expiration 
of DA57) 

E- Amended Return-No INITIATED BY: Amended retum (G coded) posting prior to original return 
Original posting. 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offseVrefund. CP 190 is issued 4 cycles 
after amended retum posting if original retum is not posted. 

RELEASED BY: Subsequent posting of TC 150 or TC 971 with 'Action 
Code2. 

-E Rollback INITIATED BY: Rollback analysis has been performed and an FTO 
discrepancy still exists. 

ACTION: Establish DA 20 for 10 cycles. 
RELEASED BY: DA 20 expires or the FTD discrepancy is resolved by 

the subsequent posting of TC 650/660 or the module baJance 
becomes zero or credit or module reaches status 22/23/24/26. 

-F Advance Payment INITIATED BY: TC 640 posting to a module,sndforMFTsotherthan 13, 
the TC 640 transaction date is later than the 23C date of a 
previously posted TC 300/301, orfor MFT13, the TC 640 creates a 
credit module balance and there is no TC 24X with a transaction 
date later than the TC 640. 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offset/refund. 
RELEASED BY: For MFTs other than 13, TC 30X/421 (without Disposal 

Code 7 or 11) which reverses any open TC 424/420 present and 
module balance becomes zero/debit and module status is other 
than 14/18/20; TC 641 or 642 posting which reverses all TC 640 
credits in the module. For MFT 13, TC 24X with transaction date 
equal to or less than TC 640 transaction date; TC 641/642 posting 
which reverses all TC 640 credits in the module; module going to 
zero or debit balance. 

G- Restricted Failure to Pay INITIATED BY: 
Penalty Computation 

(1) TC 270, 271 (Reason Code ;62). 780, 534 (for significant amount) or 
TC 320 posting. 

(2) Doc. Code 52 transaction posting; Doc. Code 51 transactions 
posted prior to cycle 7303; Doc. Code 51 retums posted with 
Blocking Series other than 1 00-199. 

(3) MFT 02, 05, 33, 34, 52, 58, 60 or 61 (tax period 8510 only) retum 
posts and module updated to Status 14. 

ACTION: Computer will not generate a FTPP assessment or abatement 
RELEASED BY: (1) TC 272 (zero amount), 781, 782, 535 (if it 

completely reverses TC 534) or TC 321 posting. 
(2) and (3) Permanent restrictions. 

-G Math Error INITIATED BY: Return posting for Forms 990C, 990PF, 99CT, 1041, ~ 
1120 series, 4720,5227,706, 706NA, or 709 and Math Status Code 
is "3" and Total Tax Settlement exceeds Total Tax T /P; or, posting 
of TC 29X in Blocking Series 770-789. 

ACTION: TDA Record and subsequent I DRS notice issuance frozen for 
12weeks. 

RELEASED BY: Posting of a TC 290 with Priority Code 6, TC 470 with 
Closing Code 94 or after 12 weeks (whichever occurs first). 

page 30(52)0-19 ( 1-1-95) MT 3000-346 
33095002 
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BMF Operations 

Exhibit 30(52)G-1 Cont. (2) 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes 

Code 
(Accounts 
R--···) 

-H 

H-

J-

-J 

K-

-K 

Freeze 

Credit BaJance (TC 59X
Status06) 

Designated Payment 

Restricted Interest 
Computation 

(1- = Credit Interest; 
-1 = Debit Interest) 

Subsequent Payment 

TC 470 with Closing Code 
94 

Erroneous Credits 

Adjustment Hold Code/ 
Joint Committee Case 

MT 3000-346 

I R Manual 

Explanation 

INITIATED BY: Status is 06 and transaction posts putting module in 
credit balance. 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offset/refund. 
RELEASED BY: Module balance becomes zero or debit, or Status 

updated from 06. 

INITIATED BY: return is posted; TC 690 posts to module where an 
unreversed penalty assessment for equal or greater amount 
is not posted. 

ACTION: Module frozen from offsel/refund; CP 185 is issued. 
RELEASED BY: TC691 or 692 posting for equal amount; TC 29XI30X 

posting carrying penalty assessment, including Doc. Code 51; end 
of 8 cycles-whichever comes first 

INITIATED BY: TC 340, 341, 780 or 534 (for significant amount) or the 
presence of Status 14 restricts computer computation of debit 
interest. TC 770, 780 or 534 (for significant amount) restricts 
computer computation of credit interest 

ACTION: See above explanation. 
RELEASED BY: Debit interest restriction is released by posting of TC 

342, 781/782 (if no 340/341 present) or 535 [If it completely 
reverses TC 534 amount). Credit interest restriction is released by 
posting of TC 771, 772, 781, 782 or 535 (if it reverses 534 amount) 
or when module balance becomes zero or debit. 

INITIATED BY: TC 640/650/660/670/680/690/700/706/716/760 
posting which creates a credit balance in a module where TC 150 is 
posted and the computer is restricted from computing interest or 
FTPP. 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offset-out/refund and CP 186 issued. 
RELEASED BY: Audit/DP adjustment posting or when module balance 

becomes zero or debit. 

INITIATED BY: TC 470 Closing Code 94 posting to a module that is/was 
frozen by the Math Error Freeze (-G). 

ACTION: Suppresses any deferred actions for TDA Record issuance; 
does not update module closing code; and allows normal update 
through first notice status. 

RELEASED BY: Posting of a TC 291 with priority code 7, or a TC 472 
with closing code 94. 

INITIATED BY: Module balance is credit but it is not composed entirely 
of refundable cash credits. 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offset-out/refund. 
RELEASED BY: Module balance made up of refundable cash credits 

only, or it becomes zero or debit. 

INITIATED BY: (1) Audit/DP adjustment posting with Hold Code 1, 2, 4, 
6, 7, or 9 and credit balance of S 1 or more exists 
after posting. 

(2) Form 1120 return with Condition Code N posts. 
ACTION: (1) and (2), Module is frozen from offset/refund. 
RELEASED BY: (1) later posting of TC 150 

40 

(2) TC 290/300 (Doc. Code 51); or, 
(3) Audit/DP adjustment (TC 29X/30X) with Hold Code 

other than 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, or 9; or, 
(4) TC 820 (Doc. Code other than 58), TC 830, or any 

Doc. Code 24/34 transaction; or, 
(5) Module balance becomes zero or debit. 

page 30(52)0-20 (1-1-95) 
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BMF Operations I R Man 

Exhibit 30(52)0-1 Cont (3) 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes , 
Code 

(Accounta 
Freeze Explanation Register) 

-M Maritime Industry INITIATED BY:~ of TC 150 or later Form 941 module belllnce is 
credit and entity empoyment Code IsM. 

ACTION: Form 941 modules in credit balance are frozen from offset/ 
refund. 

RELEASED BY: Deletion of Employment Code M or module balance 
becomes zero CK debit 

-N 
.•. 

Abatement Refusal INmA TEO BY: TC 290, Blocking Series 960-869 posting to a module. 
ACTION: Computer restricts (UnpostatN Code 321) the input 110 lhe 

module of 8rlf of the following penalty abatement transactions: 
TC's 161, 181,235,241,271, or 281. 

RELEASED BY: Subsequent posting of TC 290, Blocking Series 
970-979. 

0- Reestablishment Freeze INITIATED BY: Posting of TC 370 Doc. Code 52 
ACTION: Computer is restricted from offsetting-out. refunding. and TDA 

issuance. 
RELEASED BY: Posting of TC 1 SO, 29X. 30X. 421, 550, or Doc. Code 

51. 

P- Refund CanceUedl INITIATED BY: Cancellation/,.,... Correction/Deletion of Refwld-
Deletion/ Repayment ~ TC 841 or 842, unless 1he ''Recertification lnclcaiD( is 

TC 841 or a TC 290/291 with Hold Code 8 is= 
already with no SlltlseqOent TC 720/841/842 posted; epayment-
posting of TC 720, unless a TC 290/291 with Hold Code 8 is posted 
already with no subsequent TC 720/841/842 posted. 

ACTION: Module is ftazen from offset and refund. 
RELEASED BY: Canceled/~ of TC 571 or 572 if TC 

570 is posted. Aucit/OP ~or C 240 for MFT 13, Doc. 
Code 24 or 34 transaction. C 820, 830 posting, or module a.tance 
becomes zero or debit (TC 841 freeze is rwleased by TC 843 
posting.) Repayment-TC 290, 300, 721, 722. 820, 830, Doc. Code 
24 or 34 transaction posting; or when module belance becomes 
zero CK debit. 

-P 8eneficiary Offset IN mATED BY: F104 fTC 150 with liglifant Credit to Beuefici.ries 
field posting and no TC 820 is pOsted. 

ACTION: Module is 1rozen from offset/refund/credit elect Issue CP 
208. 

RELEASED BY: TC 820 posting or module balance becoming zero or 
debit. 

page 30{52)0-21 (1-1-95) MT 3000-346 
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BMF Operations I R Manual 
Exhibit 30(52)0-1 Cont (4) 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes 

Code 
{Accounts) 

Register Freeze Explanation 

. 
Q- Rollover INITIATED BY: MFT is 01/02/03/05/10/1 1/12/33; and, 'rollover' 

analysis has been completed on the tax module; and. excess FTD 
credit exists; and, the credit assessed module balance is not 
composed solely of Backup Withholding FTDs. 

ACTION: The tax module is frozen from Offsetting/refunding. Issue CP 
267/268 as applicable. 

RELEASED BY: Expiration ot DA 25 15 cycles after initiation of the 
freeze; or, when TC 652/662 posts resolving the discrepancy 
between credits claimed/posted; or, when module balance goes to 
zero/debit; or, TC 290 tor zero amount wi1h Priority Code 4 posts. 

-R Adcitional Liability INmATEO BY: TC 570 posting and module balance is credit TC 570 
Pending may be generated and freeze set based on specific~ to the 

tax modUle (e.9., rell.m ~ wi1h Concition Code "X"; C 291 = wi1h Priority Code 7; li 670 posting wi1h an urv-eversed TC 
4 4 in the module; or, Form 706 module in Status 14 going to 
credit balance). 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offset-out/refund. 
RELEASED BY: TC 571, 572, Aucit/DP adjustment (except TC 300 with 

Disposal Code 7 or 11) posting or when module balance becomes 
zero or debit 

- NOTE: If TC 570 freeze was turned on because of a TC 291 with Priority 
Code 7, the freeze may be released only by a TC 300 (Disposal 
Code other than 7 or 11) or by a zero module net balance. 

MT3000-346 
33095005 
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BMF Operations 

Exhibit 30(52)0-1 Cont. (5) 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes 

FI"MZ8 

R- RPS-Multiple 610 

R888N8d 

I R Manual 

INITIA TEO BY: 1) RPS 150 posts creating a credit balance in the 
module and the module already contains more than one TC 61 o 
that are either unr8V8I'88d or, if reversed, are RPS 610s matching 
the RPS 150 and reversed by TC 611; or, 2) TC 610 posts to a 
module containing a TC 150 (either the TC 610 or 150 is an RPS 
transaction). the input TC 61 o causes a credit balance in the 
module, and more than one TC 610 is already posted that has not 
been reversed by TC 612. or there are no TC 610's already in the 
module and the input TC 610 does not match on DlN with posted 
TC 150; or, 3) a non-RPS 150 posts creating a credit balance in the 
module and more than one RPS 610 is already posted that has not 
been reversed by a TC 612. 

ACTION: Module is frozen from offset-out and refuncing. 
RELEASED BY: a TC 29X with other than priority code 6, or 7, or 30X 

posts; or the module goes to zero or debit balanc:e: or TC 612 
~an TC 610 not matching on return OLN posts, or duplicate 
return ere 976) posts. 

S- Undelivered Refund INITIATED BY: TC 740 posting. 
Deposited ACTION: Module is frozen from refund. CP 231 is issued. 

RELEASED BY: TC 018, TC 014 (address change) or 742 posting which 
reverses all TC 740 credits: or when module balance becom8s zero 
ordebit. : 

-T Entity Hold INITIATED BY: TC 910 posting. 
ACTION: Prevents any tax module from being removed from the Master 

File. INTEL-910 transcript issued in the cycle TC 910 posts. 
RELEASED BY: TC 911 posting. 

-U Erroneous Refund INITIATED BY: TC 844 posting. 

page 30(52)0-23 (1-1-95) 

ACTION: Entire account is frozen from refund and individual module(s) 
to which TC 844 is posted is frozen from offset •'TRANs-&44" 
transcript is issued in cycle subsequent credits post or cycle a credit 
becomes available tor refund. 

RELEASED BY: Individual module freeze is released by TC 845 posting. 
Entire account freeze is releaSed when all TC 844 's have been 
reversed. 

MT 3000-346 
33095006 
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BMF Operations . I R Manual 

Exhibit 30(52)~1 Cont (6) 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes 

Code 
(Accounts 
Aeglater) FrHze Explanation 

V- DMF Freeze ;INITIATED BY: TC 130 (B.S.~ 99999) posting to 1he entiy. (Nete: effective . for 1982 operations. TC 130 can be input by more than one Service 
Center for application of refundable credits to various Non-Master 
File accounts). NOTE: Refer to PRP 460-90.02 for DMF processing. 

,ACTION: Freezes entire aa:ount from refunding an amount greater than 
or equal to $25.00. CP 188 is issued in 1he cycle a refundable credit 
of $25. or more first becomeS available in a module; after CP 188 
has been issued for the module, any subsequent refundable crecit 
of $25. or more will cause issuance of an NMFL Transcript 

~RELEASED BY: TC131 or 824 (may be for zero amount) posting. 

-V Bankruptcy Freeze INmA TED BY: TC 520 (Closing Code 83, ~9) posting to any tax 
module in the account 

ACTION: (1) Sets Entity 52 Hold; 
(2) cc 83/85/88/89 freeze offsets; 
(3) cc 85/87/88 freeze refunds; 
(4) CC 83/85/88 send~ (UPC 322) any balance clue 

return or any Audit/ Adjustment (TC 29X nonzero/30X) 
where the tax period beginning (ending for MFT 02/05/ 
33/34) is prior to the entity Petition Date. 

NOTE: If no tax modules in the account are balance due or contain UPC 
322 records, a refund will be issued if the only restriction from 
refunding is the TC ~ (CC 85) freeze condition. 

RELEASED BY: TC 521/522 with Closing Code 83/~9. respectively. 
When aU TC 520 (CC 83/85-89) in the account are reversed. Entity 
52 Hold is released. 

W· Claim Pending INmATED BY: TC 470 (Closing Code other than 91/94) posting if 
module balance is debit and Status is not 22. 

ACTION: Normal TDA issuance is suspended. Offaets-in are frozen if 
the module Closing Code is 00/90 and the 47 Hold is significant. 

RELEASED BY: (1) TC 472 with Closing Code other than 91/94; 
(2) Audit/DP Adjustment posting (TC 29XI30X) with 

priority code other than 5, 6, or 7; 
(3) When DA 29 expires; or, 
(4) When module balance becomes zero or credit 
(5) TC 240 posting for zero amount to MFT 13 module. 

NOTE: For cc 95, only items (1) and (4) apply (TC 472 has to match on 
CC95). 

MT 3000·346 page 30(52)~24 (1-1-95) 
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BMF _Operations I R Manu< 

Exhibit 30(52)0-1 Cont. (7) 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes 

Code 
(Ac:counta ........... ) FrMZ8 Exp~Matlon 

-W IRS Litigation INITIATED BY: TC 520 posting with Closing Codes 70 ttvu 89 (except 
83, 85-89)_ 

ACTION: If Closing Code is other than 71173/82/84 or 72174, entire 
account is frozen from offset/refund: if Closi~ Code is 71/73/82 or 
7217 4, the individual module to which TC 520 IS posted is frozen 
from offset/refund- tf TC 520 Closing Code is 84 and there are no 
other UIV8Yersed TC 520's, the individual module to which the TC 
520 CC 84 is posted is not frozen from offset/refund.. When a TC 
520 CC 84 posts, the entity and tax module CC84 Indicators are set 
The following transcripts are issued: "LmGATJON" in cyde a debit 
or credit transaction postS within account which is total~ 
"RFND ur· in cycle TC 520 CC 71/73/82 posts and a 
debit or credit posts to the frozen module. 

RELEASED BY: Individual module freeze is released by TC 521, 522 
posting; account freeze is released when all TC 520's with Closing 
Codes other than 71/73/82/84 or 72174 are reversed. 

NOTE: Entity CC84 Indicator is set off if no tax module CC 84 Indicator 
remains significant 

-X Manual Refund INITIATED BY: (1) TC 840 posting to module where a return is not 
posted (except MFT 13). 
(2) TC 840 ~to debit balance module (except MFT 13) where 

an "0" condition-coded return is not posted and an Audit/DP 
adjustment wilh Priority Code 8 and with a later OLN date is not 
posted or, if Audit/OP ad;ustment with Priority Code 8 and with 
later DLN date had posted, but the module balance is equal to 
or less than TC 840 amount 

(3) Condition-coded "0" return posting to module where TC 840 is 
not posted.. 

(4) TC 840 posting to MFT 13 (Civil Penalty) module creating a 
debit balance. 

ACTION: (1) above suspends all setUement notices and freezes module 
from offset-in. 
(2) above freezes module from offset-in, suspends issuance of 

settlement notices: and if module is in non-TDA status, 
Suspends normal TOA issuance for 26 cycles. CP 195 is issued 
in 7 cycles if module balance is stiR debit 

(3) above freezes module from offset/refund. 
(4) Above freezes module as in (2) above. 

RELEASED BY: (1) Posting of TC 150, 841 (Doc. Code 48) or TC 590/ 
591 to zero balance module. 
(2) When module balance becomes zero or credit. or posting of 

AuditiOP adjustment with Priority Code 8. 
(3) TC 840 posting. 
(4) When module balance becomes zero or credit; or subsequent 

posting of a OP adjustment TC 29XI30X (TC 241) with 

I Priority Code 8. 

page 30(52)0-25 (1-1-95) MT 3000-346 
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BMF Operatjons 

Exhibit 30(52)~1 Cont. (8) 

Table of BMF Processing Freezes 

' Code 
(Accounta 
Reglater) Fr..-

-Y Offer in Compromise . 

-Z Intelligence 

Z- Intelligence 

- Credit Balance, 
No Return 

I R Manual 

ExpiMatlon 

INITIATED BY: (1) TC 480 or 782 
(2) TC 780 

ACTION: (1) freezes module from refund/offset/credit etect. 
(2) Keeps TC 480 freeze conditions; in addition. Computer is 

restricted on interest (debit and credit) and FTPP 
computations. Under both conditions, "OIC" transcripts are 
issued in cycle TC 480 posts and whenever a subsequent debit 
or credit transaction posts to frozen module. 

RELEASED BY: (1) TC 780, 481, 482 or 483 posting. 
(2) .TC 781,782 posting. 

INITIATED BY: TC 914 posting. 
ACTION: Account activity is monitored; modular freeze. 
RELEASED BY: TC 912 posting. 

INITIATED BY: TC918 posting. 
ACTION: Account freeze to prevent offsets. refunds, credit elects. 

delinquency checks. TDAs. etc. 
RELEASED BY: TC 919 posting. 

INITIATED BY: Crecit (other than TC 766) posting to module (except 
MFT 13) where a ream is not posted. 

ACTION: Module is froz-.n from offset/refund. 
RELEASED BY: TC 150 posting or module balance becomes zero or 

debit. 

NOTE: Non-Freeze Conditions-tn adcition to the codes specified above, some alpha codes are also used to 
describe certain non-freeze concitions on IDRS and Accounts Registers. For example: 

(M-) = Transfer Out (TC 400) 
(T-) = TDA (Status 22) 
(U-) = Installment Status 60 
(N-) = Notice Status; and. 
(-L) =AIMS Indicator 

MT 3000-346 page 30(52)0..26 (1-1-95) 
33095009 
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Freeze codes (rom the LEM III 

The next set of"freeze" codes is found in the Law Enforcement 

Manual III. Under paragraph 3(27)(68) 5.4 item (1) it states "master file 

codes are indicated by 'I' for IMF, 'B' for BMF, 'A' for IRAF" (individual 

retirement account file)." 
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3(27)(68)5.2 
Law Enforceme..,t Manual IIi 

(a) Year-Last two d•g•ts of calendar year. 
(b) Monttl-01 through 12 fo! January to December 
(c) Oay-o1 to 31 for des•gna:~ng day of month. 

(2) Tax Period--Identifies the return penod of each transaction and; 
with the MFT Code. identifies the s;,ecific module to which a transaction rs 
to be posted. (YYMM format) 

(a) Year-Last two digits of calendar year. 
(b) Monttl-01 to 12. 

(3) Oate of Establishment (8MF}-Prior to ERAS (EIN Research and 
Assignment system) impl~mentation: The date wages will ftrst be paid: if 
this date is not available it is the month entity is established on the BMF. 
(This dare is recorded on the BMF in YYMM format) After ERAS imple
mentation (which took place July ltlrough November of 1975. depending 
on the Service Center involved): The date of establishment will be the 
dare the TC 000 posts to the MF, IORS: Estabnshment date is in format 
MMYY. 

(a) Year-Last two digits of c:aJendar year. 
(b) Month-o1 to 12. 

(4) Control Oate-Oigrts 6. 7 and 8 of the OLN. see Section 
3(27)(68)4.1. Cenotes the numeric day of the year, i.e .• February 15. is 
046. 

3(27)(68)5.3 ,,_, __ 
Audit Selection and Return Condition Codes 

System 
IMF 
BMF 
BMF 
BMF 
BMF 

Audit Selection or Return Condition Codes 
G Amended Return 
F Fmal Return· 
L A erected 7004 
G Amended Return 
F & G F.nal & Amendee !=feturn 

Code Printed 
Index Register 

.G 
F 
L 
G 
G 

An ''X" printed on the Index Regtster indicates a renumbered-refiled 
document. 

3(27X68)5.4 ,,_,_.,, . 
Freeze Codes, Transaction Information Codes, and Transcript 
Codes · 

(1) Master File Codes are indicated by I for IMF. B for PMF. A for IRAF. 
(a) FREEZE CODES 

-A 

A-

A
-8 

B
e-

1/9/A 

B 

I 
119 

I 
liB 

LEMT 111-386 

O.,,iieate Re~ Freez.-More than· t return has 
posted for a laJ :~enod. IRAF: Also an nended return 
posted. no Origtlal return. . 
Offset ln/Expftd ~edit is •'-ailabfe for offset but 

~ tnere IS a debtt :sarance module more without a 
TC 534 posted and •artieSt cseo 
CSEO expcred. 
STEX Freez.,_The tax module haS been frozen from 
refund. ered•t e«t. or offset becauSe 1M Statute of 
Umrtabons for refund has expired. 
Porentral manual interesVpenaltr ~ • . . 
This is a compu:er generated freeze cocdtien initiated by 
a hnSicbon wtiCft IS forced ID ~ beeaiiM of 
IMF/BMF Ottw. Storage Atea in posting run !s not larae 
~h to hold II transactionS for II tax rnoduleS.IMF: 
Entity freeze IS on or the amended return (TC 177) OLH. 
The account is a:trwated nex1 cyde. 

page LEM 3(27)(61)0-50 (1-1-90) 
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Law Enforcement Manual Ill I M Manua 

3(27)(68)5.~ 

A Crecfrt balance transcript frozen. Prevents issuane8 of a' 
346. Released by posti~f a Document Code 24 
transaction. TC 820, TC X. TC 30X. or wtlen net module 
balance becomes zero or debil This freeze code is 
displayed only on IORS. 

B Computa' generated freeze condition i litiated by a 
1ransadion forced to resequence because 1he BMF 
Transaction Section of the tax module is not large enough 
to hold al of the transactions attempting ID post to 1he 
module. 

[). ES Vaidation--lnitiated by a return c:lainW1g more 
estimated tax credits than are available r. lh8 tax module. 
Module is frozen pending a search for a spcuse's tax 
module. Automatic computer release in 1tne proc:essilag 
cycles. 

[). Spousal Offset set by overpaid return offsetting to prior 
liability on spouse's account. Released by spo.ISal 826 = after approximately 3 cycles. 

-E B oDback Freeze-Taxpayer daims more aeditS than 
those posted in tax module, and rollback analysis cannot 
locate1he ri'lissing credits. Freezes from off-setting for 10 
cycles. 

-E Tax Sheller freeze set by generated TC816 «input 
TC810. 

E- VB Amended return-no original. Freeze refurd and offset out. 
Issues CP29 Of 729. Released by TC150. 

-F 1/B/A Advance Payment Freeze (TC640). Freezes module from 

F- I 
~refund «offset to ottw tax rnoclJies. 

freeze set by TC470 CC 96. Causes UPC 130. . 
G- VB/A Faih.n to Pay Tax Penalty. Restricts comp,rter calculation 

ofFTP 
-G VB/A Math enor-deferred action. 
H- I BMF I1MF Offset-This is a computer generated freeze 

condlion which is imposed when a credit balance IMF 
account may be offset to a debit balance BMF account. 

H- B TC690 pos1S to a module where an unreversed penalty 
assessment for an equal or greater amc:utt is not~ 
Mod&le frozen from offseVrefund for 8 cydes. unless TC 
691/f/12 posts for equal amount or TC29XI30X posts 
~penalty assessment. . 

-H B Credit balance module with TC59X ~(status 06). 
1- 1/B Restricts computer computation of Credt Interest. · 
-t liB/A Restrids computer computation of Debit Interest.· · 
J- I ExcessES Credits-Initiated by a return claiming less 

estimated tax credits than are available on the IMF. 
J- 8/A Subsequent payment credit balance freeze. set up by TC's 

640,650,660,670,680.690.700,706,716«760. 
K- liB Erroneous Credits Freeze. This COIIdition is comput« 

generated when the module net balance is credit. but such 
crecit balance is not entirely composed of refundable cash 
crecits. 

-K VB/A TC 29X130X posts with a hold code 1, 2. 4, 6. 7, or 91nd a 
credit module results. IMF: Freeze is set by hold code 1, 2 
« 4. BMF: Fonn 1120 return with CCC 'H' posts. Posting 
of hold code 2. 4, 7, or 9 will prevent 1he issuanCe of an 
acfjUStment notice. 

-l VB AIMS Indicator-Account selected for A&dt. 
L- VB Offset r. Spec:ial Freeze-TC 470 (Closing Code 99) 

posted. 
Notices stopped (1MF). Different from 1 TC 470 freeze without= Code 99. M- 119/A AcCOU'1l erred to Non-ADP 

-M B Maritime Industry filer 
N- liB/A Nolice sta1US 
.() B TCUO (CC91) posting. Do Form 720, 1120 module. 

page LEM 3(27)(68)0-51 (1-1-90) LEMT 111-386 Official Use Or 
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I R Manual 
3(27)(68)5.4 

o
-P 

-P 

..Q 

..Q 

R-

-A 
-s 
s
-T 
T
U
-U 
v-
-V 
W
-W 

-X 
-X 
X-

.y 
y. 
-z 
Z
B
.J 
-N 

VB 
VB/A 

B 

B 

B 

VB 

liB/A 
VB 

VB/A 
VB/A 
VB/A 
VB 
VB/A 
VB 

VB 
VB/A 
VB 

A 
liB/A 
I 

Law Enforcement ManuaJ Ill 

Reestablishment Freeze. TC 370 (Doc Code 52) posts. 
Cancelled Retl.m Refund Chedc has been redeposited 
(TC84 1 ), Refund Intercept (TC 841 IMF & BMF), or 
Recertification Clecfrt. or Refund Ctleck has been repaid 
(TC720). 

Beneficiary offset Freeze-set on MFT 05 tax module when 
F1 041 return posts. no TC 820 is posted and Beneficiaty 
indicator is significant. Freezes from offseVrefund/credit 
elect. 
Unallowable Tax Hold or Partial Refund Hold (TC 576). 
Freezes 1he tax module from refund and offset out. 
WPT /BUWH freeze. F720 module is frozen from offsetting 
if FRC-6 and no IRS No. 50/56 present. F941 module is 
frozen from offsetting/refunding if overpaid, and BUWH 
(Back-up 'WithhotitlgJ not JX"oper1y claimed on return. 
Ronover Freeze-excess Credits are present which can't 
be 'rolled over'. Freezes an acaurt trcm refund or offset 
for MFT 01, 02. 03, 10, 11, 12. and 33 if a TC 150 and one 
excess FTO is on the module. Releases after 5 cycles. 
Generates an FT1) transcripts. . 
RPS Multiple 610 Freeze rNJitiple TC 610's were present 
in the module when lhe TC 150 posted. 
Additional lability pencll~g {TC 570). 
Return of Strike FOrce COn1roi-TC 949 (prevents auclt 
when in force). 
Undelivered refw1d check (TC 740). 
Unreversed TC 910 posting. . 
TDAstatus. . 
IORS instaJtmenl agree~ 
Erroneous Refw1d Issued 
Non-Master Fie Accowrt Uability (TC 130) or Oebtcr 
Master File~ · 
~Indicator (TC 520 CC 81, 85-89) 
Claim pendinQ (TC 470-Non ~Code 94, 96 or 99). 
IRS litigation f* been issued (TC 520, dosing code 
7o-89, except CC 71-74, 81, 82 or 85-S9) 
Manual assessment. or manual refund freeze. 
Manual refund issued P{ior to final satllement (TC 840) 
MiDion Ooftar Refund freeze. Pretwents offsets. A tax 
module freeze only. Released when module balance 
becomes zero or debit or by PC)StlnQ of TC 840. 

VB! A Offer-in-Compromise Freeze ere aonao> 
I/ A Refund Schei'nes 
VB/ A Unreversed TC 914 posting. 
VA Refund Schemes 
B TC 678 Tf88!UY Bond Freeze 
B TC 47()..cc94 
B Abatement Refusal. TC 290, blocti 19 series 96X. posts. 

(b) TAX TRANSACT10N INFORMATION CODES (formerty Accounts 
Register Codes) 

Code (IIIF) 
G 
X 
0 
M 
F 
Code(BIIF) 
A 

c 
F 

LEMT 111-386 

50 

Explanation 
Amended (G Code) return. 
Indicates OLN (location) of Administrative file. 
Selected for Qisc:riminant Func:tior'F-Regular 
Selected for Oiscriminant Func:tion-Specia 
F.na.l Return 
Explanation . 
FTD (Federal TD Deposit) Crd comput• transferred 

from • prior rnocUe. 
Consolidated FT1) (TC 850). TUS wil ccnsist of the 

number of parments cor ISCidatec1 
FinaiReun 1 

page L.EM 3(27)(68)0-52 (1-1-90) 



Freeze codes from the 6209 

This set of"freeze" codes is out of the ADP (6209 manual). In this 

one we find a different format. It has the "freeze" code first. Then we find 

like in the LEM III a break down as to which file that Freeze Code falls 

under. Next we find the first column pertains to freeze conditions and 

explanation. Next we fmd a new item added to the mix, freeze release or 

what has to be done to get that freeze released. 

Now you have all three of these in one area for your study and use 

because these Freeze Codes play a major roll when posted to your IMF, 

BMF, or IRAF as you have found out. Just sending in a few FOIA's can 

provide you with a wealth of information. These Freeze Codes play a very 

important step in decoding the encrypted paperwork you receive back from 

the IRS from your FOIA request. 
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8-62 

Freeze File Freue condition end l!xpl.natlon Freeze Reltl .. 

Code 

-A liB/A Oujilcala Aelurn Freere=lnftlilid 6Y Tc IMF: Tc29X (except blocked 2XX or 
976 rerum Cwllh or 9WIIhout "G" codP.J or priority code 6, or 7, cexcept TC 291 

A-

U1 
.J'BI 

B-

B-

-c 

-C 

118 

118 

B 

B 

generated (IMF & BMF) 11om lhe posltng with priority code 7 blocked 740-769); 
ol TC 971 wllh IIC1Ion codll10 or 12·15. TC 30X with priority code 1 or 3 (except 
IMF onty-TC 150 It amended retum wllh 51 doc code). BMF: AudiVOP 
lreeza (E-) Is present, TC 977 It TC 150 Adjustment posting In a subsequent 
Is present (txcept H lhe DLNs are equal cycle .IRAF: TC29X or 30X. 
or the TC 977 Ot.N his a doc code 11 
with B.S. 9XX), TC 290 (B.S. 200·289) 
posts to a module with emendldftlupft· 
cate fre11ze or unreversed TC 576 Is 
present IRAF onty-TC 976 posted-no 
original. Freeze refunds, credit erecr and 
oHsel out. GeneratM CP 361'J6A or CP93 
except tor TC 971 AC 10 or 12-15. 
Offset In/Expired Module-Credit Is avaft· Module • TC 534 posting 
able lor on-set but lherals a debit bal· Account· All DA 41's (8 weeks) have 
ance module or S25 or more without a TC been removed. 
534 posted. Earliest CSED has expired. 
CSED Transcript generated. Enllly 
freeze. 
STEX Freeze-Siatute of Limitations br 
refund has expired. Module freeze. 

TC 820 or module becomes zero 
(excepl unreversed TC 576 on IMFJ or 
debit, or less than $5.00 credit. · 

Treasury Bond Freeze-credtl balance of Posting or TC 679to reverse all TC 67!1. 
$500 or more and TC 678 credit ol S500 In the module with significant amount. 
has por.tad lor MFT 52 only. 
Potenllnl manuallntereallpenally adjull· Module goes to zero or debit balance or 
men!. Freezes Refunds or offsets out or TC 29X (except Priority Code 6, or 7 or 
module. blocked 200.299) or TC 30X. 

Combat Zonelndlcetor. Set by TC 150 Released when all module TC 500 
CC Z or TC 500 CC 521npullo any mod· transac11ons wllh CC 52 have been 
uta In 1111 account. PnMII!ts ollsels, sus· n!VIIrsed by TC 500 wllh CC 53, and 
pends lhe ASED and CSED, and restrlc1s lnpul of TC 502. 
lntaresl, FTP, delinquency and estlmaled 
tax pellllly on all modules In lhe accounl 
containing a normal ROD prior to 1t11 
Combal Departure Date plua grace 
pertod. 
ConsolldaHon-Cornputer generated Upon consolidation of excess transac· 
when ltl8 posHng of lrlnsacllons would lions. Computer generated 
cause lhe module to excaed lhe maxi· 
mum size allowable. · 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Freeze File Freeze Condition lind Explenat\on FrnzeRelnee 
Code 

C---Ill)~ · Ollsel oveillow-lhe-oHsel storage area -computer releaiid ahor aH resoquenc· 
Is not large enough to hold all goneraled lng transactions are posted and/or 

-0 I,B 

transactions, transactions are rese· account becomes active or at least 1 
quenced because or Entity freeze, DLN ol debit modulo Wfllch Is ellher completoly 
posllng TC 150 with a credit balance Is or partially satlsl1ed contains Accrued 
same as posted TC 977 DLN. A credit Late Payment Pon11tty. Transactions 
balance has been completely o"sel and 2 with money present being rese· 
or more debll modules slift exist. Tho 57 quenced. Current yoar return with un· 
hold Is released due to the credit modula honored credit elect anempllng to 
balance being equal to or less than lha relund. 
sum of the TC 197 posted In the module. 

RSED-(Relund Statute Expiration 
Date). Tax module freeze prevents 
refund, offset out and credit elect pro· 
cesslng. Sellhe freeze when TC 29X or 
30X (doc code 47 or 54) posts and cre-
ates a credit balance thai Is comprised ot 
pre-paid credits (credits posted by the 
due date olthe return), and the Refund 
Stalule Expiration Date (RSEDl has 
expired. Exclude from the selection crile· 
ria 29X with blocking sarles 900·909, 
910-9t9 and 920·929 all with 54 doc 
code only. 

RSED treeze Is rel&ased by posting ol 
the 29X wilh priority code 4, or when 
module balance becomes zero or debit. 

D- I (1lES validation freeze Is Initiated by a Computer released by TC 666 (except 
TC 150clalmlngmore ES credits than are with Jul1an dAle 999). 

D- I,B 

-E 

-E B 

available resulting in a TC 667 rese· 
quenclng to spouse's account. Module 
freeze. 

(2) Used to o"sel an overpayment to a Released by spousal TC 826 (normally 
joint balance due account. In 3 cycles). 

large Corporation Ollsel Freeze. Created Released by the TC 472 CC 97 explra· 
when TC 470 CC 97 posts; freezes entire lion of DA57, or when module balance 
account (an modules) liom oHsellnlout. becomes zero or debit. 

Tax sheller treeze Is set by posting TC TC 81 I (tor each T C 81 O) with 11 credit 
810 to any module in lhe account. reteaselu!ld olzero or wtlh an amount 

in the credit release field will allow an 
eQUal amount ot credit In thai module to 
sP.IIIe provided no other freeze Is In 
eHect. 

Rollbacl< freeze Is set Whenever rollback Computer relensed In 10 cycles. di~· 
analysis has been performed and a dis· crepnncy is resolved by 11 subsAquenl 
crepancy still exists. Ills also set on debll posting ol TC 6501660 or module blll· 
modules that do not qualify lor Rollover/ 11nce becomos zero or credit or rnodule 
Rolibacl< nnalysis II the account hns no reaches status 22123.'24126. 
modules lhal are or have been in status 
2?. or 23 In the past 12 months. This 
lreP.ze prevents oHsels (generaiP.d) Into 
the module. 

OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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8-64 8-65 

Freeze File Freeze Condhlon end l!lptlnatlon Freeze Relnae 

Code 

E- liB AmiOdid relurn lreezeiS eel IJYTClf77- TClSOlSlillauj)Dcate retum freeze on 
(IMF) or TC 978 (BMF) posHng to 1 mod· IMF when OLNs are not Identical). TC 
ute1nd 1 posted TC 150 Is not present. 971, action code 2. 

-F 

U1 
w 

F-

0-

G-

The freeze Is also set when 1 TC 976 Is 
generated from the posting ole TC 971 
wHh action code 10 or 12-15. The module 
Is frozen from refunding or onset (In or 
out). Generates CP 29 unless lnlllated by 
TC 971, action codas 10 or 12·15. 

IIIli A Advance Payment freeze-TC 640. TC 30X (wfthoul Disposal Code 7 or 11) 
Freezes module from generated refund or posting lithe 23C date Is equal to or 
oHselto other IIlli modules. Module later than the TC 640 trans dele; TC 
freeze II no TC 290 blocked 500-519, 6411642 posting which reverses all TC 
540·589, 600·619 or 640-679 or II no TC 640 credits In the module; module 
300 present or, II TC 300 present contain· going to zero or debit balance and 
lngdisposalcode 7 or 11 or, H23Cdate of module status Is olherthan 14, 18 or 20 
TC 290 blocked per aboVe or TC 300 (nol or when TC 29X blocking series 500· 
dlspo~al code 7 or 11) Is earlier than 519, 550·589, 600-619, or 650·679 (lor 
transaction data ol TC 640. undenaportor); or blocking series 540· 

549 or 640·649 (lor substitute lor 
relurn) posts. TC 6411642 or modulo 
balance becomes zero or debit (MFT 
13155). TC 24X transaction wflh a date 
equal to or later than TC 640 transac
tion. Do not release Freeze II an unre-
vorsed TC 420 Is posted 

ACt freeze set by TC 470 CC 96. Causes TC 4 72 CC 96. 
TC 150 ondfor TC 29X (wHh blocking 

sarles 2XX to go UPC 130. Module 
freeze. 

1/A The reSlrlcled lalhrre to pey penRIIy (2) TC 272,321,502,781 or 782. (1)(3) 
freeze is set by: (11 TC 270 generated by Permanent restrictions. (4) TC 272. 781 
posting oiTC 150 wtth condition code • Z". or 782. 
(2) TC 2701271 (except wtth RC 62), 320 
(wtth stgnlflcant amount), 500 or 780. (3) 
Doc Code 51 (excepiB.S.100·159or 
Doc Code 52. (4) IRAF-TC 270. 27t or 
780. 

B The reSirlcted lalhlrelo pay penalty (1 )TC 272 (zero amount) 321, 535 (II 
freeze Is tet by: (1) TC 2701271 (except TC 534 amount Is completely 
wHh RC 62), TC 320 (ROOts prior to 1·1· reversed), 781 or 782. (2) Permanent 
87), 534 (lor slgnlftcant amount) or 780. restrictions. 
(2)0oc Code 51 (except B.S. 100·199) or 
Doc Code 52. 

-G tiBIA (1) PoSitng of an or!Qinal relum which TC 472 CC 94, TC 290 with priority 
contains a math enor code. (2) Posting of code 6 or computer release In 12 
an adjustment In the no-789 block. (3) cycles. 
TC 150 (IMF) posting which contAins CC 
·x· or 'Y'. (4) Posting or TC 470 cc 94. 
Module Is frozen from updating to TOA 
status. 
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Freeze File Freeze Condition end Erplenatlon FrHze Relene 
Code 

R:::~~--~F oHseiiTeeze set bY rose- TC m 
quencing a module TC 796. 

H- 8 TC 690 and unreversed penally assess- TC 691169? (posting lor same omounl), 
ment not present lor an equal or greater TC 29X/30X (with penally asses~ment, 
amount. Including document code 51) or com· 

puler released In 8 cycles. 

-H B Module Is frozen for oftset or refund Module balance becomes zero or deblt, 
whenever a lransactlon posts that aoales or status updated from 06. 
a credit balance and the status codo Is 06 
wtth a TC 59X present. 

1- 118 Credit lnleorest Is restricted under the fof. (I) TC 771 (BMF), 772, 535 (BMF
Iowing conditions: ( 1) TC 770, 780 or 534 must completely reverse TC 534 
(BMF-for slgnlticant amount). (2) TC amount). 781 or 782. (2)(3)1MF only-
150 wilh CCC "U" (IMF). (3) TC 150 post- reversal by TC 29X which contains a 
lngtotnvalldsegmenl (excepti!Accrellon Returns Processlble Date. (1)(4) Net 
Indicator I~ set) or the doc code ollhe TC Modulo balance becomes zero or deblf. 
150 is 72n3 with a temporary SSN (tst 
digit is 9). (4) TC 150 wtth CCC "r gener· 
alos a TC 770 for zero amount. 

-1 IIBIA Debit interest is restricted by posting ol TC 342, Including DC 52. 535 on !lMF 
TC 3401341, TC soon8o (IMF); Including (must completely abate TC 534), 781 or 
DC 52, TC 150 on IMF (wtlh CCC 'Z'). TC 7821nclud,ng DC 52. 
370 doc code 52 posting cycle and sub· 
~equent TC 534 on BMF (with signlllcant 
amount) or ~latus 14 on OMF. Module 
lreeze. 

J- I Excess Estimated Tax Cred,tlreezP-tRX· TC 662 (may be lor zero ammlnl). 667 
payer claims less credit than available on or 712. TC29X with Priority Code 8. 
IMF. Module freeze. 

J- 0 S4bSP.quen1 payment freeze 1!1 set by TC 29X. 30X or assessed module b'll· 
pos!ing ol TC 640, 650, 660. 670, 680, ance becoming debit by $5 or mora, 
690, 700, 706, 716 or 760 which creates when Iota! module balance (Including 
a credit balance and Interest or FTP pen· accruals) becoming debit by S25 or 
ally computation Is restricted. more, or when both the FTP penalty 

and Interest hee1es are released. 

-J 1/BIA IMF: MAth error freeze set when return IMF: Released by posting ol TC 290 
posts containing a math error notice code with PC 6, or TC 470 with CC94. 
that increases tax. Also set by 29X BMF: Released by posting or TC 472 
blocked 770-789. TOA freeze set by post- with CC 94 or posting ol TC 291 wlih 
lng ol TC 470 with CC 94: IMFIBMF. PC 7. 
BMF: Math enor freeze Is set by TC 470 
CC 94 posting to a module that was/is fro· 
zen by the math error freeze (-G). 
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Freeze File Freue CondHion end Exp!Matlon 
Code 

Fteezt Relu .. 

K 1111 Credll mOdule balances areliOzafl from (\)(2) TC ISO, 29X (IMF-except With 
r11lund or oHsal when thelolowlng condl· prtorlly code 6, 7 or B.S. 2XX). TC 30X 
Ilona are presenl: (1) IMF-TC 29Xf30X (IMF-excapt II the doc code Is 51 afld 
Is posted with a hold code 1, 2 or 4. (2) the hold cod Is 2 on a c-UPC traflsac· 
BMF-TC 29XI30X Is posted with e hold lion or a" umevarsad TC 576 Is 
code1, 2, 4, 6, 7or9. (3) Form 1120with present), TC 820 (BMF-xcept Doc 

K- liB 

-L 118 

V1 
.j::o. 

M- lfBIA 

-M , B 

N- IIA 

-N lfBIA 

0- liB 

a CCC "N" (Joint CommiHee Case) Is code 58), TC 830, Doc code 24 or 34 
posted. transaction, net module balance 

becomes zero or debit. (3) TC 29XI30X 
posts with doc code 51. (ot) CCC "N" 
released by postlngoi29X130X. NOTE: 

E rronaous Credits freeze Is eel when 
cradll balance module with other then 
refundable cash credits, (I.a., TC 606 
wrlttH•If). lhe total module balance plus 
accrued F.TP penl!!ly tess cradll Interest Is 
greater then the net oltransacttons cited 
above (I~'"' '·'""'~:.) freeze. 

Posting ol TC 29X/30X with hold code 
214nl9 will withhold Issuance ol adjust· 
mentnotlce. 

Module balance Is made up ol only 
refundable cash credits, becomes zero 
or debit. 

AIMS rndicator-Account aatacted lor Cer1eln TC 30X or 42X transactions or 
audit fraaza Is set by posting TC 4201424. TC 914,916 or 918 II TC 4241s present 
Modutelreeze. and TC 150 Is not posted. 

Account transfer out freeze Is HI by post· TC 402 (Input only by Accounting 
ing ol TC 400. Moduta freeze (except DC Branch). 
52). 

Maritima Industry FHer Delation of Employment Code "M" or 
module balance bocomas zero or debit. 

Notice status account. Module Indicator Module balance becomes zero or TDA 
only. Issuance. 

Abatement ralusallndlcator Is set when a TC 290, blocking sarles 970-979. 
TC 290 (Blocking Series 960·969) Is 
postel1. Subsequent abatement actions 
TC 181,181.235,241,271 and2R1 are 
unpostad (UPC 321). 
The re-establishment or account reacfl· TC 150, 29X, 30X, 421, 550 or Doc. 
vated lreezels sat by TC 370 (doc code coda 51 record. 
52) when a module 11 transferred from the 
Retention Register 1o the mat1ar lila. OH· 
sat out, refunding end Balance Due TDA 
Issuance (BMF) Is restricted. Module 
fraazn. 
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Freeze File Freeze Condition end Explanellon 
Code 

Freeze RtiUII 

8- 67 

p..::- -IIBTA · Tile retiln(l caocilli<l7ail8110i17repaymei1flll!211c-~ceprvillfl 
lraezels set under the following condl· prlorlly code 617 or B.S. 200·299), TC 
lions: (t)TC 720 or 841 (IMFIBMF) 721 (BMF), 722, 820, 830 excP.pt 
(except TC 841 with block end serial of IRAF), doc code 24, doc code 34 (BMF 
77777 or 88888 or II the module contains and IMF. (except with TC 720 or 84 1) 
TC 29X with hold code 8 posted prior to TC 843 (IMF) or net module balance 
cycle 8714.) (2) TC 842 with TC 150 becomes zero or debit. 
present (BMF). 

-P B Beneficiary offset freeze. Prevents F 1041 Released by TC 820 or II module 
(MFT 05) module from oHseVrelund/credll betomos zero or debit balance. Nola: II 
elect if credit beneficiaries field Is slgnlll· debll balance Is zero or credit Is still 
cent on return end 820 not posted. holding check module lor credit elect. 

0- B Rollover Freeze--Excess credhs not Computer released after 15 cycles, 
declared upon return. Account frozen when TC 8521662 posts end falls within 
lrom rel•mdi!lg, or oftsettlng lor MFT 01, $10 ol the credits claimed by the tax-
02,03, 10,11 and 12, 16and33, TC 150 peyarandthecredltspostedorbytnput 
posts thai has been 'E' coded (MFT 021 ol TC 290 00 HC 3 prlorlly code 4. 
33). 

-o I Unaftowable lax hold or par11al refund TC 30X, 571 or 572. TC 421 when DIS· 
hold (TC 576). Freezes the tax module posal Coda Is 20·25, 27, 29, 31·33, 35 
from refund and offset out. Module or 36. 
freeze. 

-R I The additional liability lraaze Is set when The 150 (non SFR), 571, 840 (B.S. 
a TC 570 Is posted to a module. TC 570 920·929), 29X (except with prlorlly 
Is generated on IMF under the lotlowln!l codas 6 or 7, B.S. 200-299 II tho net of 
condillons: (1) TC 150 posts with a CCC the TC 760 and 7621s not zero or TC 
"3" (except" a unreverserf TC 424 or 940 294129511 TC 570 was set with doc 
Is posted or an audit code "L"ITCMP Is on cO<Ia 54), 30X (oxcApl diGposat code 7 
the return) (2) TC 150 wllh B.S. 920·929 or 11). net module balance becomos 
Is posled. (3) Posting of TC 680 creates a zero or debit or a dobll transaction Is 
credit balance of $5.00 or mora alter the postod that causes the credll module to 
interest accruals are assessed. (4) be equal to or tess than the sum ola 
Adjustment record (doc code 54) B.S. TC 197 posted subsequent to the latest 
740-769. (5) Julian date 999 TOI refund TC 196. II Situation meets (5) due to 
hold. TDI refund hold, the refund must be 

released wllh a TC 290 and priority 
coda B. 

-A B/A The additional liability freeze Is set on TC 571, 572, 29X (except with priority 
BMFnRAF when a TC 570 Is posted to codes 5. 6 or 7 (IAAF) or TC 180 tor 
the module. TC 570 Is gnneraled on BMF zero posts to module with no unra· 
under the following conditions (1) TC 150 versed TC 186 (BMF), 30X (except drs· 
wllh CCC ·x·. (2) TC 291 with priority posaf code 7 or 1 I) or nel module 
code 7. bnlancebecomes zaroordebll. TC 291 

with priority coda 7 and TC 570 can 
only be reversed by TC 300 taxceot 
drsposal code 7 or 11 or when lhe net 
moduiP. bnlancP Is lero. TC 24X posls 
to lhe Civil Penalty Moduli! (MFT 13). 
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Freeze File Freeze COndition end !xptlnlflon Freeze Rlletn 

Code 

R liB RPS Multiple 610 freeze MUI&PiiTClitO!I TC 29Xl8xtru0lilgpflonty COde-6,( or 
were present on the module wh11111he TC blocking series 2XX (IMF) or TC 30X. 
150 posted or RPS TC 810 does not BMF: TC 61210 reverse TC 610 
match OLN ol posted TC 150. Module (except doc codes 17, 18, 58 or 34) not 
freeze. matching on return DLN when TC 976 

posts, or when module goes to zero or 
debit balance. 

s- liB/A Undelivered Relund Chedl. TC 740 (liB/ TC 018 (IMF/BMF), 150 (IMF), 742 (net 

T- IIA 

-T liB/A 

-U liB/A 

V1 
V1 

U- liB 

V- liB 

-V liB/A 

A) or 1 refund 111empt1ng to generate of all TC 74X Is zero or debit), 840 
from an IMF account with 1 Service Cen· (IRAF), net module balance Is zero or 
ter Zip Code. NOTE: CP 231 will be sup. TC 014 (BMF only). 
pressed II TC 740 posts wtlll bulk series 
"66666". 

TDA status: 22·ACS, 24-0utue or 26· 
paper (0.0.) This Is 1 non-freeze alpha 
condlHon. Module lndlcetor. 

Module balance becomes zero or 
credit. Status 22 

TC 910 enHty freeze. lnte1·910 transcript TC 911 posllng 
Issued In the cycle TC 910 posts. Account 
freeze. 
Erroneous Refund Freeze (TC 844) 
Freezes entire account. 

TC 845 Account freeze released when 
an TC 844's In entire account are 
reversed. 

lnslaltrnlll'll status 80. Module freeze. Status updated to other than 80. 

lndtcateataxpayerhas an oul!landlng lia· TC 131, TC 132 or TC 824 
blllty on another account or a OMF liabil-
Ity. Freezes entire account. (TC 130) Can 
only be Input by Nat tonal offtce 
Bankruptcy freeze Is set by TC 520 with 
the appropriate closing code IS follows: 
CC 83185188 (lreezes a~sessmenl 
actions), CC 87 (lreezes relunds), 831851 
88189 (lreezes ollsels), CC 89 (allows 
credit elect transfer), CC 86187189 (alloWs 
assessmentacHone), CC 86189 (allow!! 
refunds), CC 86187 (allows ollsels), CC-
ALL (suppresses balance due notices 
and suspends CSED). See SecHon 11 for 
addltionallnfolmatlon. 

TC 5211522 wllh CC 83/85·89. Any TC 
521 (IMFIBMF) containing e Stallsflcat 
Indicator. 

w- liB/A The claim pendlnglreeztls set when a See 470 Closing Code Chart in Chapter 
TC 470 Is posted to 1 balance due mod· 11. BMF: MFT 02 only TC 470 CC 98 
uta. The freeze Is also aet oniMF with TC carry bacl! claim received. Prohibits oil· 
840 (II TC 150 without CCC "0" Is present sets. 
and no 29XI30X Ia pr11senl) or TC 976/ 
9n. No closing codll or CC 90 prevents 
oHsetln. Module freeze. BMF MFT 02 
only: releases In 52 weeks or TC 472 CC 
98, or TC 295, or when total module bal-
ance Is zero or credH. 
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8- 69 

FrHu Fill Freu1 Condition 1nd Elfllltnll11on 
Code 

FrHZIReltlll 

• W ·- · liB/A -lhellllga~ peridlng Trieze issefllY TC TC 5211522 With the appropnah1 clos-
520 wlttl the appropriate closing CO<!e. TC lng code. Al!o. reestablish CSEO on 
520 with CC 76·89 suspends running ol Chapter XI cases, after plan conlirma
lhe CSEO unless a TC 550, TC 552 or TC lion by lnpuhing connrmallon dale with 
5221s posted with a later lransacflon appro,irtate TC. 
dale. Relundslollsels and credit elects 
are frozen except under certain condl· 
lions (See Section 11.08(6)). 

-X IlB/AI (1)TC 150 coded '0' without a TC 840 (1)(4)(5) TC 840. (1)(5) TC 29X with 

X- A 

X-

-Y liB/A 

Y- A 

-z liB/A 

Z-

None 

None 

already posted. (2)TC 840 (except B.S. priority code 8. (2) TC 150 or 8~ 1 equal 
9XX wHh Julian dale less than 400) II no to TC 840. (3) TC 29X wllh priority codo 
TC 150 present. (3)TC 840 (except B.S. 8 (except B.S. 2XX IMF); TC 30X with 
9XX with Julian dale less than 400)11 TC priority code 8: status 22, 24. 26 or 60: 
150 without CCC ·o· provided module module batafiCe becomes zero or 
balance is debit. (4)Module contains credit: 20 cycles (IMF) or 20 cycles 
overpayment bot contains CCC •t.: or 'W' (BMF) have elapsed. (6) a1 modulo bal· 
without second name line In the entity. aliCe becomes zero or credit, or bl sub· 
(5)(1MF) A taxpayer claims an overpay- sequent posting ol TC 29XIJOX (TC 
mentor estimates lax credit ol $10.00 or 241) with priority code 8 
more. (6)TC 840 posts to MFT 13 module 
creating a debit balance. Module lreoze. 

The manual assessment freeze is set 
when a module Is in credit status and a 
CCC "X" Is present. 

When net module balance becomes 
zero or debit. 

Million Dollar Refund Fre11ze. Restricts Module balance bocomes zero or debit 
oHset. or with posting ol a TC 840. 

OHer In Compromise-TC 480n80n82. TC 481, 482.483, 781,782, or 788. 

The OP/Audlt Ad!ustm:ni lreeze is set by TC29XIJOX, 820, TC 300 (doc codn 
TC 29XIJOX that contains a hold code 1, 51). doc code 211 or net module balance 
2 or 4. bi!Comes zero or debit. 

Criminal Investigation Hol~se TC 912. Reier case to Crlminatlnvesll· 
assigned to Criminal Investigation Oivi· gallon Conlrol. 
sion. TC 914. Module freeze. 

Relund Schemes-TC 916 and 918. 
Module freeze. 

Entity freeze Initialed by generated TC 
667. 666 with a Julian date of 999 (credit 
elect). spousal TC 706 or BMF 796 rese· 
quenclng from this account. All input 
transactions are resequenced unlit the 
lreeze Is released. 

Memo lreeze Is set when an account is 
removed from IMF lo resequence to 
another SSN or to merge with another 
account. Causes all input transactions to 
be resequenced. 

lC 915,917. NOTE: TC 915 or TC 
919postlng In current cycle will retn~~~e 
lrPeze lor relundtng or cr11dil electinp. 

TC 666, 667 with a Julian date ol 999 
(credrl elect), spousal TC 826, or BMF 
within the account. 

TC 026(entlty will be deleted) or TC 
006 (successful or unsuccessful 
merge). 
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TC 148-SffDA code "T"/ Freeze code "T" 

A. IDA codes and Freeze codes are not the same codes but they are 
interrelated to each other. The IRS will mix them together making it 
confusing to separate out. 

B. Turn to exhibit A from Commerce Clearing House, Tax Practice Guide 
315, and APP. C, Section 56(16)(18) High-level drug dealers. It is very 
clear what is taking place when these items are posted to your IMF or 
BMF. 

C. Exhibit B 1 of 1 is from a 1998, ADP 6209 Manual. It shows a section 
from the TDA (Taxpayer Delinquent Account) which has the "T'' code 
listed as a Narcotics case also. 

D. Exhibit Cis from ADP 6209 Manual and lists the Freeze codes T- and -T 
and although the word narcotics does not appear it still shows the TC-910 
code indicating a CI (Criminal Investigation). 

E. When you spot this "T" code on your IMF or BMF look for the "Z" code 
and then look for TC-910, TC-912, TC-914, TC-916, or a TC-918. 

F. If you do spot any of these codes on your IMF or BMF you need help 
ASAP to counter what the IRS is trying to do to you. 

G. These are major red flags you need to be aware of! 
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APP. C CCII FEDERAL TA.\ SERVICE 

(Jl i1>c re.,.=~ orricc:r . .,..ich cne croup manarer·s conc-orrc:nc:e. --ill detf!'TTnine the ho.Jn tt
bvsinc:H ""ill be opened bued on such hctors u unOGnt of pcoperry to be clal~. \oc-aci-on r 
the ~sineu and usual hours chc business ..,s opened to the pablk. If the ta~,-er·s b.:rsine, 
hcun e.xren-Oe-d beyond normal IRS --or\: houn:. !he uablishnw:m shoi:Jid be~~ ponioro 
of rhe non-IRS -ork: houn. ~ eumple. If SJturday opcn.tion ,..u C1Utomu)". eotuidentlon shoa~ 
be ri .. en lo pro .. ~lnr 11 leur some Sanr~y houn. • -

{.C) ReYe,.,c orncers shQuld make re:uonable anempt:s 10 contact C1nl~ on any Item "''' 
cuttomer identlfymr informacion i( the item is not claimed. In no e"rent shoald hcrn.J elearl: 
Identified u a cascorncr·s propcny be JOid. 

56(16} (18} lllrh-lr"l Rryc 0"'!? ..,.<:~.------
(I) Serv~ personnel are noc auchoriud to pa-nicipal'!! in arrests. n.idJ and slmilu acti.,.ities ,.,ill 

OnJc Enf01cent<nt Administnlion CDEA) penonnel Ho-•cr. re~e ofriC'ET'I may tal:e sel:r.ur. 
action aJainst d.tur related ta.xpayCT"J in connectkm ..;th jeopardy ()(" t.ermin:at1on u.ses~nu ~ 
ot~ act:ounu. 

d ID5 d.eDJ:e-' ----)>.::~io.- (2) To ensure t~ safety of revenue officers a.uicned to W"Ort eue:s arisinc from naretXlcs ~lllec 
'h;s!Zentt. the tellers "OL.P"" should appear in red aboT"C the entity on all kkntllled drvr 6cale1 

Re,~'(:e.r' -\-nQ_ TDA'il{E.uminatlon employees will haT"C had a TC1$' lnyat at the conchzslon ol &n e:uminatiOf: 
<J __ .J on a drvr dealer. Ruuhinc TD!u will be ldentlr.e;Ib1a...::::C...ln the history Retlon and TDIJ •ill 

\C.- \4 0 - 3'" o..ro be 16cntirted by·· "r. When c::ues are C()("ft~tet' ~tlliCd:the -oL.r need no< be shown:) Pti01 

• 

to mak:inc personal contact. the pt'OYislons o( fRM '143. Armed Escort(()(" R~ orrra:n. shool<j 
be l"e'rie~. • 

()) Collection acli.,.ily reponinr will be limited lo sei:r.ure actions talcen In etmnection •hh 
nareotics usessmenll which Jn.,ol•c jeopardy 01' termination of tu:ab~ per!O<U. ~ report in 1 
requiremcnu. se1: IRM j!72.(1J). 

56(1 6) ( 19) Drur J'anphernalla 

{I) Oror paraphernalia cenenlly includes such Items 11 pipes. syrlnrcs and other de ... Ices 
desicned to Introduce drucs into the hum&n body. 

(2) Druc panphcmalia should not be seiz~ anlc..u it is the sole a.net t.h:roarh w.t.ich coUection 
c:an be cnfOfced. 

(J l Other a.,.cnues of collection should be utllltC'd pri01 to seiture of drur puaphemalia. For 
e.nmpJc. Jcyy nn bank aCCOUniS Of JCCOUntS ~ciYab(e. Of' Seiz.ure Of YchJcJCS, C1Jh ~Jitter COOICnU. 
furniture &c fi.ztun:. 01' othe·r non·dnlr paraphernalia usets. 

(.C) When druc puaphemalia is seitcd. folio- the procedures in lRM j6{16) (16):(J) throu(h 
:("). 

56C 16) (20) Se-cudlles and Ncgotlahle Instruments Rtt:r!Yed throuch Fon:n 665-A, Notice or 
lcry 

(I) IRM .S~S(II).J:(IO) tells SCCB that if securities or ne&otiable lrtslnlrnenU are retti"l"e1'J in 
rcspon~c to an ACS·issued Form 663-A. Notice o( l.ery. they are to be sent to the: district. 

(2) The ~.,.cnue orriccr .,ho receives the securities or nc1oti:~ble instrumenu mwt dc.!t:ide ..,.hether 
to return them 01' .,hether to Callow the seiz:ure proadurcs in IRM .56( 12). 

()) IRM .5JF.(I4).7 tells the revenue officer .,hat to do ir securities ue received in response 
to I cr-r-iuued f-onn 66!·A. Nolice or Le ... y. 

St;(l7) 0 Acquired rroputy 

~{1.7) I General 

(I) Acquired pro~ny mc:1ns 2ny pro~ny obuined by the United Stace..s under-the followin& 
condiciOIU: 

(sl 2ny ~nc.ul propeny 2cquircd by the Unic~ Stiles in p•ymenl of. Of u Sct:"Urily (Of. debts 
lrisint untlcr the intcrnll revenue laws. 

(bl any re:al property which is. or sh.JII become. the pr~ny or the United Stales by edrment 
o( forfeiture under lhe inrem2l re.,cnue b...,t: propeny redeemed by !he Go-Y1:mment 'GT'der IRC 
7/.2:C. or ,..hich hu been assirnc:d. or shall be usirned. set orr. or cot,...ey~ by purchase. or 
otherwise to the United S111es in p:aymenl of debts or penalties arisinc 1mder the laws rclatin1 

~7 CTT1 IIIJ ....... 
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II - 32 

Code Explanation Comment 

Q A TC 148 with Entity Indicator 1 has The "Q" coded TDI results when an employee 
been input to immediately issue the TDI inputs this request. Subsequently, a fourth 
(primarily when a TP is involved in notice will be issued three weeks after the first 
bankruptcy proceedings). notice followed by a TDI six weeks later. 

R* Indicates at least one TOI or TDA was The "R" code indicates a TP has had prior 
closed during the past twelve months. delinquencies. Every effort should be made to 

bring these repeater TP's current and to 
encourage future compliance. 

S A TC 148 with Entity Indicator 8 has The "S" coded cases will have the fourth notice 
been input to identify an erroneous issued three weeks after the first notice is 
refund case. issued followed by a TDI six weeks later. 

T A TC 148 with Entity Indicator 5 has The "T" coded cases will have the fourth notice 
been input to identify a narcotics case. issued three weeks after the first notice is 

issued followed by a TDI six weeks later. 

U A TC 148 with Entity Indicator 6 has The "U" coded cases will have the fourth notice 
been input to identify a Special Enforce- issued three weeks after the first notice is 

v 
ment Program case. issued followed by a TDI six weeks later. 

Indicates notice routine was interrupted 
or the TDI was accelerated by a rever
sal or expiration of a TC 4 7 4 (other than 
DC 77)**Can be Secondary Code** 

Prompt TP contact should be made on these 
cases because they usually indicate that TP 
has not supplied necessary information or the 
TDI was deliberately accelerated. 

W A TC 148 with Entity Indicator 3 has The "W" coded cases will have the fourth notice 
been input to identify a Potentially Dan- issued three weeks after the first notice is 

X 

y 

gerous Taxpayer. issued followed by a TDI six weeks later. 

Total liability shown on the latest return 
posted for the same type of tax (MFT 
01, 03, 09 or 11) was 5,000 or more. 
This applies to the Last Period Satisfied 
for the same MFT as the delinquent tax 
period. 

Indicates that a prior closing transaction 
has been reversed by a TC 592. 

The "X" coded cases indicates a high priority 
TDI and will be issued five weeks after the first 
notice. These TDis should be completed in the 
shortest possible time period. Often these 
accounts pertain to trust fund liabilities. 

The ·y· coded cases indicates that a prior TC 
was erroneously input or that TOI issuance was 
accelerated through the input of a TC 590 fol
lowed by a TC 592. 

* These Codes will appear as secondary codes only. 

(6) IRP Selection Criteria Codes 

Reference IRM 5422 

The filing requirement for an individual liable for Self-Employment Compensation Act Tax is 400 or 
more of net income. Since the current income tax return filing requirement has increased, many in
dividuals who are liable for the SE tax may be inclined to overtook the 400 filing requirement and be
lieve that they are exempt from the requirement to file. Therefore. the TOI Supplement may be 
referenced for indications of past payments of SE tax as a basis for interrog~ting the taxpayer about 
liability for SE Tax. Certain Selection codes may reflect self employment tax information from the pre
ceding years tax returns. 

Any line marked with # is for official use only 
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II· 611 

Freeze File f'reae Condition encii!J!Pienltlon I'FftzeReleeee 
Code 

R liB RPS MUifljlli81HHztl.l\llfPie TC 6101 TC~X !iXdUCRIIO PfiOI'IIY COdl6, 1 or 
wtrt preatn1 on the rnocUI wtlen Ill TC bloctdng SII'IH 2XX (IMF) Of TC 30X. 
180 posted OfRPS TC 810doet 1'101 BMF: TC 612to rtverte TC 810 
match Dt.N of posled TC 150. Module le•cepl doc codH 17, 18, 58 Of 34) not 
hHze. matching on retum DlN when TC 978 

pasts. Of when module goes to zero Of 
debit ballnct. 

S- liB/A UndtMrtd Aetuncl Oledl. TC 740 (1181 TC Ot811MFIBMF), 150 (IMF), 742 (net 

T-

-T 

-U 

u
U1 
1.0 v-

-v 

A) Of 1 refund IHemptlng to gtntrtlt of 1ft TC 74X II zero or debit), 840 
hom 111IMF ICCOU!It witt I Servlct Ctn· (IRA F), ntt module ballnce Is zero Of 
ltr Zip Code. NOTE: CP 231 will be sup- TC 014 (BMF only). 
presttd H TC 740 poltl with bulk ttrles 
"H688". 

VA TDA ltllut: 22·ACS, 2oi-Outue Of 28· Module balence becomes zero Of 
peper (0.0.) Thlt II I non-hHze llpha credll. SteiUI 22 
condlfon. M~ lndlciiOf. 

tiBIA TC ttO enllly frteze.lnlel·ttO trenscrtpt TC 911 posting 
ltiUid In the cycle TC 1110 poell. Account 
hHze. 

IIBIA ErrontOUs Atlund Fretze (TC 844) TC 845 Account hetze released when 
FrHZtS entire 8CCIOIInt. tl TC 844'1 In enllreiCCOURI 118 

reversed. 

liB lntlthll'll StatUI 80. Modult lrllelt. Status updated IO Olhtr than 80. 

118 lndltalllll~r has en oult1andng Ha· TC 131, TC 132 or TC 824 
bl1hy on enother IC(OIInl or 1 DMF liabll· 
ltv freeztl enHre ICCOUIII. (TC 130) Can 
only be Input by Netron.t ollce 

tiBIA Oenlcruptcy frllrt II ttl by TC f>20 with TC 5211522 with CC 83185·89. Any TC 
1t1t tppropllaledotlnQ codt as tollows: 521 (IMFIBMF) containing a SlaUsttcal 
CC 8318511111 (frHZH ltiiHIIIItnl lndiealor. 
ecllonl), cc 117 (trllzn reUicls), 831851 
8111119 (lrHZft OftNII), CC 89 (llllowl 
crtdH tlecf trtnlftr), cc 88117189 (lllows 
11Mitllltl1llcllont). CC 88188 (allows 
rtlundl), CC 88187 (lllowl oHMis), CC-
All (luppttiiH beltnct eM notlctl 
end autpendiCSED). SH Slc:llon 11 lor 
ldclllonlllnlolmellon. 

W- tiBIA The clllm pending lrtlllll ttl when a Set 470 Closing Code Chart In Chapter 
TC 470 II potltll to 1 balance 1M mod· 11. BMF: MFT 02 only TC 470 CC 98 
ult. The frtlrt Is t11o Ill on IMF with TC cerry bactc claim received. Prohibits oH· 
840 (II TC 150 w1ltloul CCC "0" Is pment aels. 
and no 29lU30X II prHinl) or TC 978/ 

en. No ctostno coitt or cc 90 "'-'• 
oliN! ln. Module lrttzt. BMF MFT 02 
only: rtle1111 In 52 wwkl Of TC 472 CC 
118, or TC 29S. or when loltl module bat· 
ance Is zero or credit 
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Freeze File Freae Condition end Erpltnttlon 
Code 

FreneRtiMit 

-W 1/BfA Thellllgi&Ori Pilidlno frttzels set bY Tc Tc 5211522 whh lhe appropnale cfOs· 
520wlthlht appropriate closing coOt. TC lng code. Alto, reestablish CSEO oo 
520 with CC 76·89 IUII«MK'ds nmnlng of Chapter XI casu, alter plan conlllma· 
the CSED unless a TC 550, TC 552 or TC lion by lnpulttng coonrmaHon dart wllh 
5221s posted with a later trensacflon appropnale TC. 
date. Rtfundslolfaets and credit tfecfs 
are frozen except under cerllln coodl· 
lions (Set Stcllon 1 1 .08(61). 

-X IIBIN (I)TC 150codtd '0' without a TC 840 (1)(4)(5) TC 840 (1)(5) TC 29X wllh 

x- A 

x-

-Y 119/A 

v- A 

-z 119/A 

z-

None 

None 

alreldy potted. (2)TC 840 I except B.S. ptlorlty code 8. 121 TC 150 or 8~ 1 equal 
9XX with Julian date tess than 400) II no to TC 1140.131 TC 29X with priority codo 
TC 150 present. (3)TC 840 (except B.S. 8 (except B.S. 2XX IMF): TC 30X with 
9XX wllh Julian dateless than 400) II TC prioftty code 8: etatus 22, 24. 28 or 60: 
150 without CCC ·o· provided module module balance becomu zero or 
balance Is debit. (4)Module contains credit: 20 cycles (IMF) or 20 cycles 
overpayrnenl but contains CCC "tor •w· IBM F) have elapsed. (6) a) module bel· 
wtlhoUI second namellneln the enllty. ance becomes zero or credit, or b) sub· 
(S)(IMF) A t1xp1yer clllmt In ovarpll)'· lftquenl paallng ol TC 29XfJOX (TC 
menlolesllmates tax credit or SfO.OO or 241) wHh priority code 8 
more. (8)TC 840 posts to MFT 13 module 
creating 1 debH balance. Module lreoze. 

The manual assusment freeze Is set When net module balance becomes 
when a module Is In credit status and a zero or debit. 
CCC "X" Is present. 

Million Dollar Refund Freeze. Restricts Module balance bocomn zero or debit 
oHsel. or with pasting ol a TC 840. 

Olfer In Compromlse-TC 480f7BonB2. TC 481,482.483. 781.782, or 788. .. 
Tht DP/Audll Adfustment freeze Is set by TC29XfJOX, 1120, TC 300 (doc codn 
TC 29XfJOX lhal contains 1 hold code 1, 51), doc code 24 or net module balance 
2 or 4. bt~eomes zero or dobll. 

Crlmlnellnvesllgalton Hold-ease TC 912. Reier ceseto Criminal tnvesll· 
asslgnld lo Crtmnallnvetllgellon OM· gaHon Control. 
slon. TC 914. Module freeze. 

Refund Sdtemes-TC 916 and 918. 
Modult lrHze. 

Enllty lrtezelnlllaled by generated TC 
687, 868 with a Julian dale of 999 (credit 
etecl), spousal TC 706 or BMF 796 rese· 
quenctng lrom this account. An Input 
transactions are resequenced until the 
freeze Is released. 

Memo lreeze Is sal when an account Is 
removed from IMF to resequence to 
anoltler SSN or lo merge with another 
account. Causes an lnputtransacllons to 
be resequenced. 

lC 915,917. NOTE: TC 915 or TC 
919pastlng In currant cycle will retn11~e 
freeze lor refunding or cr11dll etectlnp 

TC 866, 6117 wllh a Julian d1118 ol 999 
lcredolelecl), spousal TC 826, or BMF 
Wilhln the Iecount. 

TC 026(enllty will be deleted) or TC 
006 (successlul or unsuccesslut 
merge). 
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This section takes you through a BMF 

If you pull your January IMF Dispatch and put the IMF transcript next to the 

BMF transcript you will see that many of the items are the same. We decode BMFs, but 

it is usually more time consuming and involves more experience than decoding an IMF. 

Usually the BMF will be divided into four quarters. We decode all four quarters and can 

provide all the necessary FOIA requests for you to send to the IRS. In some of the larger 

BMF' s we have decoded, we have sent one hundred or more FOIA requests to be sent to 

the IRS. 

As with the IMF, a lot of people who have been filing with the IRS and who have 

no problem, will send us their IMF or BMF to be decoded. They want to learn more 

about the decoding process, so they will know how this process works in case they ever 

need it. 

If you have problems, this decoding will greatly help you to investigate the inner

workings of what the IRS is trying to do to your entity. After we decode someone's IMF 

or BMF many will set up a tutor time with us. They either come in to our office, or call us 

by phone, to discuss certain specific issues. There are also a number of other ways to use 

a decoded IMF or BMF to your benefit. 

We have a 6209 (ADP) Manual for 1982, 1987, 1994, 1997, and 1998. We also 

use other IRS manuals, publications, and handbooks, which relate to the decoding 

process. 

When we decode your IMF, BMF, or the NMF, we decode it exactly as it comes 

from their manuals. No hearsay, allegations, or personal comments are made. So, the 

decoding is a pure product right out of their books. A number of people call us saying 
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they can't understand what we did. Indeed, you will not understand a decoding that we 

do for you unless you have taken the time to do some study in this area. It is for 

documenting your record in such a way that IRS cannot rebut it. We only know of a 

couple of times when someone at the IRS tried to rebut our decoding. They were way off 

point. We rebut their rebuttal letter. Then they usually they give up. It is very, very rare 

to get a rebuttal to regarding a decoded IMF or BMF. 

There are certain specifiC procedural ways to use this decoded file that has 

worked for a vast number of people. Don't believe for one minute that you can walk into 

a courtroom pull out your decoded IMF wave it at the judge and all your trouble will 

vanish away. There are actually people who hold themselves out as decoders who 

actually tell people these kind of fables and myths to get their money. 

We mark the BMF up just like we do the IMF and if you studied January IMF 

dispatch you will notice that we use the same numbering system. You will also find out 

that there are a few items not found on that IMF that is found on the BMF. Please realize 

that we also send you a lot more information (including the DLN's) when we send this 

decoding package to you. We are always improving and updating our program as things 

change. When we receive a new IRS Manual with additional codes in it that we did not 

have before therefore we update our decoding program. In addition we are always 

developing new FOIA requests to ask for more documents they do not want to provide to 

you. The next section will show you what you have to do to get a BMF and other 

important documents. 
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FOIA Section 

A. FOIA, your key to relief 

B. You will notice that some ofthese FOIA requests in this section are also in the 
January issue for a reason: 

1. Both BMF and IMF have the same items that you want to obtain through FOIA request. 

2. If you want to teach a class on the IMF or the BMF, you will have them in either book. 

3. Some people will be buying a certain issue because someone they know has a problem in this area. Then, 
if that individual wants a year subscription they can order for themselves. 

C. In the March VIP Dispatch on the NMF (Non-Master File) some of the FOIA 
requests will also be the same as those in the previous Dispatches. 

D. Each "VIP Dispatch" is designed to be a self-contained unit based on one main topic. 

E. We have introduced several new FOIA requests that can also be used with the IMF or 
NMF. 

F. After years of teaching about the FOIA process we want people to say; ''that was 
exactly the FOIA request that we were looking for," Or "look what I received back 
from that FOIA request. I had no idea they were keeping this type of information on 
me." 

G. FOIA requests are a great tool to use to document actual IRS Procedural Due Process 
abuse against you. 

1. These documented procedural due process violations are the only real issue that the federal system 
will sit up and take notice of in tax matters. 

2. If you get good at this and with some divine providence you can trace these procedural due 
process violations to one or two specific agents. You can then file a complaint against them. First 
you must gather the documented facts. 

H. When you do a BMF request make sure you use the Entity name and not your 
personal name. 

l.Make sure you use the entities EIN and not your SSN. 

I. We have hundreds of entities who obtain their BMF's. They do exist and can be 
acquired for its use as credible evidence to rebut the Prima Facia presumptions ofthe 
IRS. 

J. If the IRS is coming after an entity, the BMF will show how far along they are in the 
process. 
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1.) The FOIA request for vour BMF (Business Master File) 

A. There are two important points to remember concerning a request for a 
BMF. 

1. In order to have a BMF you must have an EIN (Employer Identification Number). 

2. If you have an SSN you will not have a BMF. But the IRS will still input BMF codes 
into your IMF file to make you liable for some kind of an excise tax. 

B. If you have a trust with an EIN then you can send off for the BMF of that 
trust. 

C. We also offer a decoding process for your BMF which can get somewhat 
complicated and time consuming depending on how large your BMF is. 

D. Remember: There must be an affidavit/declaration, notary statement 
filled out and signed attached to each FOIA request. 

1. Sometimes the disclosure officer will send back your original request in the case of a 
trust asking to see a copy of the trust document making you the qualified individual to 
receive the information asked for. 

2. If you do not have this document, contact whoever sold you your last trust packet. 
Ask for this page or create it yourself if you are the qualified trustee and make sure there 
is a notary statement with it or it will probably be returned again. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddrl 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send me a copy of all the documents maintained in the System of Records 
known as Returns and Information Processing D:R:R- Treasury I IRS Business 
Master File Specific (BMF): 24.046 which pertains to the above referenced EIN# 
and entity. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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AFFIDAVIT I DECLARATION 

COUNTY OF _____ _ 

STATE OF ______ _ 

SUBSCRIBED AND AFFIRMED: 

) 
) 
) 

ss 

On this day of Name, personally appeared, personally 
known to me, OR proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the one whose 
name is subscribed to the within instrument. 

Witness my hand and official seal. 

Signature ofNotary 

I, Name, hereby swear and affirm that I have the authority to request information 
pertaining to Entity name. 

Name 
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2. FOIA request (or adjustments and payment tracer tiles, 
collateral tiles, seized property records, tax collection 

waivers-(orms 900-tiles. 

A. If you have had the IRS doing very mean things to your entity and they 
have it listed as TDA (taxpayer delinquent account), then you want these 
files. 

B. This request is not limited to BMF only, but equally applies to IMF and 
NMF's. 

C. Basic procedural requirements require the IRS to maintain, and be able to 
produce for your inspection these documents. 

D. There is no telling what you are going to get back if anything. 

E. Another reason for doing this type of specific request is to let them know 
that you know that they are required to maintain these types of files. 

F. If they refuse to give you these records, you can then do a Motion for 
Discovery for these items, if they ever file a civil or criminal case against 
you. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddr1 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 5 52, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send a copy of all the documents maintained in the system of records 
known as Taxpayer Delinquent Accounts (TDA), including but not limited to: 
Adjustments and Payment Tracers files, Collateral files, Seized Property Records, 
Tax Collection Waivers- forms 900- files, Treasury I IRS 26.019 which pertain 
to the above referenced EIN# and entity. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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3.FOIA request TDI files 

A. If you have the IRS doing mean things to you and you fmd a TDI posting 
to your IMF, BMF, or NMF you want to do this FOIA request to find out 
ifthat file is being maintained as the systems of records mandates. 

B. If the IRS lists you as TDI then they are under a requirement by the 
systems of records 26.020 to maintain this file. 

C. Even though most people or businesses that have a TDI posted to their 
files will not receive information back, you are putting them on notice 
that you know that they are required to maintain this file. 

D. If they should file any action against you, you can do a Motion for 
Discovery for this information. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddrl 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send a copy of all the documents maintained in the system of records 
known as Taxpayer Delinquency Investigation (TDI) files: Treasury I IRS 26.020 
which pertain to the above referenced SS# and person. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate of lack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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4. FOIA request (or a "SFR" (Substitute [or Return) 

A. If your entity has not been sending in any one of the many BMF returns 
for several years and you received your BMF from the IRS, one of the first 
items you will want to look for is an "SFR" posting. It is located on the 
lower left hand side of the first page of your BMF. 

B. You will want to send this FOIA request as soon as possible. 

C. This is what the IRS calls a "dummy return", read the transcript in the 
TC-150 section, part 1 contained in the January 2002 Dispatch. 

D. They are suppose to fill it out and a supervisor is required to sign it. 

1. They will often come back and say that they used a different form. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddrl 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send me a copy of the "Substitute for Return" prepared by the Internal 
Revenue Service that pertains to me. 

5. Please send me a copy of the document that identifies the person who prepared 
the substitute for return in my case. 

6. Please send me a copy of the documents upon which the audit function based the 
substitute return. 

7. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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5. FOIA request concerning a TC-150 

A. On all the BMF' s there will be posted a 150 code. 

B. You will fmd in this issue some of what we have collected on the TC 150 
ISSUe. 

C. As we continue research on this information we fmd it goes deeper and 
deeper as we peal off the layers of deceit and lies. 

D. Some of these FOIA requests, such as this one, include a background 
statement with exhibits included to narrow down the issue. So, this is a more 
deluxe request. 

E. If you look at the bottom of the page you will see "1 of 2". The second 
page of this request is your notary statement. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddr1 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addr1 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonably segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the 
requested records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please provide me with the following: Can a Transaction Code (TC 150) mean 
anything else BUT a Virgin Island Entity? If so please send me the document that 
substantiates that request. 

5. BACKGROUND: According to Manual 30(55)0 IMF OPERATIONS pages 
30(55)0-7 and 30(55)0-8 which indicates types ofTranscripts at 30(55)4.2 item 
number twentyeight (28) states VIRGIN IS (TC 150). 

6. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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IMF Operations 

(7) The Assessment w23C~ date w::: c~:·narily be the Monday of the 
2nd week following the week in which t:-es~ trar.sactions are processed 
and posted to the IMF Accounts, t.::-::ess otherNise designated by 
Accounts Division in appropriate public=.::c--:s. 

(8) When notices are to be sent to tax:Jayers that are identified as 
Spanish speaking District Office (DO) 65 a:--.j mail filing requirement of ''7" 
the Computer Paragraph Number is in the 700 series. 

(9) Extracts of IMF Accounts are not permitted when the extracts may 
be used outside of IRS, unless the Pri•:::cy Act or the Freedom of 
Information Act is utilized. 

(1 0) Do not generate Check Digit fc~ A:counts posted to the lnvaiid 
Segment. 

(11) The term "Module Balance~ as usee :hroughout this Section is the 
algebraic sum of posted and assessed transactions excluding interest 
transactions. 

(12) The term "Net Module Balance~ is the algebraic sum of Assessed 
Transactions and consists of Module Balance, Interest Assessed and 
Interest Paid. . 

( 13) The term "Total Balance~ is the al;;Jebraic sum of "Module Bal
ance," Accrued Failure to Pay Penalty (Total Penalty less Assessed 
Penalty) and Total Interest (Assessed Interest plus Accrued) and Interest 
Paid. 

(14) Service Center Codes supersede Region Code. Generate the 
Service Center Code from the governing District Offices Code. 

(15) When prescribed transactions post to a tax module, or a tax 
module: must be analyzed for a scheduled action, compute interest, 
Failure-to-Pay-Penalty and/or delinquency penalty as required. Assess 
interest, assess Failure-to-Pay-Penalty when applicable, and assess 
delinquency penalty as prescribed in subsequent sub-sections. When 
interest and Failure-to-Pay-Penalty computations are made and not 
assessed, accrue the amounts of each computation. 

(16) Non-Compute 1 04o--the input return record sent to MCC will 
contain a "Non-Compute" code of "2-. MCC will determine if the return 
was timely filed; if not timely the non-compute code will be changed to a 
"1 ". Code "2. indicates special processing. · 

(17) Bypass normal processing, opening of modules, UPC, etc. when 
encountering Political Checkoff and IRA input "dummy~ returns. 

30(55)4.2 (1-1-96) 

Types of Transcripts 
(1) SPECIFIC 
(2) OPEN 
(3) COMPLETE 
(4) ENTITY 
{5) STEX (B Freeze) 
(6) RFND LIT (TC 520) 
(7) REFUND (TC 846) 
(8) REFUND-E (TC 846) 
(9) $1 ,000,000 Refund Transcript 
(1 0) TDI-REFUND 
( 11) Refund-S (TC 846) 
(12) TRAN&-844 (TC 844) 
(13) LITIGATION (TC 520) 
(14) EXES-TC 840 
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(15) OIC r:-c ..!_:: 
(16) NMF:... ;_"-;-·c ~2:.' 
(17) KIT .A. iiC 0 · ;<, 
(1 S) CO~/s . .;-;- Z:'; 
(19) UNREV7C S2:: (TC 520) 
(20) TO! ?.ES~::: ~ rSee Project 720\ 
(21) INTEL (See ?roject 735) 
(22) REACI :--~~.~= (TC 130) 
(23' ·cs:::; 
(2-!) MA~=.:::: =·:...::D SE?.A.RATE~ . ..V .. TC 42.! 
(25) MUL7i?:...E .=:LE~ (TC 424) 
(26) Cr E! Deed :see Project 439) 
(27) TRFPE:\iAC:: 
(28) VIRGIN IS :-:-c 150) 
(29) STAT T~A:\SCRIPT 
(30) QUEST W-4 (See Project 411) 
(31) FOLLO\'/-U=> W-4 (See Project 411) 
(32) AMRH (See Project 712) 
(33) AM-X (See Project 712) 
(34) CV PN CRED 
(35) SC ADDRESS 
(36) Hostage 
(37) NRPS 
(38) DECDESCR 
(39) STIM 
(40) UNP 71 RE!.. 
(41} RSED 
(42) NR Clean-Up (see Project 713) 
(43) LPCANCEL 
(44) PMTOVERCAN 
(45) OICDEFAULT 
(46) OEFAULTFSC 
(48) TDIFRZ-150 
(49) TD~EXA~l 
(50) HighRis~~ 
(51) Deferral 
(52) HighDo!Iar 

30(55)4.3 !'-:...;:; 

Computer Paragraph Notices 

(1) 04-F.S Pena!ty Waiver 
(2) 01-0eferral Reminder 
(3) 08--Refund lssued-SSA Records need correction 
(4) 09--E.arr.ed Income Credit Refund 
(5) 1 o-cc!"'i":bir.a:ion CP 12 and CP 45 
{6) 11-Math Errcr-Bal Due 
(7) 1 2-Math Errcr-Overpayment 
(8) 1 3---,\1ath Errcr-Settlement 
(9) 1 4.'14E-Bal Due No Error 
( 1 0) 15-Civil Penalty Assessment 
( 11) 158 1 00~;, C1vil Penalty Assessment 

IMF Operations 

( 12) 1 ~\1a:h Err~r-Overpayment to other taxes (CP 1 2/49 combi
nation) 

( 1 3) 17 -Re!unc unlrozen Excess ES Credits 

MT 3000-353 page 30(55)0-8 (1-1-96) 
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6. FOIA request (or a 14 digit Document Locator Number (DLN) 

A. On your IMF, BMF, NMF, and other documents that you obtain from the 
IRS using the FOIA procedure there will be a number ofDLN's. We 
recommend that you do a FOIA request for these documents. 

B. We recommend that you ask for only one of these items at a time as each 
one is a separate issue. There are some people that will put 20 or 30 plus 
requests into one FOIA request. Then when they receive no reply to their 
request, they go around telling people that they tried that FOIA stuff and it 
didn't work. We can only tell you that we have helped people send out 
thousands ofFOIA request and they have received back thousands of 
responses. But each request was a request for only one item. 

C. When we decode your IMF, BMF, or NMF we always do the DLN 
FOIA's as part of our services. We send them to you to, so you can send 
them to the IRS disclosure officer. 

D. Many of these requests will come back with the statement "We have no 
documents responsive to your request." 

1. We suspect that many times they do have documents responsive to your 
request but it is a better approach for them to be non-responsive than to allow you to have 
that file. 

E. You might get an answer back that they need a certain amount of money 
to full fill your request. 

1. We suggest you send a Money order or other form of payment and get those 
records ASAP. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddrl 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 5 52, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send a copy front and back of the document identified by Document 
Locator Number (DLN) (14 digit number) which pertains to the above 
referenced EIN# and entity. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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7. FOIA request (or Examination Selection tiles. 

A. Under System ofRecords 42.016 the IRS is required to keep and 
maintain these files in this System of Records. 

B. Even though they are required to maintain these records and make them 
available to you the IRS will either refuse to give them to, you or tell you 
that there are no records responsive to your request. 

C. By sending in this request, you let them know that they are required to 
maintain these records and send them to you when requested in a FOIA 
request. 

D. You then have the option of asking for this information in a Motion for 
Discovery. 

l.Ifyou do not ask for this information using a FOIA request first, then when you ask for 
them in a Motion for Discovery, it will probably be denied. Because you had an 
administrative way to ask for this information prior to doing the Motion for Discovery, 
and did not request it, the court will deny you motion. 

2.1 know a number of people who had used some super duper paperwork and told others 
not to use the FOIA process. Then when they got in deep trouble and the super duper 
paperwork they were relying upon crashed, they got a major wake up call. We know of 
three different ones who asked ask for their IMF in the courtroom and every time the 
Judge told them that they had plenty of time to ask for that information administratively 
prior to trial. Therefore their request was denied. 

3. If you do not raise an objection in trial you cannot appeal that issue. 

4. You cannot introduce new evidence in the appeals court. 

5. You cannot raise new issues in the appeal process that were not raised at trial. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddrl 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send a copy of all the documents maintained in the system of records 
identified as Examination Selection files, Treasury I IRS 42.016 which pertain to 
the above referenced EIN# and entity. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate of lack ofrecords. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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8. Examination Administration File 

A. The IRS is required to maintain these files under system of records 
42.001. 

B. When asked for through a FOIA request they are to send this information 
to you. 

C. Do not hold your breath waiting to receive this information. 

D. The FOIA request for this type of information must be done when the 
time is ripe. 

E. Do not use this type ofFOIA request if your personal situation does not 
warrant the use of this type ofFOIA request. 

F. If you are not sure, call us for a tutor session to review your file. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddr1 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addr1 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 5 52, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (t). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send a copy of all the documents maintained in the system of records 
known as Examination Administration file, Treasury I IRS 42.001 which pertain 
to the above referenced EIN# and entity. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate of lack ofrecords. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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9. FOIA request {or Transaction codes 910, 
914,916,or 918. 

A. In the enclosed sample BMF, you will find two 914 transaction 
codes. 

B. These codes stand for a ongoing criminal Investigation. Most 
people will not even know about this, until they or their friends get 
a knock on their door by two CID agents. 

C. If you get your BMF and it contains one of these codes, there 
are a number of detailed FOIA requests that you will want to send 
out, including this one. 

D. If you do not have one of these transaction codes posted to your 
IMF or BMF then you would NOT send this request in. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddr1 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addr1 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonably segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the 
requested records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send Requester a copy of all documents maintained in the system of 
records identified as Controlled Accounts (open and closed), Criminal 
Investigation Division TC 910, TC 914, TC 916, TC 918,- Treasury I IRS 46.004, 
which pertain to the above referenced EIN# and entity. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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10. FOIA Request (or a Form 23C 

A. In the January 2002 IMF issue of the "VIP Dispatch" we pointed out in 
the IMF operations manual a reference to the 23C several times. 

B. In The February issue of the Dispatch we pointed out the 23C several 
times. 

C. Here is a sample FOIA request for a form 23C that we have found again 
in the automated Non-Master file Manual. 

D. The IRS stopped sending 23C's out in about 1988. 

E. When asked for the form 23C they will try to pawn off on you a "006 
RACS report" or a " Form 4340." 

1. A "006 RACS report," according to the Government Accounting Office is totally 
unreliable. Read the GAO report in the beginning of our IRS level II course. 

2. According to a number of court cases the Form 4340 is a hearsay document and when 
objected to, must be thrown out. We have seen in the last few years a very determined 
effort by the IRS and the courts to try to add some validity to the Form 4340 form and 
shun away form what the actual law says. Whenever the 4340 is used it must be 
accompanied by supporting documents. It never is. 

3. The "006 RACS" and the Form 4340 form are the best the IRS bas to offer. This 
means that it is very important to be ready to destroy these two items when the time 
comes. It's like shooting the horse out from under the bandit old black Bart. He is not 
going to walk very far and when he does get another horse he will most likely go look for 
someone else to plunder, as he doesn't want to have to take that walk again. 

F. You would only send in this request ifyou have received some form of a 
bill from the IRS that you owed them money for back taxes (CP-504 or CP-
518). 

1. If you have been filing then you have been self-assessing yourself and there would not 
be any reason for the IRS to assess you unless they determine that you have not been 
paying your fair share and want more . 

• G. We will be covering more on the 23C in the Assessment issue ofthe 
"VIP DISPATCH'' which is to be released in May. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddrl 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 5 52, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (t). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send a certified copy of the Record of Assessment Form 23C which is 
specific to above referenced EIN# and entity and no other and which indicates the 
alleged liability. 

5. Please note: I am not asking for a 006 RACS report, or Form 4340. 

6. Assessment certificates or supporting documents are being requested per 26 USC 
6203 and 26 CFR 301.6203-1. 

7. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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11. FOIA request (or a NMF 

A. Our next issue will be on the Non Master File, We are providing this 
request to you in case you need to request this record now. 

B. Ifyou have received a CP-504 notice, a CP-518 or have been sent a lien 
or levy, you would might want to send this on in. 

C. The NMF is also called the "liability transcript" because if the IRS does 
not establish the liability, and cannot produce the NMF, there can be no 
liability. 

D. For years the IRS denied that there was anything called an NMF, but 
there were references to it all throughout different IRS manuals. 

E. We were able to fmd the NMF manual after years of research. 

1. Discovery of the NMF manual blew the lid off the NMF process. We have had a 
number of people obtain their NMF. Yes Virginia, there is a Non Master File, believe it 
or not. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddrl 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonable segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the requested 
records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send me a copy of the Non Master file and Comments Field maintained in 
a System of Records known as Integrated Data Retrieval System I IRS 34.018 
which pertain to the above referenced EIN# and entity. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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12. FOIA request (or Centralized Evaluation and 
Processing 

A. Under the system of records IRS 46.009, you are the IRS to produce any 
files containing any Criminal Investigations information the IRS might 
be putting together about your BMF or IMF. 

B. This request pertains to your BMF or IMF when there is a TC-91 0, TC-
914, TC-916, or a TC-918. 

C. The IRS's response will most likely be: "We have no documents 
responsive to your request". However, sometimes things do slip through. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddrl 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addrl 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom oflnformation Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonably segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the 
requested records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send Requester a copy of all documents maintained in Centralized 
Evaluation and Processing of Information I terns ( CEPIIs ), Criminal Investigations 
Division-Treasury I IRS 46.009 which pertain to the above referenced EIN# and 
entity. 

5. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate oflack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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13. FOIA request (or 6001 Notice 

A. Internal Revenue code title 26 section 6001 (see exhibit A). The second 
sentence of this section states, "whenever in the judgement of the secretary it 
is necessary, he may require any person, by notice served upon such person 
or by regulations." 

1. Where is that notice from the Secretary for me to keep books and records 

2. What types of books and records am I supposed to keep? 

3.How much is the Secretary going to pay me to keep all those books and records and 
who is going to pay the storage fees? 

B. Procedure and Administration information and returns CFR 1. 6001-1 
(regulation) (exhibit B). 

l.Go to paragraph (d) Notice by district director requiring returns statements, or keeping 
of records. Again we find the term notice. 

C. In exhibit (A) we find the secretary is the one who is to send out the 
Notice to keep books and records. In exhibit B we find the district 
director is the one who should send out this NOITCE to keep books and 
records. They do not tell us which secretary it is and they don't tell us 
which district director. They just want us to assume that we know whom 
they are talking about. Where are the Delegations of Authority for these 
people? 

D. Notices from the IRM 676 number 23 on our literature list. (exhibit C) 

1. The third notice listed is the Notice 555. Has anyone from the IRS sent you this Notice 
555? 

2.Has anyone sent you a notice 555? 

E. These are just some basic questions you might want to raise concerning a 
BMF oriMF. 
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 
TO: 
Disclosure Officer 
Internal Revenue Service 
iraddr1 
iraddr2 

FROM: Entity name 
addr1 
addr2 

Dear Disclosure Officer: 

Account (EIN) # 

1. This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552, or 
regulations thereunder. This is my firm promise to pay fees and costs for locating 
and duplicating the records requested below, ultimately determined in accordance 
with 26 CFR 601.702 (f). 

2. If some of this request is exempt from release, please furnish me with those 
portions reasonably segregable. I am waiving personal inspection of the 
requested records. 

3. This request pertains to the years: 

4. Please send Requester a copy of the 6001 Notice served upon above referenced 
EIN# and entity, requiring the above referenced EIN# and entity to file a return. 

5. BACKGROUND: See US Code Title 26 Section 6001 (Ex. A), See Code of 
Federal Regulation Title 26 Section 1.6001-1 Procedure and Administration 
(Ex. B), See Catalog of Federal Tax Forms, Form Letters and Notices Publ. 676 
(Ex. C) 

6. Please certify all documents with the Form 2866, certificate of official record. If 
there are no specific documents pertaining to this request, certify your response 
with Form 3050, certificate of lack of records. 

DATED: 

Respectfully, 

name, Qualified Requester 
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• TITLE 26 - INTERNAL REVENUE CODE 
• Subtitle F- Procedure and Administration 

• CHAPTER 61- INFORMATION AND RETURNS 
• PART I- RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND SPECIAL RETURNS 

Sec. 6001.- Notice or regulations requiring records, statements, and special returns 

Every person liable for any tax imposed by this title, or for the collection thereof, shall keep such records, 
render such statements, make such returns, and comply with such rules and regulations as the Secretary 
may from time to time prescribe. Whenever in the judgment of the Secretary it is necessary, he may 
require any person, by notice served upon such person or by regulations, to make such returns, render 
such statements, or keep such records, as the Secretary deems sufficient to show whether or not such 
person is liable for tax under this title. The only records which an employer shall be required to keep 
under this section in connection with charged tips shall be charge receipts, records necessary to comply 
with section 6053(c), and copies of statements furnished by employees under section 6053(a) 

SOURCE 
Aug. 16, 1954, ch. 736, 68A Stat. 731 
Pub. L. 94-455, title XIX, Sec. 1906(b)(13)(A), Oct. 4, 1976,90 Stat. 1834 
Pub. L. 95-600, title V, Sec. 501(a), Nov. 6, 1978, 92 Stat. 2878 
Pub. L. 97-248, title III, Sec. 314(d), Sept. 3, 1982, 96 Stat. 605. 

AMENDMENTS 
1982- Pub. L. 97-248 inserted", records necessary to comply with section 6053(c)," after "charge 
receipts". 1978 - Pub. L. 95-600 inserted provision at end relating to only records which an employer shall 
be required to keep in connection with charged tips. 1976- Pub. L. 94-455 struck out "or his delegate" 
after "Secretary" wherever appearing. 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1982 AMENDMENT 
Amendment by Pub. L. 97-248 applicable to calendar years beginning after Dec. 31, 1982, see section 
314(e) of Pub. L. 97-248, set out as a note under section 6053 of this title 

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1978 AMENDMENT 
Section 501(c) of Pub. L. 95-600 provided that: "The amendments made by this section (amending this 
section and section 6041 ofthis title) shall apply to payments made after December 31, 1978." 

CROSS REFERENCES 
Methods of accounting for taxable income, see section 446 et seq. of this title 

SECTION REFERRED TO IN OTHER SECTIONS 
This section is referred to in sections 874, 911, 922, 4403, 6033 ofthis title 

Parallel authorities for 26 USC 6001 (from CFR) 

• 26 CFR part 1 • 27 CFR part 53 
• 26 CFR part 31 • 27 CFR part 194 
• 26 CFR part 55 • 27 CFR part 250 
• 26 CFR part 156 • 27 CFR part 296 
• 27 CFR part 19 
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Internal Revenue Service, Treasury 

owned directly by one or more corpora
tions which are component members of 
the group on such December 31. 

[T.D. 7181, 37 FR 8071, Apr. 25, 1972] 

Procedure and Administration 

INFORMATION AND RETURNS 

RETURNS AND RECORDS 

SOURCE: Sections 1.6001-1 to 1.6091-4 con
tained in T.D. 6500, 25 FR 12108, Nov. 26, 1960, 
unless otherwise noted. 

RECORDS, STATEMENTS, AND SPECIAL 
RETURNS 

§ 1.6001-1 Records. 
(a) In general. Except as provided in 

paragraph (b) of this section, any per
son subject to tax under subtitle A of 
the Code (including a qualified State 
individual income tax which is treated 
pursuant to section 6361(a) as if it were 
imposed by chapter 1 of subtitle A), or 
any person required to file a return of 
information with respect to income, 
shall keep such permanent books of ac
count or records, including inventories, 
as are sufficient to establish the 
amount of gross income, deductions, 
credits, or other matters required to be 
shown by such person in any return of 
such tax or information. 

(b) Farmers and wage-earners. Individ
uals deriving gross income from the 
business of farming, and individuals 
whose gross income includes salaries, 
wages, or similar compensation for per
sonal services rendered, are required 
with respect to such income to keep 
such records as will enable the district 
director to determine the correct 
amount of income subject to the tax. It 
is not necessary, however, that with re
spect to such income individuals keep 
the books of account or records re
quired by paragraph (a) of this section. 
For rules with respect to the records to 
be kept in substantiation of traveling 
and other business expenses of employ
ees, see §1.162-17. 

(c) Exempt organizations. In addition 
to such permanent books and records 
as are required by paragraph (a) of this 
section with respect to the tax imposed 
by section 511 on unrelated business in
come of certain exempt organizations, 

§ 1.6011-1 

every organization exempt from tax 
under section 501(a) shall keep such 
permanent books of account or records, 
including inventories, as are sufficient 
to show specifically the items of gross 
income, receipts and disbursements. 
Such organizations shall also keep 
such books and records as are required 
to substantiate the information re
quired by section 6033. See section 6033 
and §§ 1.6033-1 through 1.6033-3. 

(d) Notice by district director requiring 
returns statements, or the keeping of 
records. The district director may re
quire any person, by notice served upon 
him, to make such returns, render such 
statements, or keep such specific 
records as will enable the district di
rector to determine whether or not 
such person is liable for tax under sub
title A of the Code, including qualified 
State individual income taxes, which 
are treated pursuant to section 6361(a) 
as if they were imposed by chapter 1 of 
subtitle A. 

(e) Retention of records. The books or 
records required by this section shall 
be kept at all times available for in
spection by authorized internal rev
enue officers or employees, and shall be 
retained so long as the contents there
of may become material in the admin
istration of any internal revenue law. 

[T.D. 6500, 25 FR 12108, Nov. 26, 1960, as 
amended by T.D. 7122, 36 FR 11025, June 8, 
1971; T.D. 7577, 43 FR 59357, Dec. 20, 1978; T.D. 
8308, 55 FR 35593, Aug. 31, 1990] 

§ 1.6001-2 Returns. 
For rules relating to returns required 

to be made by every individual, estate, 
or trust which is liable for one or more 
qualified State individual income 
taxes, as defined in section 6362, for a 
taxable year, see paragraph (b) of 
§301.6361-1 of this chapter (Regulations 
on procedure and Administration). 
[T.D. 7577, 43 FR 59357, Dec. 20, 1978] 

TAX RETURNS OR STATEMENTS 

§ 1.6011-1 General requirement of re
turn, statement, or list. 

(a) General rule. Every person subject 
to any tax, or required to collect any 
tax, under Subtitle A of the Code, shall 
make such returns or statements as 
are required by the regulations in this 
chapter. The return or statement shall 
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l'.o::ce ~87 Information Guide-Credtt for the Elder-
ly or the Disabled. Nottce to acccr:"l~ar.y letter 
advtstng taxpayer of examinatior. of return. It tells what 
re:ords are required to substantiate the credit for t!";e 
eiderly or the disabled. EX:E:D 

Notice 500 Information Concerning Your Order for 
IRS Form W-4. . Notice advtsing taxpayer tnat t11ey 
received fewer· _Forms W-4 than orderec beca~se 
leg:slatton may b~ enacted that will af;ec: ~vithholding 
rates anc wi!l require IRS to issue a r.ew Fcrm 1:./-.!. 
HR:F:P 

Notice 555 Filing Requirements. !\c::ce advis:~g 
tax~ayer cf !egal requirerr.e:-:ts for !ilir.~ Fede;al ir.c.r.r:(' 
tax ret~,;r:-~s. and tnat failure to file a :-equirec retum. 
Supply information. or pay tax may subject him or her to 
prosecution under the Internal Revenue Code. EX:D 

Notice 557 Who Must File a Federal Income Tax 
Return. Notice sent to taxpayer explarning who must 
file an income tax return. CO:O:CPS 

Notice 587 Preparing Form W-2 for Your Household 
Employee. Notice explaining to employer how to 
complete Form W-2 for household employees. 
R:R:T 

Notice 589 Notice of Currency Transaction Report 
Requirement. Notice advising fmancial institutions 
that they are required to identify all persons conducting 
transactions of more than $10.000 in currency. CI:O 

Notice 606 Notice About Your Order for Federal Tax 
Forms. Notice issued to banks and post offices 
advising that IRS received Form 2333-B request for 
additional forms not offered under the bank and post 
office program. Explains that IRS cannot furnish these 
other items because only those forms listed on Form 
2333-B are available for bulk redistribution to the 
public. HR:F 

Notice 609 Privacy Act Notice. NotiCe iS distribut-
ed with pl.iblic use forms. letters. and publications when 
required to. explain the Privacy Act. T:FP:F:M 

Notice 632 · Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction 
Act Notice. Notice advising taxpayers of IRS's legal 
right to ask for requested information; stating why IRS 
is collecting it and whether taxpayers are required to 
furnish it. I:IA:P 

Notice 633 Confirmation Letter for Record of Re-
turns Not Filed. Stuffer notice requesting informa
tion when taxpayer receives a verification request of tax 
returns not filed. l:IA:P 

Notice 634 Confirmation Letter for Balance Due on 
Account. Stuffer notice requesting information when 
taxpayer disagrees with a verification request of an 
unpaid tax balance. I:IA:P ) j 

Notice 674 Should Your Partnership Obtain Prior 
Approval for Its Tax Year? Notice explaining the 
provisions regarding tax year adoptions by partner· 
ships. CC:C 

7 4 Functional Description 
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Notice 675 Notice of Charge for Copy~~ Tax Retl 
or Tax Account Information. Not:ce re~<.Jr~tng tc 
payers request for co~•es of tax retur:-1s. wl":tch aid ~ 
include payrr.E:r.t. R: R: T 

Notice 688 Important Not1ce to Users of IRS TapE 
~ot•ce explai:1ing conr:-oi and follow-uo procedur 
Li5ed ~Y IRS for ro:e!s of r;,agr:ettc ~ape data that :c 
s:-:ipped to other govern~e~t agenc:es. R:R:M 

Notice 595 Requ"est for Missing Signature To Cor 
plete Return. Notice requesttng srgnature on 
employment tax retur:1. R·R:R 

Nctice 706 Information About Estimated Tax Pen.: 
ty Refund. Not•ce ;xplain!ng to taxpayer !hat es 
mated tax ;:>enalty was incorrectly com~~ted and 
being refunded. R:R:I 

Notice 720 Important Notice-Bankruptcy. StL 
fer not1ce explaining to taxpayer that if the balance dL 
on tncome tax on the enclosed notice is for a peric 
prior to the date of bankruptcy petition. at should not t 
paid at this trme. a proof of claim will be filed in tr 
proceeding for this amount. If the notiCe refers to 
·period that ended after the date of bankruptcy petitio· 
payment should be sent as requested by the netic 
CO:O:SP 

Notice 735 Guide to Individual Payers Required T 
Deduct Backup Withholding. Notice advising inc 
vidual payers of requirements for reporting backL 
withholding. CO:O · 

Notice 746 Information About Your Notice, Penal! 
and Interest. Notice advising taxpayer of change 
interest rate on underpayments and overpayments c 
taxes. and change in penalty rate for underpayment c 
estimated tax. Also. an explanation of the penal: 
codes. R:R:T 

Notice 776 Deposit Reminder. Notice transmittin 
an unacceptable payment because it was not intende 
for IRS or an endorsement is required. R:R:D 

Notice 782 Information on Tax Examinatior 
Notice mailed with an initial interview _contact letters 
Advises taxpayers ·of the general examination procE 
dures. repetitive examinations. authorized represent<: 
t1on. and appeal rights. EX:E:D 

·Notice 788 Special Phone Number for TIN Penalt:-
Case. Stuffer advising information return filers c 
phone number. to call for information on proposed Ttr 
penalty assessments. R:R:T 

Notice 836 Form W-4 Reminder Notice to Employ 
ers. Stuffer reminds employers that Forms W-
daiming exempt status expire annuaBy on February 1 : 
and instructs them to withhOld at ... single Wlth zerc 
withholding aBowance.. until a new Form W-4 ~~ 

submined. Also. employers reminded of regulations t~ 
send certain Forms W-4 to IRS. CO:O 
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BMFOLT and IMFOLT 

We have had people contact us, who have a major problem, who have never heard 

of a BMF or IMF and they can't wait three to five weeks to wait for one to come in. 

What should they do then? We send them to any IRS office, anywhere, to request the 

following: 

BMFOLT -Business master file online transcript. 

IMFOL T -Individual Master File online transcript 

TAX MOD- Tax module 

AMDISA file- the activity code will tell you what excise tax activity the IRS has put 

you under. 

We have had hundreds of people across the country walk in and get these files. 

But be prepared, because there are always small problems that arise. Most of these 

problems are due to IRS employees who do not want to fulfill your request due to their 

own reasons. If you have problems, ask to see their supervisor, and explain to them it is 

your right to have these records. That is the reason the IDRS system is setup the way it is. 

The IRS employees can retrieve these files using your EIN or TIN, press the print button, 

tear it off and hand you a copy of that file in less than a minute. Short, sweet, and simple. 

But some IRS employees will sure give you a hard time over doing their job. 

IMPORTANT: when you go into the IRS office and ask for a BMFOLT do not give 

them your SSN, give them the EIN of your entity. 

Lets look at a couple of examples in this section of an IMFOLT and a Tax Mod. 

1. Item 1 shows you that such a document exists. 
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2. Item 2 shows the 150~transaction code; next to is the effective date 12/15/1997. Next, 

under "Amount" it shows no amount owing or paid. Next is the cycle date. That is the 

week it was posted 1997/49 (49th week). Next you find the first two digits ofthe DLN 

(document locator number) 18. This identifies the service center or district office. The 

third digit of the DLN ''2" is the true tax class. The fourth and fifth digits identify "1 0" as 

the document code. "319" is the Julian date. ''008" is the blocking number. ''98" is the 

series number and "7" is the year (1997). Then the next area is the variable data section. 

3. Item 3 shows the transaction code 425, which reverses a 424. And in the DLN you 

have true tax class "2" which is not taxable, and is verified by the blocking code ''200" 

which is a non~ taxable 1040. 

4. Item 4 is TC~300 indicating the IRS did the assessment against you. 

5. Item 5 shows TC~971 and 972, which would indicate CID involvement. 

6. At item 6 you find an AIMS file (Audit Information Management Systems) you want 

to request this file ASAP. You might receive a response of 1 to 100 pages, depending on 

how far along you are in the audit process. 
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Station Name: AUS0222I06 User Name: cxandr74 Date: 12/11/2000 Time: 11:11:05 AM 

IMFOLT"ll) .. 
'18247-425-00013-9 

STATUS:24 FMS LEVY: FSC: 
INiHCATORS: 
EFT-IND: 0 
TC DATE AMOUNT 

@150 12151997® .00 
140 08231995 .00 
570 12151997 .00 
425 12091997 ® • 00 

595 12291997 .oo 
420 12191997 .00 
170 02151999 1~151.97 
160 02151999 6.873.50 

II'IF TAX MODULE Nl't CTRL :· PAGE 01 
UP-CYC:50 SP-SSN 

STATUS DATE:03202000 AIMS :0 

3 TOT EXEMPT! ONS: 01 TDA COF'YS :4363 CAF 
ARDI : 1 
DDRC :00 

CYCLE DLN VARIABLE DATA 
199749 18210-319-00898-7 F:ECEIVED-DATE: 11191997 
199535 74249-235-00000-5 
199749 18210-319-00898-7 
199751 18277-343-20000-7 AIMS-SRC-CD:24 PROJ:021 

AIMS-ORG-CD:5000 
199751 18249-343-20000-7 ($:) 
199753 18277-353-00000-7 AIMS-CTL-NUM:24500074 
199905 18247-425~00013-9 
199905 18247-425-00013-9 

PAGE 001 OF 002 IMFPG 002 

Station Name: AUS0222I06 User Name: cxandr74 Date: 12/11/2000 Time: 11:11:19 AM 

IMFOLT 

TC DATE AMOUNT 
300 02151999 (j) 27~494.00 

421 02151999 .oo 
336 02151999 17.868.96 
706 04151999 1~985.00-
971 01172000@ .00 
972 06262000 .oo 

IMF TAX MODULE Nl'l CTRL:MUEL PAGE 02 
UP-CYC:50 

CYCLE DLN VAF:IABLE DATA 
199905 18247-425-00013-9 DISPOSAL-CI:•: 10 

ASED:02082002 
199905 18247-425-00013-9 
199905 18247-425-00013-9 
199919 18247-425-00013-9 XREF:30199812 
200001 74277-999-99999-0 ACT-CD: 061 
200024 74277-999-99999-0 ACT-CD: 06i 

PAGE 002 OF 002 IMFF'G 001 ·-·-··" 
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TXMODP 

This is another document that you can obtain by visiting any IRS office in person. 

They print it out upon your request you can take it with you. 

1. TXMODP, yes this document does exist and hundreds of people have obtained it. 

2. Master file tax code, which in this case is a 30. 

3. Here assessment date of02/08/2002 with the "freeze" code ofT which we have 

already covered. 

4. The 150 transaction code again 

5. The effective date 12/15/1997 

6. Cycle date 1997/49 

7. DLN 

8. SFR (Substitute for return) and when you see that SFR posted you want to do a FOIA 

request for that document. 

9. Here it actually shows that they reversed the 424, and switched you from non-taxable 

to taxable. lfyou have our level II course go to videotape 2 and refresh yourself with 

we taught about the TC-424 and TC-425. 

10. This is the AIMS number. You want to get a copy of this audit file, (see the FOIA 

section). 

11. TC-300 is the assessment they have placed against you. 

12. TC-971 and TC-972 shows CID involvement. 
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Station Name: AUS0222I06 User Name: cxandr74 Date: 12/11/2000 Time: 11:03:45 AM 

TXMODP (L> . . @ MFT>30 TX-PRD>199312 
18247-425-00013-9<DLN 

NM-CTRL>. 

SC-STS>24 
i'iF:_STS>24 

MOD-BAL> 
MOD-BAL> 

ASED>02082002 FRZ>T 
CSED>02152009 INTL> 
RSED>04151997 

5L403.43 
51~403.43 

LAST -NOTI CE>DAS 

-® : 

BOD-CD>WI 
MF-XTRCT-CYC>200038 SC-REASON-CD>6T 

CYC>200010 
CYC>200010 

ARDI-CD>1 
FIDO-CD>74 

TODAYS-DT>12/11/2000 
F·RIP!AF:Y -LOC>7 401 

COLLECTION-ASGMT>74017000 
MOD-YLD-SCOR>34315 

CS-CTRL-INFO>NO CASE CONTROLS 
---------------------------POSTED RETURN INFORMATION----------------------------
RET-RCVD-DT>11191997 MO-DELQ>5 
~ NUM-EXEMPT>01 

- AGI > 76~078.00--:' 
TXI > 70~628.00 F'RIM-SE-INCM>74~555 . 

SET> 9~305 
PMEI > 74.555 

-------------------------------RETURN TRANSACTION-------------------------------
1/C POSTED TRANS-AMOUNT CYC T DLN 

/'vt 150 12151997 0.00 199749 D 18210-319-00898-7 SFR ~ 
® © ~ ® 

Employee #7420218033 Page 001 of 002 PAGE 002 

Station Name: AUS0222I06 User Name: cxandr74 Date: 12/11/2000 Time: 11:03:47 AM 

TXMODP. - MFT>30 TX-PRD>199312 NI'I-CTRL> 
--------------------------POSTED TRANSACTIONS SECTION---------------------------

(j) 

@ 

1 / C POSTED TRANS-AMOUNT CYC T DLN 
140 08231995 
570 12151997 
424R 12091'?97 

595 12291997 
420 12191997 

170 02151999 
160 02151999 

0.00 199535 74249-235-00000-5 
0.00 199749 18210-319-00898-7 
0.00 199751 18277-343-20000-7 SOURCE-CD>24 

ORG-CD>5000 
0.00 199751 
o.oo 199753 

SPCL-PROJ>021 
18249-343-20000-7 
18277-353-00000-7 

AIMS-NUM>2405000074 

{ CA...'f ~ ' .... ' \} 021:.1 '7'9 9 

i.1~· 1.97 199905 
6.873.50 199905 

27.494.00 199905 

18247-425-00013-9 
18247-425-00013-9 
18247-425-00013-9 

421 02151999 
336 02i51999 
706 04151999 

@ :7'7 1 01172000 
972 06262000 

DISP-CD>10 ASED>02082002 
0. OO-f99"905 X 18247-425-00013-9 

17 .868.96 199905 
1~985.00- 199919 

18247-425-00013-9 
18247-425-00013-9 

XREF-MFT >30 XREF-TX-PRD>199812 
0.00 200001 
0.00 200024 

74277-999-99999-0 
74277-999-99999-0 971-CD>061 

Employee M7420218033 Page 002 of 002 PAGE 001 
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Sample of a BMF MCC Transcript specific. 

We have included a sample BMF for your review. You can locate some of the 
more important items for yourself on your own BMF. You will find all BMF's are 
formatted the same. 

The sample included in this example is only three pages long, but twenty
two pages were used for decoding. These twenty-two pages do not include all 
the FOIA requests and other items that would be included in the decoding 
process. 

Decoding divides the BMF into three main sections: 

1 The first section decodes the first page of the BMF. Item numbers 01 to 14 
are assigned to items on that first page and those numbers are written on the 
BMF first page. The decoding of that first page lists each item so numbered and 
states the appropriate interpretation or description of each item. 

2 The second section deals with the transactions listed on the BMF along 
with the associated "document locator number", valid document number, 
effective date, and cycle date. Each transaction is assigned a "line number" 
which is marked on the BMF itself and is duplicated in the chart on page 3 and 4 
of the of the sample decoding (pg. 1 08). Beyond the chart in the decoding 
document, the line number is used to identify the decoded meaning for that line 
and associated transaction. 

3 The third section reveals the "status codes". The BMF is marked with a 
line number for each status code. The decoding shows a chart for the status 
codes with the appropriate line numbers. The chart is followed with a listing of the 
line numbers and the appropriate meaning for the referenced status codes. 

You will be able to place this sample next to your BMF and get an idea of 
what decoding does and means, and what kind of record and information the 
BMF maintains on you. 

Decoding a BMF is very similar to the process that is used to decode 
IMF(s). The Transaction codes Blocking numbers and Document numbers are 
taken from the same list of codes in the ADP manual. The entity name will be 
that of a trust or business, the EIN number will be formatted different than a SSN 
number with only one dash between the second and third digit. The address will 
be that of the business or trust. 

Normally you will notice a TC 150 posting, this is the transaction code for 
an assessment. On the sample it is marked as item 11 of the first page and also 
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line number 102 with a line drawn to the associated DLN number. On the chart 
for the BMF transaction (see page 108) and the explanation of line 102 (same 
page below the chart) with information taken directly from IRS manuals with no 
conjuncture or explanation on the decoders part. This then represents 
substantive factual information that complies with the Federal Rules of Evidence 
(credible evidence) as opposed to hearsay evidence, which will never hold any 
weight in federal court. 

Under the administrative Equity system, when one gets certain types of 
correspondence from the IRS, the court case has just started whether one knows 
it or not. What one does at that point can ultimately determine victory or defeat. 

The ultimate goal here is to stay out of the actual courtroom by countering 
or rebutting whatever the IRS tries to do using factual, substantive paperwork 
based on the information contained in the administrative record (credible 
evidence). 

In the level 2 seminar we teach how to prepare a basic chart. This chart 
displays the information taken from the DLN's posted to the IMF (same goes for a 
BMF) for that specific tax period (period may be one year or one quarter 
depending on the type of tax) along with the transaction code. For each tax 
period there will be a separate decoding and separate chart. If the IRS is trying to 
do mean and nasty things, this decoding will lay out in detail how they have 
falsified your record. We have developed a system to get this information into 
your record at the IRS, this will be covered in other issues. 

On the sample BMF chart (page 108) you will note line number 120, 122 
and next page 146 have 914 transaction codes. Looking at the decoding for 
those line numbers (page 115 , 116 and 117) you will see these codes represent 
an "Active Criminal Investigation". All three show a blocking number 300. The 
blocking number is a part of the DLN and represents that you are under the US
UK tax treaty. This is an executive treaty not approved by congress. This 
blocking series says that your are guilty of some kind of tax violation under the 
US-UK tax treaty and are to be treated in that manner unless you can prove 
otherwise. 

We are trying to show you some basics concerning your BMF without 
overloading you with the many complex details that are part of this process. 
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What to look for in examining a decoding document. 

1. On the first line note liB The I is for IMF, the B is for BMF. Without an "I" the transaction is 
not valid for an IMF. Without a "B" the transaction is not valid for a BMF. 

2. The ADP 8-12 at the end of the first line represents the ADP 6209 manual chapter 8 page 12. 

3. Just before the ADP reference there are numbers listed. These numbers represent valid 
document numbers for that transaction. 

4. The line that starts "Document number" list the actual document number applied to the 
transaction and is taken from the DLN number recorded for that transaction. To be correct 
this number must be included in the above listed valid document numbers. 

5. The blocking number determines the nature of the transaction and must be read with the 
transaction. In the example above "832" there is no IMF or BMF application. In the example 
"018" there is an IMF application, an IRA application and a BMF application. 

Transaction 170 Debit 1/B 

(NPJ) ~ 
Estimated Tax 
Penalty 

~ 

IMF:11,12,21, ADP8-12 

22, ~ BMF: 10-14 
Both: 17, 18, 2 

24,47,51,54 
Computer generated self-assessment from TC 150 or manually assessed. ES 
penalty for failure to make adequate ES payments. Applicable to Form 
990C, 1040, 1041, 990T, 990PF and 1120, except on Adjustment or Revenue 
·Receipt input. 

Document number 11 1040,1120,CT-1 ,5329,W-2(Guam), 
_ / 1120L,1120M,1040X 

G) 
Blocking number 832 0( IRAB00-899 Offers in Compromise 

Blocking number 018 
IMF 000-000 Adjustments with original return unless 
specified otherwise below. 
IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those specified 
below. Non-refile DLN. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original return 
attached, except those with math/clerical error 
adjustments, SC Technical adjustments, Offers in 
Compromise. Not valid for Forms 11 C, 706, 709, 730. 
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001084 

PAGE N0-0001 

ACCOUNT NO 
NAME CONT-

1•SMF!MCC TRANSCRIPT-SPECIFIC• 

05-21-2001 
CYCLE-2.001r20 

EMP NO 59-990-
STOP 4030 

co 
···································]············································ 
FOR-5999020769 BY~999020769 ON-0§212001 TYP-S~02}1994UZ ~ 
TIME-13:58 SRC-I STOP 4030 -~/ PROCESSED ON-141 

/f(f ~'Ylf"'. REQUESTED TAX MODULE FOUND ON MF 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• TAX PERIOD~ 199~12 • REASON CD- ~ MOD EXT CYC-200119 ....................•..... ~ 

(£RINV-9W l LIEN- 4~3)47-665{7ogo5-0 l CAF-1 ~~. 
TDA COPYS- TDI COPYS-20 2462 (l_j 

INT TOLERANCE- MATH INCREASE- HISTORICAL D0-59 BWNC-
MF MOD SAL- 431,801.45 C CORP-1 

ACFWED INTEREST
ACCRUED PENALTY
FMS- !A CD-0 

0.00 05282001 
15,520.26 20010528 /0 

ASED-oa;z4{zoos ARDI-2 

[150) osj1q1995 (jj) 
RCC-

0.00 199slz~ 

RET RCVD DT-04181996 

·~ ( '~ I ( 
;-~ ~RO~Z7l99S---------------

(:. b [ 6zo' o~2oi995 0.00 

,'-y ~ OSOU199S---------------_._.." ~ 

1:o 1 s9~ 04~2~996---------------

INSTALL-0 
FOREIGN- EXTRETDT
~ B-~30,906.00-

0.00 
0.00 

EST TAX BASE-
PR YR BASE

UNAPPLIED CREDIT ELECT
NET CREDITS CLAIMED

CREDIT ELECT CLAIMED
MINIMUM TAX
PERS HOLD TAX-

LARGE-a ENV TAX-
NET RECEIPTS-
TOTAL INCOME-
TOTAL DEDUCT-

199~10 0~~77-459-~7-S 
MF CAF CODE-

199Sh6 oi304-08S~25551-5 
TENT TAX- 2,550.00 

199s!16, 0713fo4-085~'S1-5 
EXT ~ATE-09151995 

199~18 07~~9-513;~6-6 
COLCLOS-71 1 XREF-

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

// ZT 4 24.RO§l !1996--------------- ..L996126 .5~~77-l 71~~0-6 ,r) 
• • • • • • • • • • •"• • • • • n • • • • • • • • • • •CONT:NUED Ci~EXT PAG• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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001085 

PAGE N0-0002 TAX PERIOD~ 1994~2•CONTINUED 

•BMF MCC TRANSCRIPT-SPECIFIC• EMP NO 59-990-:.07:~ 
STOF 4030 

ACCOUNT NO -
NAME CONT-

OS-Zl-2.001 
CYCLE-ZOO 11z0 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Il 4 ""(illRoslz74 996--------------

/ l b [9 61] 0 1113/1 9 97--------------

/1 i tillRo 1)1 :jl 9 91---------------

f20~R0~1~1997~-------------

/2l. \ffiRO 6{1 ~19 97--------------

/ z tf I 9121 o sp el19 97---------------

uc tJoo] 1q2.1/1997 o. oo 

{3o @jRo!zsh998-----------.:_ __ _ 

13'2. [i90} 08@4!999 o. 00 

/J' l!!EJ ~!24{1999 

1Jr ~ ofi24f999 

147,812..00 

36,953.00 

108,409.00 

SOURCE-40 ORG-1310 
PTR D0-

199gZ8 59~77-179-~0-6 
AIMS #4001310072 

1997~1 0~977-459~2.7-5 
MF CAF CODE-

PROJ-

1997b2 59~77-471-~3-7 

1997~6 5~~77-564-~9-7 

199n34 59@e7-620-~05-7 

1997~2 o~!47-679j!Ogo3-7 
' HC2 DCll 8700 ASED 

CLAIM REJECT DT-

199i4~ 5~77-282~0-7 
COLCLOS-72 PROC- CLAIM
CSED EXTENSION- BLLC-

199~36 5~77-640-~1-8 

RET REQ-

PC A0213 

PYMT- AO 

1999,42. 72351-236-1J3'503-9 
HC ARC INTO PC 
CORRESPONDDT- CREDIT DT-
REFUND STATUTE CONTROL DT-
AMD CLMS DT-

1999,~2. 7Zi51-23sf3So3-9 
HC DC 8 OD ASED 

CLAIM REJECT DT-

1999~2 7~~51-236~3-9 
PRC- =---i 

19si4z 72Ss1-236j~03-9 
-PRC-

PC AO 

/fv f340] og24{1999 137,974. 45 ..1999~ 7il51-236~3-9 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••CONTINUED N N~XT PAG~••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

?f 
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001086 

PAGE N0-0003 TAX PERIOD/ozf1994~2•CONTINUED 

l•BMFJMcC TRANSCRIPT-SPECIFIC• EM? NO 59-990-: 
STOP 4030 

ACCOUNT NO 
NAME CONT-

05-21-2001 
CYCLE-zoollzo 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

653.00 

/44 \31o! g_e{2='Jt999 o. oo 

14' CJiil o3lz;3f2ooo--------------
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BMF DECODING 
Interpretation of the first page of the Business Master File (BMF) 
.IRS empl 59-990-20769 date 05/21/2001 cycle 01/20 Account 35-xxxxxxx 
Name Business Inc. BMF Period 02 1994/12 

The consecutive line numbers below are matched by number marked on the BMF. 

01 Not a tax protester 

02 Tax year 1994 Type S-02 (Specific Business Master File) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Areas not Shown on this BMF 
03 MFR 
04 VAL 
05 Crinv 
06 FZ> No module freeze code indicated 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
07 Crinv -Z Criminal investigation indicated. 

Freeze code -Z (unreversed TC914 posting) 

08 Lien Lien indicated with DLN # 49347-665-70005-0 

09 FZ N-ZI Freeze codes 
N- Notice status 
-Z (unreversed TC914 posting) 
-1 (restricts computer computation of debit interest) 

10 CSED Collection statute expiration date 08/24/2009 
RSED Refund statute expiration date 03/15/1998 
ASED Assessment statute expiration date 08/24/2009 

11 Assessment 06/1 0/1996 DLN# 0731 0-125-05826-6 

12 SFR None shown 

13 tax per T/P 0.00 

14 AGI Net Taxable Inc- 30,906.00 
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Transaction codes consist of three digits and are used to identify a transaction being 
processed and to maintain a history of actions posted to a taxpayers account on the 
master file. Every transaction processed by ADP must have a Transaction code to 
maintain Accounting Controls of debits and credits. to cause the computer at the MCC 
to post the transaction on the Master File, to permit compilation of reports, and identify 
the transaction when a transcript is extracted from the Master File. IRAF; Many BMF 
and IMF Transaction Codes will not be used for the IRAF. Also, the definitions of 
several Transaction Codes are necessarily changed since there will be no offsetting or 
computer generated credit interest. In addition all refunds will be scheduled manually 
with the refunds posted to the IRAF using transaction code 840. 

In this decoding document there will often appear the words debit or credit. This is 
determinate for that particular code. 
There will often appear the initials "1", "B", "A", "E". These initials indicate to what kind of 
filer does the particular code apply. 

Next there will often appear short title wording describing the code action. 

Where you see "gen" in place of numbers indicates no forms or documents are 
generated for that transaction code, but the code will act as a possible key for other 
actions in the computer. The manual simply states "Computer Generated". 

The final item in the line is ADP 8-#. This is the page number of the source of the 
information in the "ADP and IRS Information" (Internal Revenue Service Document 
6209). 

On the chart, the column third from last will appear a two digit number, this number is 
the document code. The document code indicates what IRS forms are triggered by the 
code and/or are generated. The document code on the decoding report (doc) is shown 
as the document number, and will also list the forms (by form number) connected to that 
particular number. This list is taken from "IRS Law Enforcement Manual Ill 3(27)(68)4.3. 
Attached to the decode report is an excerpted list of the forms in order (part of the 
above manual) showing title and area of each form. In the next to last column is a three 
digit number (blocking number) that is also found in the "IRS Law Enforcement Manual 
3(27)(68)4.4". This number further defines the action of the particular transaction. 
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The Chart for the BMF transaction codes and Blocking numbers. 
Line numbers have been added to your BMF to correlate to this chart. 

line code debit credit eff-date cycle-dt julian-dt doc block series 

102 1.50 0.00 0611011996 96122 p-_) 10 058 26 

104 960 02/271199.5 95110 4.59/ 59 77 006 27 

106 620 0.00 03/2011995 95/16 085 04 ~--_)) 51 

108 460 05/0111995 95116 085 04 255 51 

110 599 04/2211996 96/18 5131113 49 600 46 

112 424 06/1911996 96/26 171 77 200 00 

114 420 06/2711996 96/28 179 77 000 00 

116 961 0111311997 97/01 459/59 77 006 27 

118 960 01/13/1997 97/01 459/59 77 006 27 

120 914 03/1211997 97112 471171 77 300 03 

122 914 06113/1997 97/26 564/164 77 308 69 

124 912 08/08/1997 97/34 620/220 77 300 05 

126 300 0.00 10/27/1997 97/42 679/279 47 100 03 

128 520 10/09/1997 97/42 282 77 000 00 

130 914 8.00 08/2811998 98/36 640/240 77 300 11 

132 290 0.00 08/24/1999 99/42 236 51 135 03 

134 300 147812.00 08/24/1999 99/42 236 51 135 03 

136 160 36953.00 08/24/1999 99/42 236 51 135 03 

138 320 108409.00 08/2411999 99/42 236 51 135 03 

140 340 137974.45 08/2411999 99/42 236 51 135 03 

142 240 653.00 08/24/1999 99/42 236 51 135 03 

144 370 0.00 08/2411999 99/42 236 51 135 03 

146 914 0312312000 00/13 483/ 83 77 300 31 

148 961 0612012000 00126 5731173 77 011 71 
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The Chart for the BMF transaction codes and Blocking numbers. 
Line numbers have been added to your BMF to correlate to this chart. 

line code debit credit eff-date cycle-dt julian-dt doc block series 

150 560 09114/2000 00/38 258 77 775 00 

1 -; )_ 521 09119/2000 00/39 263 77 000 00 

154 960 0911912000 00/39 664/264 77 004 88 

156 160 0.00 10/23/2000 00/41 665/265 47 700 05 

158 300 0.00 10/23/2000 00/41 665/265 47 700 05 

160 421 10/23/2000 00/41 665/265 47 700 05 

Line 102 
Transaction Code 150 debit 1/8 return filed and ADP 8-11 

Tax liability assessed. 
IMF: 05,06,07,08, 10 
11 '12,22,26,27,51 ,72,73, 
BMF: 05,06,08,09, 10,11, 
13,35,3616,20,23,29,35,36, 
40-44,46,51,59,60,65,66 
(PSC only) 67, 71,81 ,83, 
90-93,95 
(EPMF) 30,31,37,38 
(IRAF) 11,12,21,21 ,22,51, 
73 (PMF) 69 

A tax liability assessed from the original return establishes a tax 
module. *BMF: Assessment may be Credit for Form CT-1. 720 and 941. See 
TC 976-977 for amended return. 

Transaction Code 150 1/A Entity created by gen ADP 8-11 
TC 150 

This TC 150 when posted to the Entity Transaction Section indicates the 
Master File Entity was created from the posting of the return. 

Document number 10 1040A,1120,1120X,4625,5310 

Blocking number 058 
IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
IMF 050-070 Form 1040 Virgin Island (PSC) 
cover over process 
BMF Q50-059 Same as BMF 000-049 above, 
except for Forms 2290 and 4638* only. 
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Line 104 
Transaction Code 960 1/8/E add centralized 

authorization file 
77 ADP 8-54 

indicator reporting 
agents file 

Adds CAF Indicator to the module. Causes notices and/or refunds to be 
sent to authorized representative. Also can be generated when a TC 150 
or 620 (BMF) with a significant CAF code posts and an unreversed TC 960 
is not already posted. Also posts to the entity and sets the Magnetic 
Tape Indicator. 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 006 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177 A,31778 ,27 49,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
54668 

IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
MF 000-049 Adjustments with original 
return unless specified otherwise below. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original 
return attached, except those with math/ 
clerical error adjustments, SC Technical 
adjustments, Offers in Compromise, Not 
valid for Forms 11 C,706,709,730. 
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Line 106 
Transaction code 620 credit 8 initial inst- 04, 17,19 ADP 8-36 

aliment payment 
form 7004,MFT 
02+33; 
form 2758,MFT 
05; 
form 6736,MFT 
05 

Credits the module with the remittance received with the Form 
7004/2758/ 6736, and posts a tentative liability, which Is the tax 
amount that Is allowed installment payment privilege. TC 620 received 
on Doc. Code 04 extends the due date (if Condition Code "L" not 
present) for filing return and generates Status Code 04 for 1120, 990C 
and 990T or Status Code 14 for 1041 if timely, adequate payment is 
made. 

8 7004 received 
If form 7004 received without remittance generates .00. 

Document number 04 2758,7004,SS4,8736 

Blocking number 255 
IMF 200-289 Forms 1040X processed by 
Document Perfection. BMF 200-289 Forms 
1120X processed in Returns Analysis. 
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Line 108 
Transaction code 460 IB Extension of 

time for filing 
all:77 ADP 8-25 

IB:gen 
P:64,B/19 

Doc. Code 77: IMF-Forms 2688/4868 BMF-Forms 7004/2758/8736. Establishes 
a Tax Module, updates Status to 04, and updates related filing 
requirements except Forms 706 and 709. Applies to 1120, 1120L, 1120S, 
940, 1065, 1041, 2290, 706 and 709. For installment privileges on Form 
1120 and 1041 taxes, see TC 620. Blocking series 170-199 (Form 2688). 
indicates extension for time disapproved. Doc. Code 77,17 AUTOMATIC 
EXTENSION FORM 4868 IMF ONLY Blocking series 500-699 indicates 
Automatic Extension using doc code 19 without remittance disapproved. 
Blocking series 700-999 indicates, Automatic Extension with remittance 
disapproved. TC 460 can be used as secondary transaction with TC 670 
requesting Automatic Extension. BMF: Generated when TC 670 with 
Secondary TC 460 is input to MFT 51 module. Extended due dale on 
generated TC 460 is August 15 of the following year (i.e. ROD plus 
four months). Also generated when qualifying TC 620 posts to MFT 
02/33/34 module with tax period 8212 or subsequent. EPMF: invalid 
TC/DOC CODE 

Line 110 

Document number 04 2758,7004,SS4,8736 

Blocking number 255 
IMF 200-289 Forms 1040X processed by 
Document Perfection. BMF 200-289 Forms 
1120X processed in Returns Analysis. 

Transaction code 599 BIE satisfying 14,49 ADP 8-34 
Trans. 

Return secured. Satisfies this module only. Requires a two digit 
closing code for IDRS input. See Section 11 for appropriate closing 
codes. 

Document number 49 3177,3177A,3249 

Blocking number 600 
IMF 600-619 URP (Timely, full paid) 
adjustments (Statutory Notices) 
BMF 600-619 Overstated Deposit Claimed. 
Non-refile DLN after cycle 8335. 
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Line 112 
Transaction Code 424 1/B/E examination 77 ADP 8-24 

request indicator 
Return referred to Examination or Appeals Division. Generates 
Examination opening Inventory information. Deletes record, if present, 
from DIF file. This transaction can also be generated for IMF when an 
IRP underreported Case is referred to Exam. Generated as a result of 
input through PCS. 

Line 114 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 200 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177 A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IMF 200-289 Forms 1040X processed by 
Document Perfection. BMF 200-289 Forms 
1120X processed in Returns Analysis. 

Transaction Code 420 1/B/A examination 29,77 ADP 8-23 
indicator 

Computer generated at SC when opening record Is posted. Can be Input on 
Form 3177. Indicates that return has been referred to the Examination 
or Appeals Division. Generally, if TC 420 is unreversed, TC 290,291, 
298 and 299 will unpost unless Priority Codes 1, 5, 6, 7, or 8 present. 
(See UPO 160.330) Module will not be removed from MF TC 290 with zero 
amount, 294 or 295 will post. (TC 294, 295,298, 299-BMF/IMF only.) The 
return has been assigned in the Examination or Appeals Division. 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 000 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
MF 000-049 Adjustments with original 
return unless specified otherwise below. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original 
return attached, except those with math/ 
clerical error adjustments, SC Technical 
adjustments, Offers in Compromise, Not 
valid for Forms 11 C,706,709,730. 
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Line 116 
Transaction Code 961 1/B/E reverse centralized 77 ADP 8-54 

authorization file 
indicator 

Reverses TC 960 and zeros module CAF Indicator. BMF: For Reporting 
Agents File, posts to the entity, and zeros the Magnetic Tape 
Indicator. 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 006 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
54668 

IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
MF 000-049 Adjustments with original 
return unless specified otherwise below. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original 
return attached, except those with math/ 
clerical error adjustments, SC Technical 
adjustments, Offers in Compromise, Not 
valid for Forms 11C,706,709,730. 
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Line118 
Transaction Code 960 1/B/E add centralized 

authorization file 
77 ADP 8-54 

indicator reporting 
agents file 

Adds CAF Indicator to the module. Causes notices and/or refunds to be 
sent to authorized representative. Also can be generated when a TC 150 
or 620 (BMF) with a significant CAF code posts and an unreversed TC 960 
is not already posted. Also posts to the entity and sets the Magnetic 
Tape Indicator. 

Line 120 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 006 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177 A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
MF 000-049 Adjustments with original 
return unless specified otherwise below. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original 
return attached, except those with math/ 
clerical error adjustments, SC Technical 
adjustments, Offers in Compromise, Not 
valid for Forms 11C,706,709,730. 

Transaction Code 914 IBA Active Criminal 
Investigation 

77 ADP 8-52 

Identifies a tax module assigned to the Criminal Investigation Division. 
Establishes modular freeze which causes all transactions except the 
following to be unpostable: IMF only Corr. UPC 183; IMF/BMF TC 428, 910, 
912, 920 and 99X; BMF only Carr. UPC 333. TC 019, 424 (SPC 049), IRAF 
Corrected Unpostable Code 733. BMF/IMF: Prevents entity or tax modules 
from being removed from the MF as an expired account. 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 300 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 55 
generated. Valid for MFT 30 and 29. 
BMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 155 generated. 
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Line 122 
Transaction Code 914 IBA Active Criminal 77 ADP 8-52 

Investigation 
Identifies a tax module assigned to the Criminal Investigation Division. 
Establishes modular freeze which causes all transactions except the 
following to be unpostable: IMF only Carr. UPC 183; IMF/BMF TC 428, 910, 
912, 920 and 99X; BMF only Carr. UPC 333. TC 019, 424 (SPC 049), IRAF 
Corrected Unpostable Code 733. BMF/IMF: Prevents entity or tax modules 
from being removed from the MF as an expired account. 

Line 124 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 308 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 55 
generated. Valid for MFT 30 and 29. 
BMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 155 
generated. 

Transaction code 912 IBA Criminal Investigation 
Reverses TC 914 freeze. 

77 ADP 8-52 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 300 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 55 
generated. Valid for MFT 30 and 29. 
BMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 155 
generated. 
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Line 126 
Transaction Code 300 debit 1/B A additional tax or 47 ADP 8-18 

Delinquency assessment 
By examination Division or 
Collection division. 

Assesses additional tax as a result of an Examination or Collection 
Adjustment to a tax module which contains a TC 150 transaction. 
Generates TC421 to release42 Hold if Disposal Code 1-5,8-10,12,13,34 
and TC 420 or 424 present. If TC 420 or 424 is present, TC 421 is 
generated when disposal code of 1-4, 8-10, 12 (only If Appellate Code 
is 000 or if TC 300 blocked 700-799) 13, or 34. Releases freezes for 
640,720, 840 or 841. IMF: Additionally releases TC 680 hold and freezes 
for invalid SSN or Account Reactivation. Blocking Series 790-799 or 
900-999 will generate a CP 55, BMF: Releases freezes for Joint 
Committee or TC 842. 

Line 128 

Document number 47 2710,5351,5344,5403,5599, 
5650,5881,5479 

Blocking number 1 00 
IMF 100-129 Reserved. 
BMF 100-129 Non-tax adjustments without 
the original return. Non-refile DLN. 

Transaction Code 520 1/B/A IRS litigation 77 ADP 8-28 
instituted 

Freeze is released by TC 521 or 522. Some CCs suspend CSED. See Section 
11.06(6). For IMF only an optional CSED TIN indicator (P) Primary, (S) 
Secondary or (B) Both can be used to identify which taxpayer the 
extension applies to. (See Section 11 for appropriate closing codes) 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 000 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177 A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
MF 000-049 Adjustments with original 
return unless specified otherwise below. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original 
return attached, except those with math/ 
clerical error adjustments, SC Technical 
adjustments, Offers in Compromise, Not 
valid for Forms 11C,706,709,730. 
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Line 130 
Transaction Code 914 IBA Active Criminal 

Investigation 
77 ADP 8-52 

Identifies a tax module assigned to the Criminal Investigation Division. 
Establishes modular freeze which causes all transactions except the 
following to be unpostable: IMF only Corr. UPC 183; IMF/BMF TC 428, 910, 
912, 920 and 99X; BMF only Corr. UPC 333. TC 019, 424 (SPC 049), IRAF 
Corrected Unpostable Code 733. BMF/IMF: Prevents entity or tax modules 
from being removed from the MF as an expired account. 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 300 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 55 
generated. Valid for MFT 30 and 29. 
BMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 155 
generated. 
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Line 132 
Transaction Code 290 IB Additional Tax 54 ADP 8-16 

Assessment 
Additional tax as a result of an adjustment to a module which contains 
a TC150 transaction. TC 290 with zero amount or TC 29X with a Priority 
Code 1 will post to a L freeze module. Generates assessment of 
interest if applicable (TC 196). Releases the following freezes: 0 
Reactivated Account, A Duplicate Return, K Refund Hold, W 470 hold, 
R 570 hold, F Advanced Payment, X Manual Refund, P 641/720, G Math 
Error, J Math ErroriTDA, A RPS. B Subsequent Payment, Q WPT, 680 
Hold (See Freeze Code Section for specific conditions). TC 290 with 
zero amount blocked 96X indicates a taxpayer penalty abatement request 
was considered and rejected. Reversal is TC 290 blocked 97X. Can be 
used for Civil Penalty assessments on MFT 30, 55, and 13. IMP: 
Additionally releases 680 hold and freezes for Invalid SSN or Account 
Reactivation. Needs reason and source codes. May need priority and/or 
hold codes. BMF: Releases freezes for 842. TC 290*s, MFT 10, Blocking 
Series 500-519, have been designated for FUTA use only. A Reference 
Code of 998 or 999 is generated by BMF files respectively from Alpha 
Code "I" or "W "along with a valid state code on FUTA Adjustments. May 
need priority and/or hold codes. IMF: If a TC 888 is Input without a 
TC 886, and the Taxable Income (TXI) on the tax module is greater than 
.00, then the TXI is automatically adjusted by the TC 888 amount. The 
TXI on the module will not be adjusted below zero. 

TC 290 blocked 180-198, 780-789, 960-969 or 980-989 (MFT 55: Blocking 
Series 530-539, 960-969, and 980-989. Exception: prior control is doc 
code 54 blocked 59X), will generate a CP55 Notice to Refile Return.Re: 
Form 1042, 290-to increase tax liability no reference# is used, 
291-to decrease lax liability no reference# is used, 150-reference # 
"011" to update the gross income paid See section 8 for credit 
reference adj. codes. 

Document number 51 514B,3413,3552 

Blocking number 135 
BMF 130-139 FTD penalty adjustment with 
CP 194 or CP 207. Refile DLN. 
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Line 134 
Transaction Code 300 debit 1/B A additional tax or 47 ADP 8-18 

Delinquency assessment 
By examination Division or 
Collection division. 

Assesses additional tax as a result of an Examination or Collection 
Adjustment to a tax module which contains a TC 150 transaction. 
Generates TC421 to release42 Hold if Disposal Code 1-5,8-10,12,13,34 
and TC 420 or 424 present. If TC 420 or 424 is present, TC 421 is 
generated when disposal code of 1-4, 8-10, 12 (only If Appellate Code 
is 000 or ifTC 300 blocked 700-799) 13, or 34. Releases freezes for 
640,720, 840 or 841. IMF: Additionally releases TC 680 hold and freezes 
for invalid SSN or Account Reactivation. Blocking Series 790-799 or 
900-999 will generate a CP 55, BMF: Releases freezes for Joint 
Committee or TC 842. 

Line 136 

Document number 51 514B,3413,3552 

Blocking number 135 
BMF 130-139 FTD penalty adjustment with 
CP 194 or CP 207. Refile DLN. 

Transaction Code 160 1/B/A debit manually 47,54 ADP 8-12 
Computed delinquency 
Penalty, 

A Delinquency Penalty Assessment manually computed by Audit or 
Collection. Penalty is not recomputed by computer. 

Line 138 

Document number 51 514B,3413,3552 

Blocking number 135 
BMF 130-139 FTD penalty adjustment with 
CP 194 or CP 207. Refile DLN. 

Transaction code 320 debit IBA Fraud penalty 47,54 ADP 8-20 
Assesses Fraud Penalty. BMF/IMF: Restricts FTP Penalty on Fraud Penalty 
assessed under IRC 6853(b) for returns due before 1/1/89. 

Document number 51 514B,3413,3552 

Blocking number 135 
BMF 130-139 FTD penalty adjustment with 
CP 194 or CP 207. Refile DLN. 
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Line 140 
Transaction Code 340 debit 1/B/A restricted IMF 11,12,21 ADP 8-21 

Interest 22,47,51 ,54, 
Assessment IRAF/BMF 47,54 

Restricted Interest which must be manually computed. IMF/BMF/IRAF. 
CAUTION: After posting, Interest is not computed or abated by computer 
for the applicable Tax Module and assessed Interest thereafter must be 
computed manually and Input with a TC 340 or 341. TC34X Inputs posting 
after 01/01/95 will allow the accruals of Interest to be non-restricted 
from the "interest To Date" of the AMCLS or ADJ54 action unless a 
reference number 221 or 222 is included with the action. IMF: TC 150 
with Condition Code Z generates TC 340 for zero amount, turns on debit 
restricted interest Indicator and restricted FTP penalty Indicator. 
TC 500 generates TC 340, 

Line 142 

Document number 51 5148,3413,3552 

Blocking number 135 
BMF 130-139 FTD penalty adjustment with 
CP 194 or CP 207. Refile DLN. 

Transaction code 240 debit IBA Miscellaneous 47,54,51 ADP 8-14 
Assesses miscellaneous type penalty (ie., other than those penalties 
which are identified with their own TC). Assess miscellaneous type 
penalty when a reference no. of zero is present (ie .. other than those 
penalties which are identified with their own TC or reference no.). 
In addition, a TC 240 with a significant reference no. (500-699) 
indicates an assessment of a specific penalty. See Section 11.1 0(6) 
for appropriate Reference Codes. 

Document number 51 514B,3413,3552 

Blocking number 135 
BMF 130-139 FTD penalty adjustment with 
CP 194 or CP 207. Refile DLN. 
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Line 144 
Transaction Code 370 debit 1/B/A account I/B:52,all 51 ADP 8-22 

transfer in 
Transfers a tax module from Retention Register to M.F. Pqsts all 
accompanying transactions Input as a part of the transaction. This 
transaction inputs assessments, abatements, credits and debits which 
are being transferred to an account on the MF The list of valid 
transactions are listed in I RM 3( 17)(21 )0. Doc. Code 51 includes all 
prompt (quick and jeopardy assessment transactions if transaction goes 
unpostable with UPC 171, Master File will not show TC 370. 

Line 146 

Document number 51 514B,3413,3552 

Blocking number 135 
BMF 130-139 FTD penalty adjustment with 
CP 194 or CP 207. Refile DLN. 

Transaction Code 914 IBA Active Criminal 
Investigation 

77 ADP 8-52 

Identifies a tax module assigned to the Criminal Investigation Division. 
Establishes modular freeze which causes all transactions except the 
following to be unpostable: IMF only Corr. UPC 183; IMF/BMF TC 428, 910, 
912, 920 and 99X; BMF only Corr. UPC 333. TC 019, 424 (SPC 049), IRAF 
Corrected Unpostable Code 733. BMF/IMF: Prevents entity or tax modules 
from being removed from the MF as an expired account. 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 300 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177 A,3177B,27 49,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 55 
generated. Valid for MFT 30 and 29. 
BMF 300-309 Barred assessment. CP 155 
generated. 
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Line 148 
Transaction Code 961 1/B/E reverse centralized 

authorization file 
77 ADP 8-54 

indicator 
Reverses TC 960 and zeros module CAF Indicator. BMF: For Reporting 
Agents File, posts to the entity, and zeros the Magnetic Tape 
Indicator. 

Line 150 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 011 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
MF 000-049 Adjustments with original 
return unless specified otherwise below. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original 
return attached, except those with math/ 
clerical error adjustments, SC Technical 
adjustments, Offers in Compromise, Not 
valid for Forms 11 C,706,709,730. 

Transaction code 560 IBA waiver ext- 77B: gen ADP 8-30 
ension of date 
assessment statute 
expires 

Extends the Assessment Statute Expiration Date to the date input. BMF: 
Generated when TC 300/301 posts with a Statute Extended Date that is 
equal to ASED on latest dated unreversed TC 560/564 already posted to 
the module. 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 775 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IMF 770-779 Adjustment to set math error 
deferred action on a module. 
BMF 770-779 Adjustment to set math error 
deferred action on module. Refile DLN. 
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Line 152 
Transaction Code 521 1/8/A reversal of 520 77 ADP 8-28 
Records reversal of a previously posted TC 520. If TC 520 posted prior 
to cycle 8624, TC 550 must be input to extend the CSED. Refer to 
section 11 for specific CC reversal activity. 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 000 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,31778,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
54668 

IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
MF 000-049 Adjustments with original 
return unless specified otherwise below. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original 
return attached, except those with math/ 
clerical error adjustments, SC Technical 
adjustments, Offers in Compromise, Not 
valid for Forms 11C,706,709,730. 
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Line 154 
Transaction Code 960 1/8/E add centralized 

authorization file 
indicator reporting 

77 ADP 8-54 

agents file 
Adds CAF Indicator to the module. Causes notices and/or refunds to be 
sent to authorized representative. Also can be generated when a TC 150 
or 620 (BMF) with a significant CAF code posts and an unreversed TC 960 
is not already posted. Also posts to the entity and sets the Magnetic 
Tape Indicator. 

Line 156 

Document number 77 3870,4356A,4356SP,2688,843, 

Blocking number 004 

2758,2350,900,4868,1127,3177, 
3177A,3177B,2749,4907, 
5147,4768,5558,5768,5308, 
5466B 

IRA 000-099 All adjustments except those 
specified below. Non-refile DLN. 
MF 000-049 Adjustments with original 
return unless specified otherwise below. 
BMF 000-049 Adjustments with the original 
return attached, except those with math/ 
clerical error adjustments, SC Technical 
adjustments, Offers in Compromise, Not 
valid for Forms 11 C,706,709,730. 

Transaction Code 160 1/B/A debit manually 47,54 ADP 8-12 
Computed delinquency 
Penalty, 

A Delinquency Penalty Assessment manually computed by Audit or 
Collection. Penalty is not recomputed by computer. 

Document number 47 2710,5351,5344,5403,5599, 
5650,5881,5479 

Blocking number 700 
IRA 700-759 Mathematical I Clerical Errors 
IMF 700-739 Substantiated Math Error 
Protest with a TC 576 on the module. 
BMF 700-739 Substantiated Math Error with 
TC 420 in the module. Refile DLN. 
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Line 158 
Transaction Code 300 debit 1/B A additional tax or 47 ADP 8-18 

Delinquency assessment 
By examination Division or 
Collection division. 

Assesses additional tax as a result of an Examination or Collection 
Adjustment to a tax module which contains a TC 150 transaction. 
Generates TC421 to release 42 Hold if Disposal Code 1-5,8-10, 12,13,34 
and TC 420 or 424 present. If TC 420 or 424 is present, TC 421 is 
generated when disposal code of 1-4, 8-10, 12 (only If Appellate Code 
is 000 or if TC 300 blocked 700-799) 13, or 34. Releases freezes for 
640,720, 840 or 841. IMF: Additionally releases TC 680 hold and freezes 
for invalid SSN or Account Reactivation. Blocking Series 790-799 or 
900-999 will generate a CP 55, BMF: Releases freezes for Joint 
Committee or TC 842. 

Line 160 

Document number 47 2710,5351,5344,5403,5599, 
5650,5881,5479 

Blocking number 700 
IRA 700-759 Mathematical/ Clerical Errors 
IMF 700-739 Substantiated Math Error 
Protest with a TC 576 on the module. 
BMF 700-739 Substantiated Math Error with 
TC 420 in the module. Refile DLN. 

Transaction Code 421 1/B reverse examination 47,77,gen ADP 8-23 
indicator 

Generated at MCC when TC 300 posts with a Disposal Code of 1-5,8-10, 
12, or 34 to module and an unreversed TC 420, or 424 Is present. Can 
be input directly with Doc. 47 or on Form 3177. Reverses TO 420 or 424. 
IRAF: Can be received only from the IMF and Is treated by IRA as a 
control DLN update (TC 999). Generated as a result of Input through 
PCS. 

Document number 47 2710,5351,5344,5403,5599, 
5650,5881,5479 

Blocking number 700 
IRA 700-759 Mathematical/ Clerical Errors 
IMF 700-739 Substantiated Math Error 
Protest with a TC 576 on the module. 
BMF 700-739 Substantiated Math Error with 
TC 420 in the module. Refile DLN. 
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MF and IDRS Collection Status Codes ADP 8-57 

The Master File codes are MCC computer generated as a result of the computer 
analysis after a transaction has posted to the Master File. The Status Code 
designates the current collection status at the module and will appear on the 
MCC transcripts and on IDRS. The ten-digit abbreviations appear on the MCC 
transcripts only. IDRS Status Codes which are unique to IDRS or vary in 
meaning from similar MF status codes are identified by *. (Reference LEM 
Internal Revenue Manual 3(27){68)0) 

line code debit credit eff-date cvcle-dt notice . 
202 04 05/01/1995 95116 

204 02 01/2911996 96/04 do-

206 02 02/05/1996 96106 -59 

208 02 02/2611996 96/09 -59 

210 03 03/11/1996 96/11 -59 

212 06 0.00 05/13/1996 96/18 

214 10 0.00 06/1011996 96/22 

216 21 147812.00 08/2411999 99/42 

Line 202 
04 IBA EXT FILING ADP 8-57 

Line 204 

Line 206 

Line 208 

Extension of time tar filing granted. (Date of 
status Is extension application filing date.) 
Installment basis, when applicable, to Forms 990Ct, 
990Tt and 1120t. 

02** IBE DEL STATUS ADP 8-57 
Return not posted: letter of inquiry mailed. 

02** IBE DEL STATUS ADP 8-57 
Return not posted: letter of inquiry mailed. 

02** IBE DEL STATUS ADP 8-57 
Return not posted: letter of inquiry mailed. 
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Line 210 

Line 212 

Line 214 

Line 216 

03** IBE TDI STATUS ADP 8-57 
IDRS in delinquency status. **NOTE: 02 and 03 Status 
Code are modified and further explained by Status 
Indicators following the Status Codes. (See Sec. 11 
for a definition of these Indicators) 

06 IBE NO DEL RET ADP 8-57 
Delinquent return not filed. Collection activity 
suspended while examination or criminal 
investigation review, or until another tax period 
posts to the Master File. 

10 IBA RT NT EVEN ADP 8-57 
E 

Return is filed or assessed or, If MFT 13, TC 240 
posted, no tax liability or even balance on filing. 

21 IBA IMF SETTLEMENT NOTICE ADP 8-58 
Return is filed and assessed or, If MFT 13, TC 240 
posted First Notice Issued. Also update to Status 21 
in the cycle the duplicate freeze is present and 
TC 606 criteria are met. 
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IRS News Release 

A. Please read the next three pages of commissioner Rossotti's oral 
statement to the Senate Finance Committee and you will see that trusts 
are one of the main targets ofthe IRS. 

B. We have found that a lot of these Trust promoters are simply selling a 
package they bought or stole from someone else and when it comes to 
defending it they don't have a clue. 

C. When the IRS goes after and takes down one of these promoters the IRS 
then prosecutes all of his or her clients. 

D. Most of these promoters have no knowledge of the FOIA request process 
or how it works. 

E. We have also found a lot of these promoters are very knowledgeable 
about all those IDIOT LEGAL ARGUMENTS and they wind up helping 
the IRS more than their clients. 

F. We have found some very good trust promoters who after seeing our 
FOIA program incorporate it into their program because they see the 
value of using it. 

G. Like the last page says IRS CI has already obtained 117 convictions and 
has 135 open investigations including 65 promoters. 

H. If you are reading this then you are moving forward in your learning 
process to protect yourself. 

I. Any trust is only as good as the people who use it are able to defend it. 

1. Like our congressman Rob Portman said, the IRS can go after anyone any time it 
wants. 

J. FOIA, FOIA, FOIA! 
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@))News Release 
Media Relations Office Washington, D.C. Tel. 202.622.4000 
For Release: 4/09/01 Release No: IR-2001-45 

IRS COMMISSIONER CHARLES 0. ROSSOTTI'S ORAL STATEMENT 
BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE 

APRIL 5, 2001 

Mr. Chairman and Distinguished Members of the Committee, I am pleased to 
discuss the IRS's efforts to combat an important threat to our tax administration system: 
namely organized tax evasion. I particularly want to commend you, Mr. Chairman, for 
focusing today on this threat. It is essential that the vast majority of honest taxpayers 
who pay what they owe under the law have confidence that their neighbors and 
competitors are playing by the same rules. 

Today, in a wide range of guises, there are individuals and organized groups 
attempting to mislead or entice taxpayers into believing that there is way out of paying 
taxes. Some of these groups use the Internet to promote or advertise their schemes, 
which range from complex prepared documentation packages involving trusts and 
offshore bank accounts to false arguments that businesses do not need to pay 
employment and withholding taxes. 

In 2001, the IRS issued two nationwide alert warning taxpayers not to fall victim 
to a number of tax scams. They included tax credits or refunds related to reparations 
for slavery to illegal ways to "untax" yourself. One of the schemes that has recently 
received considerable publicity tells employers that they do not have to withhold federal 
income tax or employment taxes from the wages paid to their employees. Taxpayers 
can get more information on this bogus scheme by going to our web site at www.irs.gov 

In terms of practical impact, the most important of the various tax schemes are 
those that actually sell packages to upper income taxpayers that claim to permit income 
taxes to be reduced or eliminated. Basically, these packages use a flurry of paperwork 
involving domestic and offshore trusts and foreign bank accounts to appear to move 
income into tax-free countries or legal vehicles, while taxpayers still maintain effective 
control over their funds. The chart in front of you is a simplified depiction of one such 
scheme. 

Most of those who buy into these schemes are upper-income taxpayers, 
professionals and business persons with at least six-figure incomes. The promoters 
run the gamut from bankers to convicted con men to crooked return preparers to 
Americans living abroad who make a living selling services in connection with these 
schemes. 

(more) 
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The IRS first became aware of the emerging magnitude of this problem in mid 
1996 when John Mathewson, the owner of a bank in the Grant Cayman Islands, began 
cooperating with Federal authorities and provided financial information on hundreds of 
individuals who appeared to be engaging in on-going tax fraud. In April 1997, the IRS 
issued an official notice publicly cautioning taxpayers to be wary of trust arrangements 
promising benefits that are not allowable under the tax laws. 

Although we have no really accurate measures of the size of this problem, we do 
have enough information to know it is a major problem. One respected expert on 
offshore tax havens and money laundering, Mr. Jack Blum, estimates that there are $3 
trillion in assets in tax haven banks and that the annual revenue loss to the Treasury is 
$70 billion. On October 27, 2000, the U.S. District Court in the Southern district of 
Florida authorized the IRS to examine the banking records of tens of thousand of U.S. 
persons with offshore accounts in the Caribbean. 

With our new IRS organization and strategic plan in place, we are able to be 
much more effective in combating this threat with a coordinated strategy involving a full 
range of tools, from public education to civil and criminal enforcement against both 
promoters and participants in these schemes. 

In terms of public education, we issued press releases and alerts to the public 
and publications for use by legitimate practitioners in educating their clients, such as our 
"Too Good to be True Trusts" brochure. We constantly post educational material on our 
web site, which is receiving over 2 billion hits this year. Recently we opened up a 
specialized part of our web site for small business and self employed taxpayers which 
provides one-stop tax information, including warnings and examples of what to beware 
of. A blow up of some of our web pages is shown on the chart in front of you. 

One of our most important new initiatives to identify and combat these schemes 
is K-1 Matching. In 2002, the IRS will change its processing procedures and begin 
processing and matching K-1s reporting almost $700 million of income and also, 
importantly, reported losses on trusts and passthroughs. This will help us to find 
potential problem cases and to follow up with audits when necessary. 

We have developed specialized training programs for our agents on these trust 
related topics, and on the civil side, our agents are currently auditing 17 promoters and 
evaluating 161 abusive schemes for possible examination or injunctive action. Earlier 
this year, one permanent injunction against some promoters was granted and a $1.25 
million penalty assessed. Another injunction request is currently pending before a 
district court. 

(more) 
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On the Criminal side, IRS Criminal Investigation has already obtained 117 
convictions of individuals for illegal trust schemes and has 135 open investigations, 
including 65 of promoters. On February 28, 2001, Cl conducted its largest and most 
extensive enforcement action in the history of the IRS, conducing three dozen search 
warrants simultaneously in a series of related investigations of suspected promoters of 
fraudulent trust schemes. 

I should note that the civil and criminal penalties are stiff for the investors and 
promoters convicted of these illegal schemes. Civil fraud can include a penalty of up to 
75 percent of the underpayment of the tax that's attributed to the fraud in addition to the 
taxes owed. Judges have recently imposed lengthy prison sentences, including one of 
11 years, and steep fines against promoters. 

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, the IRS is working hard to combat the organized tax 
evasion that is proliferating today. I promise you that diligence and fairness will be our 
twin beacons. They will guide us as we seek to uncover these schemes and pursue 
those who promote and use them to avoid paying their taxes and put an extra burden 
those who do pay honestly. 

XXX 
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